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Supercapacitors are electrochemical energy storage devices known for their large 
power densities and long lifetimes yet limited energy densities. A conventional 
understanding of supercapacitors relates the high power to fast ion accumulation at the 
polarized electrode interface, forming the so-called electric double layer (EDL), and the 
low energy to limited electrode surface area (SA). To improve the energy density, the 
capacitance may be enhanced by using high SA electrode materials such as carbon-based 
nanomaterials. While promising results have been experimentally reported, capacitances 
have also been noted to exhibit a highly non-linear relationship with SA. These interesting 
observations suggest that a gap exists in our fundamental understanding of charge storage 
mechanisms in the EDL of carbon nanomaterials. Given that EDLs are typically on the 
order of 1-3 nm thick, theoretical simulations can elucidate these unknown physical 
insights in order to identify new design principles for future electrode materials. 
In this dissertation, we explore two broad types of carbon-based nanomaterials, 
which are separated into two Parts, using a combined density functional theory and 
classical molecular dynamics computational approach. In Part I, we study the capacitance 
 viii 
using various chemically and/or structurally modified graphene (or graphene-derived) 
materials which is motivated by previous accounts of the limited capacitance using pristine 
graphene. Our analysis demonstrates the viability of dramatically improving the 
capacitance using graphene-derived materials owing to enhancements in the quantum 
capacitance with marginal effects on the double layer capacitance. In Part II, we investigate 
the capacitance using nanoporous carbon materials which is motivated by experimental 
observations that relate capacitance to pore width rather than SA. Our findings confirm that 
promoting ion confinement through pore width control can enhance capacitance, but also 
identify pore shape dispersity as another important structural feature that facilitates fast ion 
dynamics during charging/discharging. 
The work in this dissertation presents an overview of new insights into charge 
storage mechanisms using low-dimensional carbon-based nanomaterials and future 
directions for materials development. Moreover, we anticipate that the established 
methodologies and analyses can be broadly applicable to the study of other applications 
utilizing electrified interfaces, including capacitive deionization and liquid-gated field 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
A. Necessity of Energy Storage 
The rise in global demand for energy has spurred an increasingly distributed variety 
of technologies and methods for energy conversion. However, providing the population 
access to energy requires efficient means of storage. For example, the disconnect between 
the energy supplied by intermittent alternative energy sources (e.g., solar and wind) or 
power plants and the energy demanded by consumers using the electric grid can be bridged 
by large-scale energy storage technologies.1,2 Small-scale energy storage is also a necessity 
as the world becomes increasingly reliant on mobile devices, electric vehicles, and other 
portable electronics.3,4 
Within the energy storage landscape, two classes of technologies can be considered 
ubiquitous – electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and batteries.5,6 The major 
differences between the two are the rate at which charge can be stored/extracted (i.e., the 
power density) and the total amount of charge that can be stored/extracted (i.e., the energy 
density). As seen in Figure 1.1, batteries tend to have large energy densities (10-100 
Wh/kg) but limited power densities (< 1 kW/kg). On the other hand, EDLCs (also referred 
to as supercapacitors) tend to have large power densities (1-10 kW/kg) and long lifetimes 
(> 100000 cycles). Due to these favorable properties, supercapacitors have been envisioned 
to provide high-power energy storage capabilities as both a stand-alone solution and hybrid 
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solution with batteries.6,7 However, the adoption of these devices has been curtailed by 
their characteristically finite energy densities (< 5 Wh/kg). Given that the energy density 
(E = ½CV2) is proportional to the capacitance (C) and the square of the applied voltage (V), 
the ultimate aim of research directed towards EDLCs is to find strategies to improve C and 
V while maintaining their excellent power densities and lifetimes.  
 
Figure 1.1  Ragone plot comparing the specific power (i.e., how quickly charge is 
delivered) and energy (i.e., how much charge it contains) of capacitors (grey 
and blue) and batteries (green and red). Reprinted by permission from 
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials, Simon and Gogotsi, Nature 
Materials, 7, 845, 2008, copyright 2008. 
 
B. Supercapacitor Fundamentals 
The history of supercapacitor devices dates back to 1957 when researchers at 
General Electric noticed that porous carbon materials filled with an aqueous salt or acidic 
solution (US Patent 2,800,616) could be used as a low-voltage electrolytic capacitor. The 
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first practical device, however, was introduced in 1962 by the Standard Oil Company of 
Ohio (US Patent 3,288,641) in which activated carbon black electrodes were used. In 
particular, the patent recognized the formation of the electric double layer (EDL) as the 
primary charge storage mechanism.  
The conception of EDLs can be traced to the work of Helmholtz in 1853 when he 
made the observation that charges in a polarized metallic electrode accumulate at the 
surface and attract ions of opposite charge (so-called counter-ions).8 The two distinct and 
segregated layers of charge formed by the electrode surface charge and the compact layer 
of counter-ions were collectively called the EDL. Due to the notable similarities to parallel-
plate capacitors, the EDL was thought to have a constant C (=r0/d) proportional to the 
dielectric constant of the electrolyte (r) and the separation distance between the surface 
ions and the electrode (d). However, subsequent work demonstrated that C was, in fact, not 
constant and depended on V. The work of Gouy and Chapman, and later amended by Stern, 
resolved this observation by showing that C essentially depended on two capacitors in 
series (now called GCS theory).9 The first referred to the compact monolayer of ions 
accumulating at the electrode surface (the so-called inner Stern layer or inner Helmholtz 
layer) with constant capacitance CH. The second was created by the diffuse outer layer of 
electrolyte ions with potential-dependent capacitance CGC. The overall C, then, can be 
determined from the relative contributions of CH and CGC such that 1/C = 1/CH + 1/CGC. 
More importantly, these theories underscored that the operation of supercapacitors strongly 
depends upon the molecular packing of ions at the electrode-electrolyte interface. 
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The patent by the Standard Oil Company of Ohio was also an important roadmap 
that has driven the direction of supercapacitor research since then. Two key points were 
highlighted. The first was the necessity of a conductive electrode material with large 
surface area (in this case, larger than 300 m2/cm3). The second was the recognition that the 
operating voltage was limited by the electrochemical stability of the electrolyte. Today, 
most supercapacitors in the market utilize activated carbon electrodes with aqueous or 
organic electrolytes. However, significant progress cannot be made unless new materials 
can be designed and fabricated. 
To extend the operational voltage, and therefore the energy density, ionic liquids 
(ILs) have been widely explored as a potential electrolyte material. These solvent-free ions 
remain in the liquid phase at room temperature and have excellent thermal stability, tunable 
solvent properties, low volatility, and moderate ionic conductivity.10,11 Most importantly, 
ILs are purported to have electrochemical window up to 4 V, which is much larger than 
that of aqueous (up to 1 V) or organic (up to 2.5 V) electrolytes.5,12 Due to their small 
Debye lengths, which is comparable to the size of an ion, and the strong electrode-ion and 
ion-ion electrostatic interactions, IL ions display unique layering behavior that can extend 
up to a few nanometers.13-15 In addition, the differential capacitance profiles using metal 
electrodes commonly show a convex parabolic shape with one maximum (i.e., bell-shaped) 
or two local maxima (i.e., camel-shaped) in contrast to the U-shaped profiles observed 
using aqueous electrolytes and predicted by GCS theory.16-18 To explain these trends, 
theoretical studies have been shown to be well-suited for understanding the mechanistic 
relationships between the ion packing behavior at the interface, hereafter referred to as the 
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EDL microstructure, and the EDL capacitance (CD). Kornyshev derived an elegant 
analytical expression based on the Poisson-Boltzmann lattice-gas model which identified 
the importance of the void fraction, or compressibility, of the EDL to explain the observed 
differential capacitance profiles.19 Inspired by this work, molecular-level computer 
simulations have been used to further examine the relationship between the CD and the 
EDL microstructure and identified many other factors – such as the size, configuration and 
polarizability of ions, the effective dielectric constant of the electrolyte solution, and the 
surface topology and shape of the electrode – as potentially important descriptors of the 
EDL capacitive behavior.20-23 However, the relative importance of these factors, especially 
at the interface of different electrode materials, is not yet clearly understood; this leaves 
room for further investigation. 
Carbon-based nanomaterials are another class of materials that offer rich 
possibilities for use as future EDLC electrodes.24,25 Materials such as graphene, carbon 
nanotubes, templated carbon, nanoporous carbon, and carbide-derived carbon are all 
candidates owing to their large surface area, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, 
and excellent mechanical strength and flexibility. However, early experimental work using 
graphitic electrodes and ILs, such as highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), were 
observed to display anomalous capacitive behavior compared to standard metallic 
electrodes; the differential C profiles exhibits the aforementioned U-shape in contrast to 
the bell-shape or camel-shape profiles observed in metal/IL systems.26-28 To explain this 
inconsistency, the capacitance of the electrode itself must be considered. At the interface 
of a polarized semiconductor (or semimetallic) electrode and electrolyte, charge segregates 
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within the electrode surface forming the so-called space charge layer and essentially serves 
as another capacitor in series. Randin and Yeager first applied the semiconductor “space 
charge” capacitance picture for graphite with NaF.29 Gerischer and coworkers30,31 later 
amended this theory to incorporate the electronic density of states (DOS) of graphite within 
the framework of semiconductor theory; their analysis suggested that the finite DOS of 
graphite near the Fermi level resulted in the dominance of the space charge contribution to 
the measured capacitance. While the classical definition of the space charge layer cannot 
apply to low-dimensional carbon nanomaterials, the quantized nature of their electronic 
states lends itself to the adoption of the quantum capacitance (CQ) formalism, which is 
proportional to the DOS.13,32 Simply put, while CD quantifies the ease in which ions can 
accumulate in the EDL to screen the applied electric field, CQ quantifies the ease in which 
charge carriers can be injected into the electrode itself.  
Combining the two contributions described above, it is evident that the total 
capacitance (CT) at the electrode/electrolyte interface can be represented as a series of the 









     (1.1) 
In addition, as shown in Figure 1.2(b), the total applied potential (ϕa) is given by: 
𝜙𝑎 = 𝜙𝑄 + 𝜙𝐷    (1.2) 
in which ϕQ is the potential shift within the electrode and ϕD is the potential drop across the 
EDL. Understanding the relative contributions of the CQ and CD is a primary theme 
throughout this dissertation.  
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Figure 1.2  Schematic of the carbon nanomaterial electrode/ionic liquid interface with (a) 
an illustration of the equivalent circuit with series capacitance from the 
quantum (CQ) and double layer (CD) capacitances and (b) an idealized 
potential profile where the total applied potential (a) is the sum of the 
electrode (Q) and double layer (D) potential drop. 
 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The broad aim of the research in this dissertation is to develop material design 
principles to help guide future directions in supercapacitor research by understanding the 
relationship between the chemistry and structure of carbon nanomaterials and the CT once 
immersed in an IL. A computational approach is used in this work in order to probe the 
fundamental molecular mechanisms at the carbon nanomaterial/IL interface under external 
potential. The general computational framework is as follows. First, the structure of the 
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electrode is determined through a variety of simulation techniques ranging from Metropolis 
Monte Carlo methods to quantum mechanical calculations; an appropriate technique is 
determined on a case-by-case basis depending on the complexity of the disorder 
investigated. Next, the electronic structure and CQ of the electrode is determined through 
quantum mechanical calculations. These calculations are also essential to understand the 
nature of excess charge accumulation. These insights, in turn, are utilized in classical 
molecular dynamics simulations to determine the EDL microstructure and CD.  
Two primary types of carbon nanomaterials are explored in this work. The first is 
graphene and its direct derivatives. Previous theoretical studies in our group13,33 and 
independent experiments34,35 have shown that despite the exceptionally high surface area 
of graphene (2630 m2/g), its nature as a zero-gap semi-metal limits its CT by virtue of its 
low CQ. However, the electronic structure and CQ may be tunable through the introduction 
of dopants, defects, and functional groups. Four different types of modifications to 
graphene, as described in the next section, are presented in this work. These studies also 
serve to develop a foundation to investigate more complex electrode materials, such as 
nanoporous carbon (NPC). Similar to graphene, NPCs consist of monolayer sp2 carbon 
crumbled in three-dimensional networks. The current interest in NPCs largely stems from 
the observation that ions confined in pores comparable to their sizes exhibit dramatically 
enhanced areal CT.




1.3 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW 
The organization of the dissertation is as follows: 
In Chapter 1, the background, motivation, research framework, and objectives are 
described. In Chapter 2, the theoretical background of the simulation techniques used in 
this work are explained. 
In Part I of this dissertation, graphene-based materials immersed in ionic liquid 
electrolyte are explored. Specifically, the influence of four broad types of chemical and/or 
structural modifications to graphene on the electronic structure (and CQ) and EDL 
microstructure (and CD) is investigated. Chapters 3-6 accounts for point-like structural 
defects as represented by topological defects (Chapter 3), chemical dopants as represented 
by transition metal dopants (Chapter 4), extended structural defects as represented by edge 
defects (Chapter 5), and chemical functionalization as represented by hydroxyl 
functionalization of the basal plane (Chapter 6).  
In Part II of this dissertation, nanoporous carbon materials immersed in ionic liquid 
electrolyte are explored. Specifically, the influence of pore size and curvature on CT is 
investigated. The electronic structure and EDL microstructure outside of carbon nanotubes 
(Chapter 7) and within carbon nanotubes (Chapter 8) are presented. This work culminates 
in the study of capacitive mechanisms using nanoporous carbon materials with varying 
pore dispersity (Chapter 9). 
Chapter 10 summarizes the overall conclusions of this dissertation and provides 
perspectives on potential future directions for research.  
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 
2.1 SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 
A.  Quantum Mechanical Calculations 
The basis of all quantum mechanical calculations is to find solutions to the 
wavefunction  based on the Schrödinger equation38:  
𝐻Ψ = 𝐸𝜓      (2.1)  
in which the Hamiltonian (H) is a linear operator that describes the total energy (the 
















𝑖,𝛼  (2.2)  
where the first two terms are the kinetic energies of the nuclei (denoted by the  and  
subscripts) and electrons (denoted by the i and j subscripts) and the last three terms are the 
potential energies of the nuclei-nuclei, electron-electron, and electron-nuclei interactions. 
Beyond the case of small atoms and molecules (e.g., hydrogen gas), analytical solutions to 
Equation (2.1) and (2.2) do not exist. However, numerical solutions are also 
computationally unwieldly due to the large number of degrees of freedom that are 
necessary in contemporary research. Two approximations are commonly used to overcome 
this deficiency. 
 The first approximation is known as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.39 Due 
to the large difference in nuclear and electronic mass (and therefore, large difference in 
kinetic energy), the nuclear and electronic  are assumed to be decoupled such that the 
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electronic portion within Equation (2.2) can be solved assuming fixed nuclear positions. 
The electronic H therefore simplifies to: 






𝑖,𝑖<𝑗 + ∑ 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟𝑖)𝑖    (2.3) 
where Vext is the external potential (e.g., the nuclear contribution) felt by the electron. 
Unfortunately, the many-body electron-electron interactions still pose a significant 
computational burden. This problem is addressed by the second approximation which is 
broadly called density functional theory (DFT). 
  In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn introduced two important theorems that lay the 
foundation for DFT methods.40 The first theorem showed that in any system of interacting 
electrons under Vext, the total energy and Vext are a unique functional of the electron density 
(r). The second theorem stated that the ground-state energy can be obtained through the 
variational principle, such that the (r) that minimizes the total energy is the ground-state 
electron density. Under Hohenberg-Kohn theory, the total energy (EHK) can be 
reformulated with respect to (r) by the following expression: 
𝐸𝐻𝐾 = 𝑇[𝜌(𝑟)] + 𝑉𝑒𝑒[𝜌(𝑟)] + ∫ 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟)𝑑𝑟  (2.4) 
where T[(r)] and Vee[(r)] are functionals for the kinetic energy and electron-electron 
potential energy, respectively. Yet, Equation (2.4) remained impractical as the exact 
functionals were unknown. 
 In 1965, the Kohn-Sham formulation was introduced and presented a practical 
means of solving Equation (2.4).41 Here, the many-body problem (with order N2) is 
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remapped to N non-interacting single electron problems interacting within an effective 
Kohn-Shan potential (VKS). The total electronic energy EKS can be expressed as: 
𝐸𝐾𝑆 = 𝑇𝑆[𝜌(𝑟)] + 𝐸𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒[𝜌(𝑟)] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌(𝑟)] + ∫ 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟)𝜌(𝑟)𝑑𝑟  (2.5) 
in which TS[(r)] is the analytically known kinetic energy functional of a non-interacting 
electron gas, EHartree[(r)] is the analytically known classical electrostatic energy of a non-
interacting gas, and EXC[(r)] is the exchange-correlation functional which essentially 
describes the small error in kinetic and potential energies between the exact and non-
interacting electron gas systems. As the potential is simply the derivative of the energy (for 






2 + 𝑉𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑟) + 𝑉𝑥𝑐(𝑟) + 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑟)] Ψ𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖Ψ𝑖  (2.6) 
which can be solved self-consistently. In other words, numerical solvers can iteratively 
solve Equation (2.6) by guessing an initial (r), constructing VKS (= VHartree + Vxc + Vext), 
solving Equation (2.6) to calculate a new (r), and repeating until convergence is achieved. 
 By reducing the problem into N tractable equations, a considerable speed-up is 
accomplished compared to all-electron methods. For periodic systems, another significant 
speed-up is realized by using plane-wave basis sets to solve the Kohn-Sham equations in 
reciprocal space.42 However, the accuracy of the obtained results depends on the 
approximations used to describe Vxc and Vext. While the development of these 
approximations has a long history, the common practices used in this dissertation will be 
described. First, the EXC is represented by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 
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which considers both (r) and (r) (a so-called semi-local functional). The most popular 
form of the functional was introduced by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) in 1996 and 
has successfully been used to predict the chemical, electronic, and optical properties of 
many materials.43-45 In the second approximation, the all-electron problem is reduced to 
only the valence electrons as these tend to be the most chemically important; the core 
electrons are considered frozen (or tightly bound).46 Therefore, a potential must be used to 
describe the interaction between valence and core electrons. Due to large number of basis 
sets required to describe the rapidly oscillating  near the ion core, a technique called the 
projector augmented wave (PAW) method47 is typically used to transform the all-electron 
 into a smooth pseudo ; note that outside a certain cutoff radius, the pseudo  and all-
electron  are equal. 
 
B.  Classical Molecular Dynamics 
The basis of all classical molecular dynamics (cMD) simulations is to calculate the 
positions (ri) and velocities (vi) of atoms over time (t) based on Newton’s equation of 
motion48: 
𝐹𝑖 = −∇𝐸𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖
𝑑2𝑟𝑖
𝑑𝑡2
= 𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑖    (2.7) 
where Fi is the per-atom force, Ei is the per-atom energy, mi is the atomic mass, and ai is 
the atomic acceleration. Through numerical time-integration of Equation (2.7), a time-
dependent trajectory of atoms can be simulated. In addition, cMD simulations maintain a 
thermodynamic ensemble (e.g., canonical NVT) in order to sample all possible atomic 
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microstates over time; according to the ergodic hypothesis, the time-averaged states are 
equivalent to the ensemble-averaged states which is necessary to estimate thermodynamic 
properties from statistical mechanics. Here, a key assumption is that the total energy can 
be described classically by a so-called force field. Given current computing power from 
the use of supercomputers, cMD simulations have successfully reported length- and time-
scales up to millions of atoms and hundreds of nanoseconds, respectively49; unlike ab-initio 
MD simulations, cMD simulations assume that the quantum (or electronic) effects occur 
on length- and time-scales too small to be relevant.  
 
Figure 2.1  Schematic of the geometric properties used in the force fields to describe 
bonds, angles, dihedrals, and impropers.  
 The reliability of cMD is contingent on the appropriate choice of force field. Here, 
the force field refers to the model (both the functional form and the parameters) used to 
describe the energetics of the system. The force-field typically takes the following form: 
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 + 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 + 𝐸𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑣𝑑𝑊 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐   (2.8) 
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in which the first four term describe the intra-atomic or bonding interactions (e.g., within 
a molecule) and the last two terms describe the inter-atomic interactions (e.g., electrostatic 
and van der Waals). 
 Many functional forms exist to describe the bonding and non-bonding interactions. 
The one most commonly used in this dissertation is the all-atom OPLS (Optimized 
Potentials for Liquid Simulations) force field50, derived from the AMBER force field51, 




𝐾𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 (𝑟 − 𝑟𝑜)






𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠      (2.10) 
𝐸𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 = ∑ ∑
𝑉𝑛
2
[1 − (−1)𝑛cos (𝑛𝜙 − 𝜙𝑛)]
4
𝑛=1𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙   (2.11) 
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𝑖>𝑗       (2.13) 
where Kb/Ka/Vn are the bond/angle/dihedral force constants and ro/o/o are the equilibrium 
bond lengths/angles/dihedral angles with the geometric properties depicted in Figure 2.1. 
The bond and angle energies take the harmonic form while the dihedral energy takes the 
form unique to OPLS; note that the inclusion of impropers is usually unnecessary except 
in some cases when the harmonic form is taken. The van der Waals (vdW) energy follows 
the pair-wise 12-6 Lennard Jones form described by the potential well (ij), zero-energy 
distance (ij), and radial distance between atoms i and j (rij).52 The electrostatic energy is 
described using the classical Coulomb relation based on the atomic charges qi/qj and the 
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vacuum permittivity (0).53 A fudge factor (fij) is introduced to scale the vdW and 
electrostatic interaction energies for bonded atoms (up to the 3rd nearest connected 
neighbor). Finally, a practical cut-off radius (rc) is introduced to limit the computational 
burden of calculating all of the non-bonding interaction energies. This rc is commonly 
around 12 Å, which is large enough to sufficiently capture the relevant vdW interactions 
due to its rapid decay. However, this can introduce large errors in the electrostatic energy 
due to its long-range nature. To overcome this limitation, the long-range contribution to 
the electrostatic energy is computed using Ewald summations, which offers a fast way to 
approximate this energy in Fourier space if periodicity is assumed.54,55 Another way to 
speed-up computations is to use a coarse-grained approach in which several atoms are 
grouped together into a single interaction center to significantly reduce the number of 
pairwise (and bonding) interactions that require computation.56,57  
 Once the energies are calculated, the computed forces are used to update atomic 
velocities and positions through numerical time-integration of Equation (2.7). The naïve 
approach is to use the Taylor expansion of ri such that ri(t+∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t + ai(t)∆t2/2 
+ O(∆t3) where ∆t is the simulation time step. However, this method is known to introduce 
large errors and significant drift in energy due to errors in the predicted velocities.58 Many 
time-integration methods have therefore been developed to be both efficient and reduce 
errors. One popular scheme is known as the Velocity Verlet algorithm59 which is simplified 
to the following 4 steps: 
1. Calculate vi(t+½∆t) = vi(t) + ½ai(t)∆t 
2. Calculate ri(t+∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t+½∆t)∆t 
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3. Calculate ai(t+∆t) from the forces based on ri(t+∆t) 
4. Calculate vi(t+∆t) = vi(t+½∆t) + ½ai(t+∆t)∆t 
Integration using this method conserves the total energy, yielding the microcanonical 
ensemble (NVE) where the total number of atoms N, the system volume V, and the total 
energy E are fixed. 
 In most cases, it is helpful to sample the system under different thermodynamic 
ensembles in order to emulate more realistic experimental conditions. For example, the 
canonical ensemble (NVT) can be used to assess the microstates of a system in thermal 
equilibrium with a heat bath while the isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT) can be used to 
do the same for systems under constant pressure conditions. Doing so requires an external 
bias to the system, which therefore removes energy conservation and requires 
modifications to the equations of motion.60 This external bias is known as a thermostat 
when the temperature is controlled and as a barostat when the pressure is controlled. Again, 
many thermostats and barostats have been developed but for the purposes of this 
dissertation, the commonly used Nosé-Hoover thermostat60 will be reviewed. 
 The Nosé-Hoover thermostat is an extended Lagrangian approach that connects the 
physically simulated system to a fictitious heat bath between which heat can be exchanged. 
The benefit of this approach compared to other approaches, such as velocity re-scaling, 
Berendsen, and Anderson thermostats, is that the kinetic energy samples a canonical 
distribution centered around the target T0 in conjunction with smoothly changing dynamics. 
The fictitious heat bath is included as an extra degree of freedom s with velocity vs 
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(typically substituted with  = vs/s) and effective mass Q (i.e., the degree of coupling) such 






𝑖 + 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑟) +
1
2
𝑄𝛾2 + 𝑁𝑑𝑓𝑘𝐵𝑇0𝑙𝑛(𝑠)  (2.14)  
where the first two (final two) terms are the kinetic and potential energies of the real 

















− 1)   (2.16) 
Note that this approach introduces a natural fluctuation in T that depends on the choice of 
Q. The frequency of these oscillations can be estimated from the effective relaxation time 
NH: 
 𝜏𝑁𝐻 = √
𝑄
𝑁𝑑𝑓𝑘𝐵𝑇0
    (2.17) 
 
2.2 CAPACITANCE CALCULATIONS 
A. Quantum Capacitance 
The quantum capacitance (CQ) is a term that refers to the capacitance of an electrode 
with quantized electronic states.32 Essentially, the CQ indicates the ease in which excess 
charge carriers (i.e., electrons and holes) fill these quantized states. This is appropriate for 
the electrode materials explored in this dissertation as they are low-dimensional carbon 
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nanomaterials. The differential CQ,diff is defined as dσ/dG, where dσ and dG refer to the 
variations of excess charge density and local potential in graphene, respectively. Under an 
external bias, the electrochemical potential is assumed to rigidly shift by μ (= −eG). Hence, 
the excess charge density σ from the electron density (n) can be analytically expressed by: 
𝜎 = 𝑒(𝑛𝑜 − 𝑛𝜇) = 𝑒 ∫ 𝐷(𝐸)[𝑓(𝐸) − 𝑓(𝐸 + 𝜇)]𝑑𝐸
∞
−∞
   (2.18) 
where D(E) is the density of states, f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, E is the 
relative energy with respect to EF, e is the elementary charge, and the subscripts o and µ 
refer to the neutral and non-neutral cases, respectively. Subsequently, the CQ,diff of graphene 
is given by:  
𝐶𝑄,𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑑𝜎/𝑑𝜙𝐺 = 𝑒
2 ∫ 𝐷(𝐸)𝐹𝑇(𝐸 + 𝜇)𝑑𝐸
∞
−∞
   (2.19) 
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B. Double Layer Capacitance 
The double layer capacitance (CD) is a term that refers to the capacitance of the 
EDL that develops at the electrode-electrolyte interface under an applied potential. The 










      (2.23) 
where  is the electrode surface charge density and D is the potential drop over the EDL. 
 The surface charge at the electrode-electrolyte interface is commonly modeled 
using two techniques. The first is called the constant-charge condition in which fixed 
charges are used for each electrode atom. In the simplest case, the charges are distributed 
uniformly. However, in the presence of defects and dopants, charge tends to redistribute 
along the electrode surface and can be estimated from quantum mechanical 
approximations, such as the Bader charge method61 or RESP method62. Given that the  is 
fixed, the D must be computed from the microstructure of the electrolyte. This is done by 





     (2.24) 
where q is the time-averaged spatial charge density extracted from the simulation 
trajectories. From the  profiles, D is calculated as the difference between the electrode 
surface potential and the bulk electrolyte potential. Note that the choice of boundary 
conditions will also depend on the system under investigation. 
 The second scenario is called the constant-potential condition in which the 
electrode point charges are allowed to fluctuate at a fixed potential. There are numerous 
methods63 of doing this but only one method is used in this dissertation and described in 
Chapters 8 and 9. In this case, two electrodes are required in the simulation and D is 
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typically redefined in terms of the overall potential difference between the surfaces of the 
positively and negatively polarized electrodes. As such, the time-averaged  is used to 
calculate the integral capacitance of the two-electrode cell CD,cell = /D. 
 
C. Interfacial Capacitance 
As described in Chapter 1, the total interfacial capacitance (CT) is given by the 
series capacitances of CQ and CD following Equation (1.1). However, the CQ and CD can 
only be combined when the  associated with both values is equivalent. Hence, the easiest 












PART I: GRAPHENE-DERIVED MATERIALS 
In Part I, the fundamental charge storage mechanisms in graphene-based materials 
are explored using a combined density functional theory (DFT) and classical molecular 
dynamics (MD) methodology. Although the excellent electrical conductivity and high 
specific surface area of graphene motivates its use as a supercapacitor electrode material, 
recent results have demonstrated that the intrinsically low quantum capacitance of 
graphene can inhibit the total capacitance. This work aims to develop graphene 
modification strategies, encompassing both chemical and structural changes, as a viable 
means of engineering graphene-derived materials for use in supercapacitors.  
Several types of modifications are independently investigated. First, localized 
defects and/or chemical dopants on the basal plane of graphene are considered, such as 
topological point-like defects and transition metal dopants. Then, extended edge defects 
with different passivation chemistries are investigated. Finally, oxidation of the basal 
plane, such as seen in graphene oxide, is studied. In all of these cases, the intent is to probe 
the influence of disorder throughout the graphene  system on the accumulation of both 





Chapter 3: Topological Point-like Defects 
Work in this chapter was published and reprinted from Carbon, Vol. 68, A. J. Pak, E. Paek, 
and G. S. Hwang, Tailoring the Performance of Graphene-based Supercapacitors using 
Topological Defects: A Theoretical Assessment, pg. 734−41, Copyright (2014), with 
permission from Elsevier.  
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO POINT-LIKE DEFECTS 
Topological point-like defects describe structural deformations to the pristine 
graphene lattice, including non-hexagonal rings, localized vacancies, and hillock 
deformations. Depending on the growth conditions or processing by either irradiation or 
chemical treatment, these defects have been readily observed on the basal plane of 
graphene.64-67 
In this chapter, the impact of topological defects primarily on the electronic 
structure and quantum capacitance (CQ) of graphene are examined. Three types of 
topological defects – Stone Wales, di-vacancies, and di-interstitials – are simulated using 
density functional theory (DFT) at a defect density nd = 3  1013 cm-2 (≈ 0.8-1.6 at.%). The 
influence these defects have on the double layer capacitance (CD), and therefore the overall 
capacitance (CT), are briefly discussed. Finally, strategies to tune the electronic structure 
using topological defects are presented. 
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3.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
The atomic and electronic structures of pristine and defective graphene sheets were 
calculated using DFT within the Perdew-Wang 91 generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA-PW91)68, as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)42. 
The projector augmented wave (PAW) method69 was used to describe the interaction 
between ion core and valence electrons based on a planewave basis set with a kinetic 
energy cutoff of 400 eV. The simulation domain consisted of a hexagonal 8  8 supercell 
with a GGA-optimized lattice constant of 2.466 Å and a vacuum space of 15 Å in the z 
direction to avoid interactions with the periodic image. Each supercell had one defect, 
corresponding to a defect density of 3.0  1013 cm-2 (≈ 0.8-1.6 at.%). For the Brillouin zone 
integration, a (6×6×1) Monkhorst-Pack (M-P) k-point mesh70 for geometry optimization 
and energy calculations and a (12×12×1) M-P k-point mesh for electronic structure 
calculations were employed. Bader charge61 distributions were calculated using a 
rectangular 4  8 supercell with the same lattice constant, vacuum spacing, and k-point 
mesh under charge neutral conditions and with the injection of one electron or hole. The 
larger, mixed-defect system was created using a rectangular 8  16 supercell (34.18 × 39.46 
Å2) with 15 Å of vacuum space; here, (3×3×1) and (6×6×1) M-P k-point meshes were used 
for geometry optimization and electronic structure calculations, respectively.  
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3.3 DEFECT STRUCTURES AND FORMATION ENERGIES 
A variety of topological defects can be found in graphene, including the three types 
of point-like defects considered here: Stone Wales (SW), di-vacancies (DVs), and di-
interstitials (DIs). The most fundamental of these is the SW defect71, which occurs when a 
C-C bond rotates in-plane 90 and results in the structure with two pentagons and two 
heptagons shown in Figure 3.1(a). According to our DFT-GGA calculations, the formation 
energy Ef = 5.0 eV, which is in good agreement with previously reported values (≈ 5 
eV).71,72 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the investigated topological defect structures: (a) SW, (b) 
V2(555-777), (c) V2(5555-6-7777), (d) V2(5-8-5), (e) I2(ISW), (f) I2(555-6-
777), (g) I2(5555-66-7777). Symmetry lines are shown as red, dashed lines. 
Five-membered carbon rings are outlined in blue. The SW and V2 structures 
(upper panels) remain planar while the I2 structures (lower panels) contain 
hillocks that are shown in the side-view snapshots. 
DVs in graphene can be created through either the agglomeration of mono-
vacancies or the ejection of adjacent C atoms and have been observed using high resolution 
transmission electron microscopy.65,66,73 Figure 3.1(b)-(d) shows three possible DV 
reconstructions: V2(555-777), V2(5555-6-7777), and V2(5-8-5). The predicted Ef of these 
defects range from 6.7 < 7.2 < 7.6 eV for V2(555-777) < V2(5555-6-7777) < V2(5-8-5). 
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DV defects also tend to be stationary with a migration barrier around 7 eV.74 Mono-
vacancies, on the other hand, tend to be mobile (with a barrier of 1-2 eV) and can be 
annihilated after thermal annealing.74 We therefore do not consider mono-vacancies in this 
analysis. 
The formation of DIs has been proposed through the adsorption of C-C dimers, 
which results in local corrugations or so-called hillocks.75,76  Figure 1(e)-(g) shows three 
minimum-energy DI structures considered: the inverse SW I2(ISW), I2(555−6−777), and 
I2(5555-66-7777). The Ef of these defects are predicted to range from 6.2 < 6.6 < 7.3 eV 
for I2(ISW) < I2(555-6-777) < I2(555-66-7777). Similar to DVs, DI defects are also 
expected to be fairly stationary, although single C adatoms have been predicted to be 
mobile with a barrier of 0.4−0.9 eV.77,78 
 
3.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEFECTS AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 
 We calculated the electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) of each of 
the fully relaxed defects using DFT. Point-like topological defects locally reconstruct the 
lattice and thereby reduce the six-fold symmetry of graphene (D6h) to either two-fold (D2h 
or C2v) or three-fold (D3h or C3v) symmetry. The high symmetry lines along the Γ-K-M-Γ 
Brillouin zone (BZ) path are usually sufficient to represent the important features of the 
band structure for six- and three-fold symmetry. However, the two K1/K2 and M1/M2 are 
no longer symmetric in the case of two-fold symmetry as seen in Figure 3.2. We therefore 
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compare the extended Γ-K1-M1-Γ-M2-K2-Γ BZ path for each defect, despite the 
redundancy in the three-fold cases.  
 
Figure 3.2  Schematic of the Brillouin zones for the listed degree of symmetry. The high 
symmetry points, symmetry lines, and reciprocal lattice vectors are also 
shown. 
 
Figure 3.3  Band structure (left) and density of states (DOS in eV-1 Å-2) (middle) of the 
Stone-Wales defect (black, solid) and pristine graphene (red, dashed) cases 
with the Fermi level indicated by the green, dashed line. Band decomposed 
charge density isosurfaces of the shaded regions are displayed to the right 
(±0.002 e/bohr3). 
Figure 3.3 shows the band structure [left] and DOS [middle] of the SW defect 
(black) compared to pristine graphene (red, dashed). In the latter case, the valence (VB) 
and conduction (CB) bands display linear dispersion that extends about 1 eV. In the SW 
case, however, the bands near the Fermi level (EF) are partially flattened; this effect is more 
marked around 0.45 and 0.60 eV above EF and gives rise to the distinct peaks in the DOS 
that are a well-known characteristic of the SW defect79,80. These flat bands are indicative 
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of the quasi-localization of the pz states in the vicinity of the SW defect, due to the 
disruption of the graphene  system. Hence, injected charge carriers, especially electrons, 
will accumulate near the pentagon-heptagon C rings, as seen from the band decomposed 
charge density isosurfaces [right]. However, the flat bands are also smoothly connected to 
the low-energy dispersion of graphene (more so in the filled states), which suggests that a 
large fraction of the excess charge can also widely spread over the graphene lattice. 
 
Figure 3.4  Band structure (left) and density of states (DOS in eV-1 Å-2) (middle) of the 
(a) V2(555-777), (b) V2(5555-6-7777), and (c) V2(5-8-5) cases with the Fermi 
level indicated by the green, dashed line.  Band decomposed charge density 
isosurfaces of the shaded regions are displayed to the right (±0.002 e/bohr3). 
Figure 3.4 shows the band structures [left] and DOS [middle] for each of the DV 
structures. In all three cases, the EF is shifted down below the VB of graphene primarily 
due to electron deficiency; note that V2 removes two electrons from the  system of 
graphene. The DOS plots show several pronounced peaks near the EF which correspond to 
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partial flattening of the bands, in good agreement with previous work79. This is apparently 
attributed to the quasi-localized pz states in the vicinity of the DV defects, as also depicted 
in the band decomposed charge density isosurfaces. The degree of localization, however, 
tends to successively decrease in the V2(555-777), V2(5555-6-7777), and V2(5-8-5) cases; 
this is well demonstrated by the increased dispersion of the corresponding bands and the 
broadening of the DOS peaks within 0.5 eV below EF. The difference in localization 
tendency amongst the DV configurations is likely related to the relative stability of the 
coupling of the pz states in the defect region. In addition, the increased coupling of the 
quasi-localized pz states in the V2(555-777) > V2(5555-6-7777) > V2(5-8-5) cases is 
reflected by the respective decrease in Ef and increase in the shift of EF from that of 
graphene [Figure 3.5]. 
 
Figure 3.5  DFT-calculated shift in the Fermi level relative to graphene for each of the 
listed topological defect cases. The dotted line is a visual guide. 
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Figure 3.6  Band structure (left) and density of states (DOS in eV-1 Å-2) (middle) of the 
(a) I2(ISW), (b) I2(555-6-777), and (c) I2(5555-66-7777) cases with the Fermi 
level indicated by the green, dashed line.  Band decomposed charge density 
isosurfaces of the shaded regions are displayed to the right (±0.002 e/bohr3). 
The band structures [left] and DOS [middle] for each of the DIs are presented in 
Figure 3.6. Here, the introduction of the C-C dimer creates defect states near EF, rather 
than adding two electrons into the  system of graphene and shifting the EF above the CB. 
Furthermore, the graphene lattice is distorted and forms so-called hillocks in each of these 
cases, thereby disrupting the graphene  system. Depending on the defect type, the 
additional pz states tend to be partially coupled to the graphene   bands as seen in the 
I2(ISW) and I2(5555-66-7777) cases or highly localized such as in the I2(555-6-777) case. 
Comparing the former two cases, we observe that the dispersion of the bands is reduced 
(or the DOS peaks are sharpened) within 0.6 eV of EF in the I2(5555-66-7777) case, 
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suggesting that a greater fraction of pz states are quasi-localized as a result of the greater 
extent in lattice disorder. In the I2(555-6-777) case, the partially filled flat bands (or sharp 
DOS peaks) at EF are primarily attributed to the sp
3-like dangling bonds and pz orbitals of 
the hillock C atoms. Similarly, such flat bands at EF have been identified in zigzag graphene 
nanoribbons (GNR) in large association with the sp2-like dangling bonds.81 These results 
suggest that upon electron (hole) injection, the quasi-localized states in the vicinity of the 
defect are preferentially filled (emptied). 
 
3.5 IMPACT OF TOPOLOGICAL DEFECTS ON QUANTUM CAPACITANCE 
 
Figure 3.7  Calculated differential quantum capacitance (CQ) of the (a) pristine graphene 
and the (b) SW, (c) V2(555-777), (d) V2(5555-6-7777), (e) V2(5-8-5), (f) 
I2(ISW), (g) I2(555-6-777), and (h) I2(5555-66-7777) defect cases.  All 
profiles are shown as a function of the local electrode potential (G).  
Figure 3.7 shows the calculated differential CQ for pristine [(a)] and each of the 
defective [(b)-(h)] graphene electrodes at 300 K, which tend to resemble their respective 
DOS profiles under thermal broadening. In Figure 3.7(a), we observe that the CQ of pristine 
graphene is zero at G = 0 V where the Dirac cone is located but increases linearly to around 
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500 F/g at G = ±1 V. In contrast, all of the defective graphene sheets tend to have highly 
irregular CQ profiles with local sharp enhancements close to the neutrality point; these 
peaks correspond to the aforementioned quasi-localized pz states. 
 
Figure 3.8  Comparison of the total amount of excess charge stored under (a) positive and 
(b) negative bias for pristine graphene and each defective graphene sheet as a 
function of the local electrode potential (G). 
 In Figure 3.8, we show σ as a function of G to represent the cumulative excess 
charge in the electrode (i.e., the integral ) at a given electrode potential. The defective 
graphene electrodes generally store more charge than pristine graphene within the 2 V 
window presented here, although the V2(555-777) case is the exception beyond G < 0.75 
V. This increased charge capacity is a direct consequence of the additional availability of 
states near EF. In other words, to achieve the same electrode charge density, a lower G is 
required for the defective graphene electrodes. However, it is also evident that these 
electrodes no longer store charge symmetrically. As a result, certain defect types are better 
suited for different terminals; the SW case, for example, is clearly more effective as a 
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negative electrode while the V2(555-777), V2(5555-66-7777), and I2(ISW) cases are more 
effective as positive electrodes.   
 
3.6 INFLUENCE ON THE DOUBLE LAYER AND TOTAL INTERFACIAL CAPACITANCE 
Along with CQ, the electric double layer (EDL) capacitance (CD) will also influence 
the total interfacial capacitance (CT), which is given by 1/CT = 1/CQ + 1/CD. The EDL 
capacitance is evaluated based on the microstructure of the electrolyte near the electrode 
under applied potential and has been studied using computational methods for a variety of 
ILs near pristine graphene.13-15,82,83 However, the presence of defects affects the charge 
distribution along the electrode surface, which in turn may influence the IL arrangement 
near the surface. For example, previous work33 with nitrogen-doped graphene (at 2.7 at.%) 
showed that the maximum (minimum) atomic charge near the defect sites was 0.66 (−1.14) 
e when σ = 5.43 µC/cm2.  Yet, the N-doping was found to have little influence on the EDL 
microstructure and capacitance. 
 
Figure 3.9  Electrode charge distributions calculated from Bader charge analysis for each 
defect case after one electron or hole (per supercell) has been added. 
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Figure 3.10  Mass density (ρm) profiles for the anode (a) and cathode (b) and potential (ϕ) 
profiles for the anode (c) and cathode (d) for [BMIM][PF6] IL using V2(555-
777) and pristine graphene electrodes at  = ±4.75 µC/cm2.  Here, the 
potential of the bulk electrolyte is set to ϕ = 0 V. 
According to Bader charge analysis [Figure 3.9], the injection of one electron or 
hole into the defect lattice is spread broadly, with a maximum (minimum) atomic charge 
of 0.20 (−0.25) e on select atoms. Given that the charge distribution exhibits smaller 
fluctuations compared to the N-doped case, we can expect that these small point-like 
topological defects will also have a marginal effect on CD. To test this, we computed the 
EDL microstructure near V2(555-777) electrodes, as depicted in Figure 3.10(a)-(b), and 
find that the packing of IL ions is nearly the same as that of the pristine graphene interface. 
As a result, the potential profiles, and therefore CD, remain unperturbed (Figure 3.10(c)-
(d)).  We should note that in the DI cases, the curvature of the hillocks could additionally 
affect CD; previous studies have demonstrated that CD improves with increasing electrode 
curvature,20,84,85 or surface roughness86. However, we can expect the effect of surface 
topology on CD to also be marginal since the hillocks are both isolated and have small 
curvature. In short, the CD using graphene electrodes with the considered topological 
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defects is likely similar to that of pristine graphene electrodes, although this may not be the 
case when we consider larger concentrations of defects or larger-scale defects. 
Due to the aforementioned relationship between CQ and CD to CT, we can expect 
CT to increase due to the enhanced CQ as depicted in Figure 3.11. To the best of our 
knowledge, comparisons to experimental results are not possible at this time since the 
(differential) CT of supercapacitors using graphene with topological defects has never been 
reported. But we should also note that our quantitative results may require further 
refinement. For instance, we have neglected the possible polarization of the electrodes87,88 
and IL ions at the interface and its effects on the electrode charge redistribution, the space 
charge density, and subsequently, CD. In addition, the DOS (and CQ) may be altered to a 
certain extent if the electronic structure is locally modified by electrode-IL interactions, 
which were omitted for simplicity. Nonetheless, our analysis clearly shows that topological 
defects can have a profound impact on, and likely improve, CQ and thus, CT. 
 
Figure 3.11  The (differential) total interfacial capacitance (CT) of [BMIM][PF6] IL using 
the listed types of graphene electrodes.  The double layer capacitance for each 
case was represented by that of pristine graphene. 
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3.7 TUNING THROUGH COMBINATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL DEFECTS 
In the previous section, we presented the electronic structure and CQ of individual 
topological defects. Experimentally, however, it may be quite challenging to recreate such 
homogeneity along the graphene lattice. Therefore, in this section, we increase the 
complexity by exploring the impact of having different combinations of topological defects 
on the electronic structure and CQ. To this end, we have simulated two scenarios: graphene 
sheets with an overall nd = 3  1013 cm-2 using (1) SW, V2(555-777), I2(555-6-777), and 
I2(5555-66-7777) defects [Figure 3.12(a)] and (2) V2(555-777) and I2(5555-66-7777) 
defects at a 3:1 ratio [Figure 3.12(b)].   
Figures 3.12(a)-(b) show the DOS of each of the two configurations of defective 
graphene sheets, which exhibit several sharp peaks near EF. According to our analysis of 
the projected DOS [Figure 3.13 and 3.14], each of these peaks is attributed to a particular 
defect-induced quasi-localized state (see markings), which has been similarly observed in 
previous theoretical work.79,89 Note that the positions of these quasi-localized states relative 
to each other remain largely unchanged; the position of EF is approximated by the (density-
weighed) average positions of each EF in the associated individual defect cases (which can 
be possible when long-range coupling between adjacent defect types is absent). This 
analysis implies that the following two-step process can be used to tailor the electronic 
structure of defective graphene: (1) determine the relative positions of quasi-localized 
states from the chosen array of topological defects and (2) shift the position of EF based on 
the densities of each topological defect. However, this procedure is likely possible only 
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when defect states are both relatively close in energy and coupled to the  system; without 
these conditions, gaps in the DOS would appear between the localized states.      
 
Figure 3.12  The density of states (DOS) and quantum capacitance (CQ) of the (a) 
SW/V2(555-777)/I2(555-6-777)/I2(5555-66-7777) and (b) V2(555-
777)/I2(5555-66-7777) at 3:1 ratio mixed defect cases (the upper panel shows 
top- and side-view schematics of the corresponding structures with the defect 
region highlighted in red); the DOS (CQ) is depicted by the shaded region (red 
line). The markings indicate the positions of resonant defect states associated 
with the () SW, () V2(555-777), () I2(555-6-777), and () I2(5555-66-
7777) defects. The inset shows the excess electrode charge (|| in C/g) as a 
function of electrode potential (ϕG in V). 
Figure 3.12(a)-(b) also depict the predicted CQ of the mixed defect electrodes at 
300 K.  We additionally plot  as a function of ϕG in the insets. Similar to the individual 
defect cases, while  tends to be larger than that of pristine graphene, the predicted 
enhancement will vary between the positive and negative terminal. In fact in both cases, a 
larger  is favored at the positive electrode. This suggests that graphene electrodes can be 
individually tailored for operation as either the positive or negative electrode; the use of 
asymmetric electrodes for supercapacitors has the potential to significantly increase 




Figure 3.13  Comparison of the density of states (DOS) of (a) SW, (b) V2(555-777), (c) 
I2(555-6-777), (d) I2(5555-66-7777), and (e) SW/V2(555-777)/I2(555-6-
777)/I2(5555-66-7777) graphene sheets shifted relative to the EF of the mixed 
defect case. The symbols show the positions of resonant defect states. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Comparison of the density of states (DOS) of (a) V2(555-777), (b) I2(5555-
66-7777), and (c) V2(555-777)/I2(5555-66-7777) [3:1 ratio] graphene sheets 
shifted relative to the EF of the mixed defect case.  The symbols show the 




We have investigated the impact of topological defects on the electronic structure 
and quantum capacitance of graphene using density functional theory. In this study, we 
considered small point-like defects such as Stone-Wales, di-vacancies, and di-interstitials.  
The presence of these defects disrupts the  system of graphene, which gives rise to quasi-
localized states of varying degrees near the Fermi level. As a result, each of these defective 
graphene electrodes tends to have enhanced quantum capacitance compared to pristine 
graphene. Interestingly, their charging behavior is found to be asymmetric around the 
neutrality point such that some defective graphene sheets are more effective as either the 
positive or negative electrode. Our analysis also suggests that the double layer capacitance 
remains virtually unaffected by the presence of these defects. These findings indicate that 
graphene electrodes with topological defects may be used to enhance the overall 
capacitance of supercapacitors by virtue of the increased quantum capacitance. 
Furthermore, our study suggests that graphene-based electrodes can be specifically tailored 
as separate positive and negative electrodes, which could significantly enhance the 








Chapter 4: Transition Metal Dopant-Vacancy Complexes 
Work in this chapter was published and reprinted with permission from ACS Appl. Mater. 
Interfaces, Vol. 6, E. Paek*, A. J. Pak*, and G. S. Hwang, Large Capacitance Enhancement 
Induced by Metal-Doping in Graphene-based Supercapacitors: A First-Principles-Based 
Assessment, pg. 12168−76. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 
* Both authors contributed equally. 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO TRANSITION METAL DOPANTS 
Chemical doping is a widely used technique to modify and tailor the electronic 
structure of graphene.90,91 Nitrogen-doping of graphene, for example, has been explored 
for a variety of applications, including high-sensitivity sensors92, catalysis93, and 
supercapacitors94,95. One of the practical challenges of doping is the ability to control the 
concentration and selectivity of desired dopant types. Recent theoretical96-98 and 
experimental93,99,100 work has shown that transition metal (M) atoms can be selectively 
bound to vacancy (V) defects along the graphene lattice. Using this approach, it may be 
possible to tailor the dispersion of M-V complexes to atomic precision. In addition, unlike 
traditional nitrogen dopants, M dopants include d orbitals which can hybridize with C 2p 
orbitals. To date, however, the relative influence of M-V complexes on both CQ and CD, 
and therefore CT, remains largely unexplored.    
In this chapter, the influence of metal incorporation into graphene vacancies on CT 
is investigated based on a model system of M-V graphene complexes in [BMIM][PF6] IL 
using a combined classical molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) 
approach. The impact of M-V complexes on CQ and CD is of particular interest. Using DFT, 
the electronic structure and CQ of 3d M atoms bound to mono- and di-vacancy sites in 
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graphene are studied. MD simulations are then employed to investigate the microstructure 
and CD at the electrode-electrolyte interface.  Based on the relative contributions of CQ and 
CD to CT, the potential benefit of M-V complexes in graphene for enhanced supercapacitor 
performance is discussed. 
 
4.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
 
Figure 4.1 Top- and side-view schematics of a metal atom bound to the (a) mono-
vacancy and (b) di-vacancy site, as well as schematics for (c) BMIM, PF6, 
and the simulation box.  White, blue and gray balls indicate H, N, and C atoms 
in BMIM while pink and cyan balls indicate P and F atoms in PF6.  Red and 
gray balls represent the metal and C atoms of the electrode. 
The atomic and electronic structures of each M-V complex were calculated using 
DFT within the Perdew-Berke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation43 (GGA-
PBE), as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package42 (VASP). The projector 
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augmented wave (PAW) method69 is used to describe the interaction between core and 
valence electrons based on a planewave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. 
The pristine and M-doped graphene sheets were modeled using a 5  5 hexagonal supercell 
with the GGA-optimized lattice constant of 2.466 Å (which is slightly larger than the 
experimental value of 2.461 Å); each supercell had one metal atom and 49 (48) C atoms in 
the M-MV (M-DV) cases, corresponding to a defect density of 7.6  1013 cm-2. Periodic 
boundary conditions were employed in all three directions with a vacuum gap of 10 Å in 
the vertical direction to separate the graphene system from its periodic images. For the 
Brillouin zone integration, a (12×12×1) Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-point mesh70 was used 
for geometry optimization and energy calculations while a (15×15×1) MP k-point mesh 
was used to ensure convergence for electronic structure calculations. Metal-doping induced 
charge redistributions were determined using grid-based Bader analysis.61  
The microstructure of [BMIM][PF6] near selected electrodes and the electric 
potential profile were determined using MD simulations based on the OPLS-AA force 
field50,101 when  = 0, 2.38, 4.75, and 9.50 µC/cm2. The Lennard-Jones parameters for 
Ti and Ni were adopted from previous work by Heinz and co-workers102 and Minonishi 
and co-workers103; details on other force field parameters can be found in Ref. 13. As 
illustrated in Figure 4.1, the simulation domain consists of 356 [BMIM][PF6] IL pairs 
sandwiched between two electrodes (34.18 × 39.46 Å2) separated by 100 Å in the z-
direction with periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions. Here, the structure 
and charge distribution of the electrodes were determined from DFT calculations 
(additional details are described later). Note that the domain is set to be large enough such 
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that the electrolyte maintains a bulk density of 1.33 g/cm3, which is close to experimental 
values.104 Each MD simulation was annealed and quenched initially at 1000 K for 1 ns 
followed by 1 ns at 300 K for two cycles, and then further equilibrated for 3 ns at 300 K 
using a timestep of 1 fs. Production runs were carried out for 4 ns with atomic positions 
recorded every 5 ps. All runs were in the NVT ensemble with the target temperature 
controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat60 with a 100 fs damping parameter. All MD 
simulations were performed with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
Simulator (LAMMPS) program.105 MD results reported herein were obtained from the 
average of five independent simulations with different initial atomic configurations.  
 
4.3 GEOMETRY OF METAL DOPANT-VACANCY COMPLEXES 
  
Figure 4.2  Binding energies (Eb) for each transition metal atom bound to a mono- (MV) 
and di- (DV) vacancy site on graphene. 
 In this work, we investigate transition metals bound to two different graphene 
defect sites with a defect density (nd) of 7.6  1013 cm-2, as illustrated in Figure 1.  To the 















left, a single metal (M) atom is bound to a mono-vacancy (MV) site of graphene, which 
hereafter will be referred to as the M-MV complex; the M is bonded to the three nearest C 
atoms while also tending to lie out-of-plane. On the right, the M is bound to a di-vacancy 
(DV) site, which we call the M-DV complex; the M is now coordinated to the four nearest 
C atoms. While each of the M-C bond lengths for the M-DV complexes are larger than that 
of the M-MV complex, the M elevation is also smaller. In fact, Ni, Cu and Zn tend to be 
planar with the graphene lattice. All binding energies and details of the geometry (bond 
length and M elevation) can be found in Figure 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. In addition, the 
calculated magnetic moments were found to be in good agreement with previous 
studies.97,98 
 
Figure 4.3 Bond lengths (in Å) and elevations (in Å) of each metal atom relative to 
adjacent C atoms in the mono- (MV) and di- (DV) vacancy cases. 
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4.4 HYBRIDIZATION BETWEEN METAL DOPANT AND GRAPHENE VACANCY STATES 
 
Figure 4.4  Total density of states (shaded) and the projected 2sp2 (red) and 2pz (blue) 
orbitals of the under-coordinated C atoms at the mono-vacancy site. Positive 
(negative) values refer to the spin-majority (-minority) case. The Fermi level 
is indicated by the dashed line. 
 
Figure 4.5  Schematic of the hybridization between the 3d orbitals of Ti and the 2sp2 and 
2pz orbitals of the C atoms at the mono-vacancy site, showing direct- (), 
indirect- (), and non- (n) bonding states. The depicted band-decomposed 
charge density isosurfaces (isosurface values of 0.005 e/bohr3 for , n, * and 
0.002 e/bohr3 for  and *) were calculated from the shaded regions shown in 
the total density of states (DOS) (lower right). 
The presence of M impurities and/or C vacancies can affect the electronic structure 
of graphene. But before analyzing the M-V complexes, we first examine the electronic 
density of states (DOS) of the unreconstructed MV defect; note that the unreconstructed 
MV defect has D3h symmetry, unlike the fully relaxed MV defect which has C2v 
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symmetry.74 As shown in Figure 4.4, near the Fermi level (EF), we observe the existence 
of both sp2 dangling bond and pz states arising from the three under-coordinated C atoms; 
here, the pz peak appears to be 1 eV below the sp
2 peak (which is doubly degenerate). 
Having identified these quasi-localized pz and sp
2 states around the vacancy site, we now 
explore their hybridization with the M 3d states.  
 
Figure 4.6  Spin-polarized density of states (DOS) projected onto the metal 3d orbitals 
(shaded) and 2sp2 (red) and 2pz (black) orbitals of the C atoms at the mono-
vacancy site; positive (negative) values refer to the spin-majority (-minority) 
state. The 2sp2 and 2pz curves have been amplified by a factor of 2 and 5, 
respectively, for emphasis.  The dashed line indicates the position of the Fermi 
level. The peaks near the Fermi level have been labeled to indicate the 
corresponding metal-carbon hybridization, as described in the text.  
Figure 4.5 depicts a molecular orbital model98 near EF for the Ti case which serves 
as an example for the M-MV complexes; note that the M-C interaction is dictated by the 
orbital overlap between C 2sp2 and 2pz and M 3d states, while the emptied M 3s states are 
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found well above EF.
98 The overlap between the C sp2 and out-of-plane M dxz and dyz 
orbitals can result in -* states as shown in the band-decomposed charge density 
isosurfaces; this is possible since the M atom is elevated with respect to the graphene 
lattice. In addition, -* states arise from the hybridization of C pz and M dz2 orbitals, as 
also seen from the band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces; the  (*) state is expected 
to have a majority fraction of pz (dz
2) character. The in-plane dxy and dx
2-y
2 orbitals, which 
are elevated with respect to the graphene lattice, remain largely non-bonding.   
 Figure 4.6 shows the PDOS of the M d and the three neighboring C sp2 and pz 
orbitals for each M-MV complex. We find that the predicted relative positions of the PDOS 
peaks are in good agreement with the model shown in Figure 4.5; as the number of valence 
d electrons increases from the Sc to Zn cases, the previously identified M-C states are 
progressively filled. As an example, consider the Sc and Ti cases which have occupied  
and  states within −1 < E−EF < 0.5 eV and –2 < E−EF < −1 eV, respectively. In the former 
case, the  state is partially filled (with zero magnetic moment), which suggests that Sc 
tends to accept an electron from the  system of graphene. In addition when compared to 
the Sc case, the Ti case exhibits increased hybridization between the sp2 and dxz and dyz 
orbitals, as suggested by the broadened features of the corresponding peak (indicated by 
) located around −2 < E−EF < −1.5 eV; this is consistent with the fact that Ti has the larger 
binding energy [Figure 4.2]. The non-bonding states are occupied next as demonstrated by 
the V, Cr, Mn, and Fe cases; these states are indicated by the sharp d PDOS peaks, 
reflecting the localization of the dxy and dx
2-y
2 states, which tend to appear within −1 < 
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E−EF < 1 eV. Note that in the V, Cr, and Mn cases, the spin-majority non-bonding and * 
states are filled sequentially since a high-spin configuration is favored. Subsequently, the 
* and * states are successively filled in the Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn cases, which is also well 
demonstrated by the decreased binding affinity of Cu and Zn compared to the other M 
atoms [Figure 4.3].   
 
Figure 4.7  Spin-polarized density of states (DOS) projected onto the metal 3d orbitals 
(shaded) and 2sp2 (red) and 2pz (black) orbitals of the C atoms at the di-
vacancy site; positive (negative) values refer to the spin-majority (-minority) 
state.  The 2sp2 and 2pz curves have been amplified by a factor of 2 and 5, 
respectively, for emphasis.  The dashed line indicates the position of the Fermi 
level.  The peaks near the Fermi level have been labeled to indicate the 
corresponding metal-carbon hybridization, as described in the text.  
We next similarly analyze the electronic structure of the M-DV complexes; the 
PDOS plots for the M-DV cases are depicted in Figure 4.7. Here, the bonding nature of the 
M to the DV site differs from that of the MV site in several distinct ways. First, the C sp2 
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orbitals and in-plane M dx
2
-y
2 orbitals overlap to form -* states, as demonstrated by the 
band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces [Figure 4.8]; the dx
2
-y
2 orbitals tend to 
hybridize with the out-of-plane dxz and dyz orbitals. Note that in the Sc case, the  state is 
partially filled (with magnetic moment 0.4 µB), which suggests that Sc accepts an electron 
from the  system of graphene (yet to a lesser extent than in the M-MV case). The second 
major difference is the absence of -* states (between C pz and M dz2) due to the extended 
separation between M and C atoms [Figure 4.2]. As a result, the M dz
2 and dxy orbitals 
remain non-bonding (as seen in the band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces in Figure 
4.8) and appear as sharp d PDOS peaks within −1 < E−EF < 1 eV in the V through Ni cases; 
here we should note that particularly in the Mn case, the calculation may require further 
refinement since conventional DFT is well-known to underestimate the electron 
localization.106 In addition, the PDOS of pz tends to be broadened within the depicted 
window, suggesting that the pz orbitals remain well-coupled to the extended π system. The 
final distinction is observed in the Cu and Zn cases in which the * states are filled; note 
that the binding energy of Cu and Zn in the DV case is predicted to be larger than that of 
the MV case [Figure 4.3]. 
From the band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces, we also observe that the 
aforementioned M-C hybrid states can be partially coupled to the extended  system of 
graphene. Therefore, we can expect the majority fraction of injected charge carriers to 
spread over the graphene lattice with some accumulation near the M atom. In addition, 
upon binding to the vacancy site, we also expect charge to be transferred from the M atom 
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to graphene, which we can quantify using Bader analysis61 (shown later); in the next 
section, we explore the impact of this charge redistribution on how these M-V complexes 
interact with [BMIM][PF6] IL at the electrode-electrolyte interface. 
 
Figure 4.8  Band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces (0.003 e/bohr3) for metal atoms 
bound to the di-vacancy (DV) site of graphene. The upper panels depict side- 
and top-views of the Sc-DV case from 0.5 < E-EF < 0 eV, showing the 
directional bonds between C sp2 and Sc dx
2
-y
2, dxz, and dyz orbitals. The lower 
panels depict side- and top-views of the V-DV case from 0 < E-EF < 0.5 eV, 
showing the non-bonding dz
2 and dxy orbitals. 
 
4.5 METAL-INDUCED ENHANCEMENT OF THE QUANTUM CAPACITANCE 
 In order to analyze the charging behavior of the electrode, we next compute the 
excess surface charge density () as a function of ϕG in Figure 4.9 and compare it to that 
of pristine graphene; note that  = ∫ 𝐶𝑄𝑑𝜙
𝜙𝐺
0
. From Figure 4.9, it is abundantly clear that 
each of the M-MV and M-DV complexes store significantly more charge than pristine 
graphene [shaded] within a 2 V window. Note that in several M-MV cases (most notably 
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in the Sc case but also in the V, Cr, and Mn cases),  profile exhibits plateaus due to the 
lack of available electron states. In comparison, the monotonic increase in the  profiles 
for the M-DV cases remains quite agnostic of metal dopant type. These plateau-like 
features are consistent with the fact that the impurity states tend to be more localized in the 
M-MV cases. 
 
Figure 4.9  Excess electrode charge density () as a function of local electrode potential 
(G) for graphene with a metal atom bound to a mono-vacancy (M-MV) [(a)-
(b)] and di-vacancy (M-DV) [(c)-(d)] site. The upper (lower) panels refer to 
the cathode (anode). The shaded region represents pristine graphene. 
 
4.6 METAL DOPANT EFFECT ON THE DOUBLE LAYER STRUCTURE AND CAPACITANCE 
We next investigate the impact of the M-MV and M-DV graphene electrodes with 
nd = 7.6  1013 cm-2 immersed in [BMIM][PF6] IL on the electric double layer (EDL) 
microstructure and subsequently, the (integral) EDL capacitance (CD). Specifically, we use 
MD simulations to examine how the doping-induced charge redistribution and the 
elevation of the M atom influence the EDL. We have chosen to study Ti-MV, Ti-DV, Ni-
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MV, and Ni-DV complexes in order to study a wide range of M atom elevations and partial 
charges; for example, the elevation of the M atom in Ni-MV and Ni-DV complexes varies 
by 1.35 Å (with similar partial charges) and the partial charge of the M atom in the Ti-DV 
and Ni-MV cases varies by around 1 e (with similar elevation). Table 4.1 summarizes the 
elevation and partial charge of the M atom used in the MD simulations for each M-V 
complex when neutral; note that a rectangular cell was used in these calculations 
 
Figure 4.10  Color maps of the electrode charge redistributions for the Ti-MV (left) and 
Ti-DV (right) cases as calculated from grid-based Bader analysis. 
 
Table 4.1  Summary of the metal atom elevation and partial charge at varying  
(µC/cm2) calculated from density functional theory and used in the classical 
molecular dynamics simulations. 
 Elevation 
Partial Charge  
( = 0) 
Partial Charge  
( = -4.7) 
Partial Charge  
( = +4.7) 
 Å e e e 
Ti-MV 1.8 1.37 1.33 1.39 
Ti-DV 1.0 1.52 1.49 1.54 
Ni-MV 1.35 0.50 0.47 0.53 
Ni-DV 0.0 0.63 0.62 0.65 
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A.  Near Uncharged Electrodes    
 
Figure 4.11 Mass density (m) profiles for BMIM and PF6 as a function of distance from 
the electrode (z) for the (a) Ti-MV, (b)Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, and (d) Ni-DV 
cases when  = 0 µC/cm2.  
 In Figure 4.11(a)-(d), we compare the mass density (m) profiles of BMIM and PF6 
near (a) Ti-MV, (b) Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, and (d) Ni-DV graphene electrodes as a function 
of distance from the electrode (z). All four cases exhibit oscillatory profiles that dampen 
away from the electrode, which is indicative of IL layering14,15,85 and become bulk-like 
after 3 nm. In every case, the first BMIM peak is quite pronounced, which demonstrates 
that the BMIM ring and tail retain the well-known parallel alignment with the graphene 
sheet, similarly to the pristine graphene case.13,14 However, the three PF6 peaks in the first 
layer (z  3-5 Å) become noticeably less pronounced when the M atom elevation exceeds 
1 Å, indicating that the PF6 ions lose the well-known distinct orientation of parallel planes 
of F, P, and F atoms observed near planar electrodes.13 For both PF6 and BMIM, the 
preferential orientation of the first IL layer near pristine graphene is due to the electrode-
electrolyte van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The charge redistribution due to the M-V 
complexes, however, introduces electrostatic interactions which can dominate over vdW 
interactions. As a result, PF6 ions are electrostatically attracted toward the electropositive 
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M atom; when the M atom is sufficiently elevated (> 1 Å), PF6 also rotates to more 
efficiently screen the M atom, thereby losing its previous orientation. BMIM ions, on the 
other hand, remain flat due to a combination of vdW and electrostatic attraction to the 
slightly electronegative graphene lattice. To clarify this behavior, we depict a snapshot of 
the Ti-MV electrode with adjacent IL ions in Figure 4.12.  
 
Figure 4.12 Side- and top-view snapshots of the first IL layer near neutral Ti-MV 
electrodes. The red balls and black lines represent Ti and graphene, 
respectively. The purple and cyan sticks represent PF6 while the white, blue, 
and grey sticks represent BMIM.   
In the case of pristine graphene, the number density of BMIM and PF6 (and m 
given the similarity of their molecular weights) in each layer tends to be nearly equal in 
order to maintain charge neutrality.13 This is also observed to be true in the Ni-DV case 
despite the large fluctuation of charge along the lattice (the partial charge of Ni is 0.63 e in 
this case) since Ni remains within the graphene plane. However, in the other three metal-
doped cases, the spatial number density balance between BMIM and PF6 is no longer 
maintained. For example, the second IL layer (z  9 Å) exhibits an increasingly broadened 
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PF6 peak as the displacement of the M atom increases while the BMIM peak remains nearly 
the same. This suggests that due to the presence of the M atoms, ions segregate within the 
EDL to varying degrees. We can quantify this behavior using  (the mixing parameter) as 


















     (4.1) 
where i refers to the ion species of interest, j refers to each ion species present, and MW is 
the molecular weight. In this case when i = 0.5, the cumulative number of ion i is perfectly 
balanced by the other ion species. Figure 4.13 depicts BMIM for each case studied; around 
2 < z < 5 Å, it is evident that BMIM increases as the elevation of the M atom increases, 
which is consistent with the aforementioned competition (synergism) of electrostatic and 
vdW interactions between the electrode and PF6 (BMIM).   
 
Figure 4.13  Mixing parameter (BMIM) profiles for BMIM near uncharged electrodes as a 
function of distance from the electrode (z).   
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Figure 4.14  Potential () profiles as a function of distance from the electrode (z) for the 
(a) Ti-MV, (b) Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, (d) Ni-DV cases when  = 0 µC/cm2. The 
dashed lines indicate the position of the vacuum-IL interface adjacent to the 
electrode. 
From the distribution of electrode and IL atoms with fixed atomic charges, we can 
also compute the space charge variation and therefore, the spatial potential variation () by 
solving Poisson’s equation (see Chapter 2). In Figure 4.14, we show  as a function of z 
for (a) Ti-MV, (b) Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, and (d) Ni-DV; the  of the bulk electrolyte is taken 
as reference ( = 0 V). To interpret the  profiles, it is helpful to separately examine their 
variation in the IL region and the near-electrode region between the electrode and first IL 
layer. First, we study how the microstructure of the IL ions affects  close to the electrode 
(2 < z < 5 Å) as this is where discrepancies in the IL region between the different cases 
noticeably appear. In accordance with an increasing degree of BMIM segregation (Ni-DV 
< Ti-DV  Ni-MV < Ti-MV cases),  at the IL region interface (z  5 Å) also increases; 
the accumulation of net positive charge close to the interface leads to a proportional 
increase in . Between the electrode and the IL region interface, however,  rapidly drops 
if the M atom is elevated due to the local electric field generated from the charge 
redistribution within the electrode; the extent of the drop in  therefore increases as either 
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the M atom elevation and/or the charge differential between the M atom and graphene 
lattice increases. As a result of both of these factors, the surface potential relative to the 
bulk potential, otherwise known as the potential of zero charge (Z), varies as 0.01 > −0.31 
> −0.89 > −1.35 V for the Ni-DV > Ni-MV > Ti-DV > Ti-MV cases. We should note that 
in the pristine graphene case, Z is predicted to be essentially zero.13,107 
 
B.  Near Charged Electrodes 
 
Figure 4.15  Mass density (m) profiles for BMIM and PF6 as a function of distance from 
the electrode (z) for the (a) Ti-MV, (b) Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, and (d) Ni-DV 
cases when  = −4.75 µC/cm2 and for the (e) Ti-MV, (f) Ti-DV, (g) Ni-MV, 
(h) Ni-DV cases when  = 4.75 µC/cm2.   
 Figure 4.15 shows the m profiles for BMIM and PF6 for the Ti-MV, Ti-DV, Ni-
MV, and Ni-DV cases, respectively when  = −4.75 µC/cm2 (a)-(d) and  = 4.75 µC/cm2 
(e)-(h). Near each charged electrode, the m profiles exhibit alternating counterion/coion 
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layering that dampens away from the electrode and extends around 3 nm before showing 
bulk-like characteristics; this layering behavior is consistent with previous experimental 
studies near charged surfaces.108-110 Near the negative electrode, the first BMIM peak tends 
to be very pronounced, indicating the well-known preference for the positively charged 
BMIM rings to align parallel to the electronegative graphene lattice due to electrostatic 
attraction.13,15 At the same time, the presence of PF6 is shifted away from the electrode and 
loses its preferential orientation due to electrostatic repulsion; note that the PF6 profile 
retains those initial three peaks in the Ti-DV case which suggests the preservation of some 
order. Near the positive electrode, the three PF6 peaks in the first layer (representing F, P, 
and F atoms, respectively) are also pronounced. Yet similarly to when the electrodes are 
neutral, the rigidity of the PF6 orientation is diminished when the M atom elevation exceeds 
1 Å. 
 
Figure 4.16 Mixing parameter (counter) profiles for the counterion and screening 
parameter () profiles as a function of distance from the electrode (z) when  
= −4.75 µC/cm2 [(a),(c)] and  = 4.75 µC/cm2 [(b),(d)].  
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 To further clarify the nature of the microstructure, we calculate  for the counterion 
near each electrode, as shown in Figure 4.16(a)-(b). Near the negative electrode, it is 
apparent that the degree of BMIM segregation decreases directly with the M atom 
elevation. In contrast, the degree of PF6 segregation increases inversely with the M atom 
elevation. Both of these observations are consistent with the previously described 
interaction of the M atom with PF6 and BMIM, which is predominately electrostatic in 
nature.   
By affecting the ion segregation near the electrode, the M-V complexes also alter 
the screening efficiency which can be quantified with  (the screening parameter) as a 







     (4.2) 
where  = 1 indicates perfect screening of the electrode charge.  Our results, shown in 
Figure 4.16(c)-(d), show that the IL ions in the first layer overscreen the near-surface 
electric field, which is typical at small voltages.111 Here, the impact of ion segregation on 
the IL screening becomes immediately obvious – the increased counterion segregation 
expectedly increases the overscreening as demonstrated by the comparative intensities of 
the first  peaks. Also note that the location of the  peaks shifts away from the electrode 
in accordance with the M atom elevation, further supporting the ion segregation behavior.  
 Figure 4.17 shows the predicted variation in  near the negative [(a)-(d)] and 
positive [(e)-(h)] electrodes for each defect case. Near the negative (positive) electrode, the 
overall increase (decrease) in  in the IL region (2 < z < 5 Å) becomes greater in proportion 
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to the degree of counterion segregation (or by analogy, the extent of overscreening). From 
the IL region interface to the electrode surface,  expectedly drops (rises) near the negative 
(positive) electrode due to the applied electric field. Here,  is further influenced if the M 
atom is elevated due to the local electric field generated from the charge redistribution of 
the electrode. As the M atom elevation and/or partial charge increases, the drop (rise) in  
is enhanced (mitigated) near the negative (positive) electrode. 
 
Figure 4.17  Potential () profiles as a function of distance from the electrode (z) when the 
 = −4.75 µC/cm2 for (a) Ti-MV, (b) Ti-DV, (c) Ni-MV, and (d) Ni-DV and 
when  = 4.75 µC/cm2 for (e) Ti-MV, (f) Ti-DV, (g) Ni-MV, and (h) Ni-DV.  
The dashed line indicates the position of the vacuum-IL interface adjacent to 
the electrode. 
 From the predicted electrode surface potentials relative to the bulk potential (D), 
we calculate the overall change in potential as the difference between D and Z. We can 
therefore evaluate the (integral) double layer capacitances CD = /(D-Z), which we extend 
to include  = 2.38 and 9.5 µC/cm2, and compare them in Figure 4.18. Although Z 
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widely varies, it is evident that the variation in CD (and D-Z) is only as much as 20%; this 
suggests that the observed perturbations to the microstructure due to differences in M atom 
elevation and partial charge only weakly influence CD. Furthermore, our results indicate 
that the presence of these M-V complexes consistently enhances CD near the cathode (by 
as much as 20%) when compared to the pristine graphene case with  = 4.75 (−4.75) 
µC/cm2 (extrapolated from Ref. 13). However, near the anode, the CD of the metal-doped 
cases tend to fluctuate around that of pristine graphene.   
 
Figure 4.18 Integral double layer capacitance (CD) as a function of excess surface charge 
density () for Ti-MV, Ti-DV, Ni-MV, Ni-DV and pristine graphene cases. 
Results for pristine graphene were extrapolated from Ref. 13. The dashed 
lines are to guide the reader’s eye. 
 
4.7 METAL DOPING EFFECT ON THE TOTAL INTERFACIAL CAPACITANCE 
 We estimate the total interfacial capacitance (CT) as a function of applied potential 
(ϕa = G + ϕD − Z) when  = 2.38, 4.75, and 9.50 µC/cm2 based on the series 
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capacitance of CD and CQ, i.e. 1/CT = 1/CD + 1/CQ; note that the integral CQ (= /G) is 
used here. As seen in Figure 4.19, the CT of the metal-doped cases are predicted to 
consistently outperform that of pristine graphene at both the anode and cathode; the Ni-DV 
case is particularly noteworthy with an enhancement of around 1−2 µF/cm2 within 1 V. 
We can attribute this improvement to the increased CQ of the M-V complexes studied (the 
integral CQ tend to vary significantly between 8 and 92 µF/cm
2) since the influence of 
metal-doping on CD is marginal. These results suggest that metal-doping can be an effective 
strategy to mitigate the CQ limitation of sp
2-bonded carbon electrodes, thereby allowing 
further improvements in CD (whether through structural or other modifications) to manifest 
in the overall performance of supercapacitors.   
 
Figure 4.19 Predicted total interfacial capacitance (CT) values for each metal-doped 
graphene case as a function of applied potential (a). For reference, the CT of 
pristine graphene in [BMIM][PF6] IL is also included. The dashed line is to 
guide the reader’s eye. 
 We should point out that our quantitative prediction for CT is based on several 
assumptions; the following factors should be considered in future investigations to improve 
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accuracy. For instance, we have ignored the possible polarization at the electrode-
electrolyte interface, which can affect the electrode charge redistribution, the EDL 
microstructure, and ultimately, CD (which is likely underestimated).
87,88 In addition, we 
recognize that conventional DFT can introduce self-interaction errors; the resultant 
erroneous description of charge localization can be mitigated using hybrid functional 
methods.112 We also omit the possible influence of IL interactions with the electrode on its 
electronic structure, which may alter CQ to a certain extent. Nonetheless, our study clearly 
shows that the inclusion of M impurities in sp2-bonded carbon nanomaterials can 
significantly enhance EDLC performance primarily by dramatically improving CQ. 
 
4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
We examined the influence of metal-doped graphene in [BMIM][PF6] ionic liquid 
on the electrode and electric double layer (EDL) capacitances using a combination of DFT 
and classical MD simulations. We considered 3d transition metals (M) bound to mono- 
(MV) and di- (DV) vacancy sites in graphene. Our electronic structure analysis 
demonstrated that the introduction of these M-V complexes induces quasi-localized states. 
From the predicted electronic density of states, we evaluated the quantum capacitance (CQ) 
of each M-doped electrode and compared them to pristine graphene. Due to the augmented 
availability of states, the charge storage capacities of each M-doped electrode were 
generally found to exceed that of pristine graphene, and in some cases, by as much as 500% 
(at a local potential of 1 V). We also studied the influence of these M-V complexes on the 
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EDL microstructure using a few selected cases as model systems. We found that the 
microstructure can be perturbed; in particular, PF6 (BMIM) ions can accumulate near 
(spread away from) the M atom. When the electrodes are charged, counterion segregation 
becomes more (less) apparent near the cathode (anode) as the M atom elevation increases. 
Despite these perturbations to the EDL, the estimated double layer capacitance (CD) was 
found to be mostly within 20% of the pristine graphene case (while the potential of zero 
charge was predicted to vary on the order of 1 V depending on the type of M-V complex). 
Based on CQ and CD, we evaluated the total interfacial capacitances (CT = [1/CD + 1/CQ]
-1) 
and found that the M-doped cases were consistently enhanced by as much as 125% (within 
1 V) when compared to pristine graphene. Our study clearly demonstrates that M-doping 
of graphene-like electrodes can effectively mitigate the CQ limitation, thereby significantly 













Chapter 5: Extended Edge Defects 
Work in this chapter was published and reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C, 
Vol. 118, A. J. Pak, E. Paek, and G. S. Hwang, Impact of Graphene Edges on Enhancing 
the Performance of Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors, pg. 21770−7. Copyright 
(2014) American Chemical Society. 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION TO EDGE DEFECTS IN GRAPHENE 
Up to this point, the scope of this dissertation has been limited to phenomena near 
the basal plane of graphene where ion accumulation mostly occurs. But given the revealed 
sensitivity of CT to CQ and CD, it would be valuable to explore similar phenomena near the 
edges of graphene for several reasons. First, it is well-known that the presence of edges can 
alter the electronic structure of graphene, which has been successfully utilized in many 
electrochemical applications.113-115 Such modifications to the electronic structure may 
subsequently affect CQ. It is also possible that the electric double layer (EDL) 
microstructure, and therefore CD, can be noticeably perturbed near the edge sites, similarly 
to the case of prismatic graphite electrodes with different degrees of corrugation.86 
Furthermore, research into potential applications for graphene edges seems timely given 
recent advances in the fabrication of high-quality graphene edges.116 One example of this 
is a recent demonstration by Zhang and coworkers in which the splitting of vertically 
aligned carbon nanotubes into graphene nanoribbons exhibited a four-fold increase in 
specific capacitance.117 However to the best of our knowledge, a fundamental study on the 
impact of edge defects on both CQ and CD has never been reported.   
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In this chapter, the effect of edge defects on CT is investigated using edge-
passivated graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) as model systems; only zigzag GNRs (ZGNRs) 
are considered since they can be metallic while armchair GNRs are neglected as they are 
always semiconducting. The relative impacts of these edge defects on CQ and CD are 
studied using a first principles-based computational approach. First, density functional 
theory (DFT) is employed to study the electronic structure and CQ of two types of edge-
passivated ZGNRs at varying widths. Using classical molecular dynamics (MD), the 
microstructure and CD of a ZGNR immersed in [BMIM][PF6] ionic liquid is investigated. 
Finally, the potential benefit of edge defects with regard to the overall CT is discussed. 
 
5.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
The atomic and electronic structures of each investigated ZGNR were calculated 
using DFT within the spin-polarized Perdew-Wang 91 generalized gradient 
approximation68 (GGA-PW91), as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation 
Package42 (VASP); the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair interpolation was used for the correlation part 
of the exchange correlation functional.118 The projector augmented wave (PAW) method69 
was used to describe the interaction between ion core and valence electrons with a 
planewave basis set using a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. 
Two different types of edge-passivated ZGNRs at two different widths are initially 
investigated: (i) single hydrogen (H) termination (herein called H-18ZGNR and H-
60ZGNR) and (ii) alternating termination by a hydroxyl (OH) and single H (herein called 
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OH-18ZGNR and OH-60ZGNR). The OH group is considered one of the most stable 
oxidation groups and is known to prefer a parallel orientation with respect to the plane of 
the GNR.119,120 The ZGNRs were modeled using rectangular 2  9 (as shown in Figure 5.1) 
and 2  30 supercells (corresponding to 72 and 240 C atoms, respectively) with a GGA-
optimized lattice constant of 2.466 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in all 
three directions but vacuum spaces of 10 and 20 Å were included in the z and y directions, 
respectively, to remove interactions with adjacent images. For the Brillouin zone 
integration, a (6×1×1) Monkhorst-Pack mesh70 of k-points was used to determine the 
optimal geometries and total energies while an increased mesh size of (14×1×1) was used 
for electronic structure calculations. To make comparisons to the pristine graphene case, 
similar electronic structure calculations were performed using a 4-atom rectangular cell 
with dimensions of 4.272  2.466 Å2; here, a (21×21×1) k-point mesh was used for 
Brillouin zone sampling. 
To study the atomic charge distribution of ZGNRs at different widths, additional 
rectangular 2  5 and 2  13 supercells for both H-ZGNR and OH-ZGNR cases using the 
same lattice constant, vacuum spacing, and k-point mesh were modeled. The atomic 
charges were evaluated using grid-based Bader analysis61 under neutral and charged (1 e 
per supercell) conditions; the latter case was used to study the excess charge redistribution.  
The calculated Bader charges for OH-18ZGNR were subsequently used in the MD 
calculations. 
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The microstructure of [BMIM][PF6] near OH-18ZGNR electrodes was studied 
from MD simulations based on the OPLS-AA force field50,101 using the Large-scale 
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) program105. As illustrated in 
Figure 5.1, the simulation consisted of 3036 pairs of [BMIM][PF6] surrounding two 
electrodes (39.46  39.2 Å2) separated by 100 Å in both the y and z directions, which was 
large enough such that the electrolyte maintained a bulk density in the regions between 
electrodes. The inter- and intra-molecular force field parameters for BMIM, PF6 and 
graphitic C are described in Ref. 13. The generalized OPLS force field parameters for OH 
and H moieties were used.101 During the simulations, the electrode atoms were fixed in 
position.   
 
Figure 5.1  (Top) Schematic of the zigzag graphene nanoribbon supercell (bound by the 
dashed lines) used in electronic structure calculations. The edges were 
passivated by either H or H/OH atoms where H and O are indicated by the 
white and red balls, respectively. (Bottom) Schematic of the simulation box 
used in classical molecular dynamics simulations. The white, red, and grey 
balls indicate H, O, and C electrode atoms, respectively. The white, grey, and 
blue lines indicate the H, C, and N atoms in BMIM while the pink and cyan 
lines indicate the P and F atoms in PF6. Periodic boundary conditions were 
applied in all three directions.  
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Electrodes with excess surface charge density  = 0, 80.4 and −80.4 C g-1 were 
studied using the predicted atomic charges from Bader analysis. Each MD simulation were 
run initially at 1000 K for 1 ns followed by 1 ns at 300 K for three cycles to equilibrate the 
system using a timestep of 1 fs. Production runs were carried out for 2 ns with atomic 
positions recorded every 5 ps. All runs were in the NVT ensemble with the temperature 
controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat60 with a 100 fs damping parameter. MD results 
reported herein were obtained from the average of five independent simulations with 
different initial atomic configurations. Further details about the MD simulations are 
described in Ref. 13.  
 
5.3 GRAPHENE NANORIBBON ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND QUANTUM CAPACITANCE 
 In this section, we present the band structures and density of states (DOS) of the 
investigated ZGNRs, considering both the anti-ferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic 
(FM) spin states. Based on the electronic structure, we then predict and analyze the 
quantum capacitance (CQ) of the ZGNRs.   
Figure 5.2(a) shows the DOS for H-18ZGNR [left] and H-60ZGNR [right] in the 
AF state (the insets show the FM state). According to our GGA-PW91 calculations for H-
18ZGNR, the AF state is marginally more stable ( 0.6 meV Å-1) than the FM state; other 
functionals including LDA ( 0.2 meV Å-1) and GGA-PBE ( 1.0 meV Å-1) predict similar 
results. In the AF case, a band gap of 0.3 eV is estimated to arise due to the differences in 
AF exchange interaction between sublattices.120-122 In the FM case, the spin-majority and 
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spin–minority states are both partially filled at the Fermi level (EF). However in the H-
60ZGNR case, both the AF band gap (0.16 eV) and difference in energy between the AF 
and FM state ( 0.0 meV Å-1) is reduced, which is expected to occur as the GNR width 
increases.121    
 
Figure 5.2  Spin-polarized total density of states (DOS) of (a) H-passivated and (b) 
alternating H-/OH-passivated zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNR) at 
different widths in the anti-ferromagnetic state.  The insets depict the 
corresponding DOS of the ferromagnetic state.  Positive (negative) values of 
the DOS indicate the spin-majority (-minority) states.  The Fermi level (EF) 
is marked by the dashed line.  The band-decomposed charge density 
isosurfaces (0.001 e bohr-3) were obtained from the highlighted energy 
ranges. 
In both the AF and FM cases, the DOS exhibits peaks close to EF (such as in the 
highlighted regions). It is well-known that these are primarily attributed to the quasi-
localized pz states at the edge sites
119-122, which is also depicted by the band-decomposed 
charge density isosurfaces; H passivation removes the dangling sp2 bonds that are 
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characteristic of bare ZGNRs while the disrupted  bonds remain. Furthermore, these peaks 
tend to be more broadened in the H-60ZGNR case, which suggests that the degree of 
coupling between the edge pz states and the  network increases as the ZGNR width 
increases.   
 
Figure 5.3  Integral quantum capacitances (CQ) as a function of local electrode potential 
(E) for the (a) H-passivated and (b) alternating H-/OH-passivated zigzag 
graphene nanoribbons (ZGNR) at different widths as compared to that of 
pristine graphene. The depicted CQ of the ZGNR electrodes was computed 
from the average CQ of the anti-ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states. The 
middle line indicates the neutrality point. 
Figure 5.2(b) shows the DOS for OH-18ZGNR [left] and OH-60ZGNR [right] in 
the AF state (the insets show the FM state). Similar to the H-18ZGNR case, the AF state 
of OH-18ZGNR is also marginally more stable ( 0.4 meV Å-1) than the FM state, although 
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the addition of OH functional groups appears to reduce the spin order-induced stabilization. 
Consequently, the band gap in the AF state is reduced to 0.23 and 0.13 eV for OH-18ZGNR 
and OH-60ZGNR, respectively, while the FM state remains metallic. Comparing the OH-
18ZGNR case to the H-18ZGNR case, we observe that in the former case, the DOS peaks 
within −0.5 < E−EF < 0.5 eV are narrowed toward EF; the quasi-localized C pz orbitals tend 
to slightly overlap with the O 2p antibonding orbitals, as also seen in the band-decomposed 
charge density isosurfaces. However, the addition of OH in the 60ZGNR case does not 
noticeably affect the extent of localization, suggesting that the extent of coupling between 
the edge pz states and  system is strong enough to be insensitive to the edge moieties when 
the ZGNR width is sufficiently large.  
Using the procedure described in Chapter 2, we calculate the differential quantum 
capacitances (CQ,diff = d/dE) for all four cases, where d and dE refer to the variations 
of excess surface charge density and local potential in the electrode, respectively. Since 
both the AF and FM states are likely to appear, the CQ,diff is computed from the average of 
the two cases. As shown in Figure 5.3, we then predict the integral CQ (= /E where  = 
∫ 𝐶𝑄,𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓dE) which is the preferred metric to evaluate the total charge storage capability 
at a given E. In comparison to the pristine graphene case, the CQ of the ZGNRs tends to 
be increasingly enhanced as the ZGNR width decreases, which is especially apparent when 
|E| < 0.5 V (due to the additional availability of states). Our calculations further 
demonstrate that the addition of OH greatly improves CQ in the 18ZGNR case but only 
marginally in the 60ZGNR case. We should also note that unlike pristine graphene 
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electrodes, the ZGNR electrodes have intrinsically different CQ profiles at the anode and 
cathode.    
 
Figure 5.4  Estimated (a) partial charges of edge-passivating groups and (b) degree of 
excess charge accumulation at the edges of zigzag graphene nanoribbons 
(ZGNR) with varying width and edge-passivation. The partial charges were 
computed from grid-based Bader analysis. The excess charge accumulation 
was calculated from the fractional amount of excess charge found at the edges 
(defined by the shaded region) after one charge carrier was injected into each 
ZGNR. 
 Beyond the CQ, we also explore the local charge redistribution at the edges of 
ZGNRs at varying widths; the charge redistribution is particularly important as it can affect 
the electrostatic interactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface. To quantify this 
behavior, we use grid-based Bader analysis to compute the atomic charges.61 In Figure 
5.4(a), we first present the atomic charges of the edge-passivating moieties of both H- and 
OH-ZGNRs. Here, the H and OH groups are expectedly positively and negatively charged, 
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which will affect the microstructure of the interface as discussed below. Yet also note that 
the partial charges seem insensitive to the width of the ZGNR. We then estimate the degree 
of excess charge accumulation at the edges in Figure 5.4(b); one electron or hole is injected 
into each system, after which the fraction of excess charge stored at the edges (defined up 
to a depth of 3.7 Å) is calculated. Both the H- and OH-ZGNR cases clearly demonstrate 
that the excess charge accumulation at the edges becomes more pronounced superlinearly 
as the GNR width becomes smaller. In the next section, we will discuss the implications of 
this behavior on the EDL microstructure and CD. 
 
5.4 DOUBLE LAYER MICROSTRUCTURE AND CAPACITANCE NEAR EDGES 
A.  Near Uncharged Electrodes  
We study the EDL microstructure and CD of OH-18ZGNR immersed in 
[BMIM][PF6] IL, which serves as a model system to understand how the presence of edges 
can affect the interfacial structure and CD. We begin with a thorough analysis of the IL 
microstructure near uncharged electrodes. Figure 5.5(a) shows the two-dimensional (2D) 
mass density (m) profiles of BMIM [left] and PF6 [right] when  = 0 C g-1. First, we draw 
attention to the ion segregation and ordering near the edges. The PF6 profile exhibits 
distinct high-intensity (color range from yellow to dark red) spots directly above/below the 
edges whereas BMIM exhibits low-intensity shades (color range from purple to blue). This 
indicates that PF6 (BMIM) tends to be clustered (deficient) directly at the edge, which is 
primarily attributed to the strong electrostatic attraction (repulsion) between the PF6 anion 
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(BMIM cation) and the positively charged H atoms. We also observe BMIM accumulation 
(PF6 depletion) around the rims of the edges (adjacent to the negatively charged O atoms) 
and subsequent PF6 accumulation (BMIM depletion) directly normal to the edge C atoms 
(which are positively charged). This alternating cascade of segregated anions and cations 
surrounding the edges results from the combined influence of electrostatic interactions 
between (i) anions/cations with the charged electrode atoms at the edges and (ii) IL ions 
with adjacent counterions. However, the degree of anion-cation segregation around the 
electrode tends to diminish near the basal region, as demonstrated by the mingled presence 
of high-intensity spots in both BMIM and PF6 profiles. In Figure 5.6, we provide a snapshot 
of the IL ions adjacent to the electrode to visually demonstrate the decaying anion-cation 
cascade surrounding the electrode. 
Next, we explore the variation in m as a function of distance from the electrode for 
BMIM and PF6.  The average m estimated along the edge direction (48 < z < 52 Å) [Figure 
5.5(b)] shows a distinct (reduced) peak associated with PF6 (BMIM) which can be expected 
based on Figure 5.5(a).  Interestingly, the m profiles reveal alternating layering of anions 
and cations. Such behavior is typical of ILs near charged surfaces108,110, indicating that the 
aforementioned charge redistribution toward the electrode edges is strong enough to trigger 
a similar response. In contrast, the average m estimated normal to the basal plane (60 < y 
< 80 Å) [Figure 5.5(c)] displays cation and anion profiles with spatial similarity (the ions 
maintain charge neutrality), which is consistent with previous studies near uncharged 
pristine graphene electrodes.13-15 This suggests that although the basal plane is slightly 
positively charged due to the redistribution of electrons in the basal plane toward the edges 
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(basal = 6.7 C g-1 or 0.5 µC cm-2), the electrostatic interactions are not significant enough 
to induce anion/cation segregation in the normal direction.  
 
Figure 5.5  (a) Two-dimensional color map of mass density (m) profiles for BMIM and 
PF6 near uncharged zigzag graphene nanoribbon electrodes alternatingly 
passivated by H and OH (OH-18ZGNR). The position of the electrode is 
indicated by the black line in the center of the color maps. (b) Average m 
along the edge direction (over the shaded region shown in the inset). (c) 
Average m along the basal plane (over the shaded region shown in the inset). 
(d) Schematic of region (R) used to calculate the average m surrounding the 
electrode as a function of distance (r). (e) Average m surrounding the 
electrode [left axis] and mixing parameter (anion) of PF6 [right axis].   
It would also be interesting to quantify the extent of PF6 segregation from BMIM 
in order to evaluate the net ionic charge accumulation surrounding the electrode due to the 
presence of edges. We compute a mixing parameter () which is calculated within the 




  (5.1) 
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where MWi is the molecular weight of species i. The m averaged in R and anion in R are 
presented in Figure 5.5(e), which shows a maximum anion = 0.53 at r = 6 Å that quickly 
tapers to anion  0.50 when r > 10 Å. In other words, charge neutrality is essentially 
maintained despite the slight amassment of PF6 anions. This suggests that the presence of 
edges primarily influences the ordering and segregation of ions surrounding the electrodes 
while the net ionic charge accumulation is only marginally affected.    
 
Figure 5.6  Snapshot of BMIM cations and PF6 anions near uncharged OH-18ZGNR 
electrodes.  The grey/blue lines indicate BMIM while the pink/cyan lines 




Figure 5.7  Two-dimensional color map of the potential () profile near uncharged zigzag 
graphene nanoribbon electrodes alternatingly passivated by H and OH (OH-
18ZGNR). The position of the electrode is indicated by the black line in the 
color map. The  in the bulk region of the electrolyte is taken as reference ( 
= 0 V).  
To determine the CD from the microstructure, we first estimate the potential of zero 
charge (Z) under the current neutral conditions. From the computed space charge variation 
(q), which is determined from the distribution of electrode and IL atoms with fixed atomic 
charges, the two-dimensional Poisson’s equation is solved (see Chapter 2) to calculate the 
potential variation (). In Figure 5.7, the 2D  profiles are depicted where the  in the bulk 
IL region is taken as reference ( = 0 V). The Z, then, is determined from the average 
surface  of the electrode, which we find to be 0.22 V; note that Z > 0 V is consistent with 
the observed accumulation of PF6 anions. For comparison, pristine graphene (at basal = 6.7 
C g-1) is estimated to have a similar potential drop of 0.19 V (with Z  0 V). 
 
B.  Near Charged Electrodes  
Our analysis now extends to the case when the electrodes are charged. Figure 
5.8(a)-(d) shows m near OH-18ZGNR electrodes when  = 80.4 C g-1 (6.2 µC cm-2). 
Near the edges of both the cathode and anode, the profiles of each counterion (coion) 
increase (decrease) in both intensity and distinction as compared to the neutral case. This 
suggests that the alternating cascade of anions/cations surrounding the edges exhibits 
greater ion segregation than the uncharged case, which is expected since the majority 
fraction of injected charge carriers accumulate at the edges and thereby enhance the 
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electrostatic attraction (repulsion) with counterions (coions). Furthermore, the alternating 
cascade seems to extend further into the basal plane region when the electrode is positively 
charged rather than negatively charged. We postulate that this behavior manifests more 
strongly near the cathode since PF6 anions are more compact and symmetric than BMIM 
cations, which therefore facilitates the layering along the electrode width. 
 
Figure 5.8  Mass density (m) profiles for BMIM and PF6 near charged zigzag graphene 
nanoribbon electrodes alternatingly passivated by H and OH (OH-18ZGNR): 
(a-d) Two-dimensional color map of m for BMIM and PF6 (the electrode 
position is indicated by the black line), (e-f) Average m along the basal plane 
(over the shaded region shown in the right panel), (g-h) Average m along the 
edge direction (over the shaded region shown in the right panel), (i-j) Average 
m surrounding the electrode and mixing parameter counterion) of the 
counterion as a function of distance (r) within the shaded region shown in the 
right panel. 
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We next examine the variation in m along the edge direction and normal to the 
basal plane. Figures 5.8(e)-(f) depict the average m in the edge direction near the cathode 
and anode, respectively. Here, the first peak in the PF6 profile is noticeably enhanced 
(diminished) at the cathode (anode) edge. The first peak in the BMIM profile, on the other 
hand, is only marginally suppressed (augmented) at the cathode (anode) edge. In addition, 
the alternating layering behavior, as also seen in the uncharged case [Figure 5.5(b)], is 
maintained (suppressed) at the cathode (anode) edge. These observations suggest that the 
electrostatic interaction with the positively charged H atom still tends to dominate ion 
accumulation and segregation behavior directly at the edges since the injected charge 
carriers merely strengthen (reduce) the partial charge of H at the cathode (anode). In direct 
contrast, the average m profiles near the basal plane [Figure 5.8(g)-(h)] do not display 
distinct alternation between PF6 and BMIM peaks, indicating that the ions are less 
noticeably segregated in the direction normal to the basal plane. In other words, the 
electrostatic interactions from the basal plane (basal  54.1 C g-1) are not strong enough 
to induce such layering behavior.   
To quantify the overall counterion accumulation surrounding the electrode, we 
calculate counterion and the corresponding R-averaged m profiles near the cathode and 
anode in Figure 5.8(i)-(j).  Although it is readily apparent that the average m of counterions 
near the cathode tends to exceed that of the anode when r < 6 Å, the net ratio of counterions 
to coions remains similar for both cathode and anode. Therefore, the overall charge stored 
at the electrode-electrolyte interface is expected to be comparable near the cathode and 
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anode, despite differences in the edge-induced perturbations to their respective 
microstructures.   
 
Figure 5.9  Two-dimensional color map of potential () profiles near charged zigzag 
graphene nanoribbon electrodes alternatingly passivated by H and OH (OH-
18ZGNR). The position of the electrode is indicated by the black line. The  
in the bulk region of the electrolyte is taken as reference ( = 0 V).  
Figure 5.9 shows the predicted 2D  profiles near the charged OH-18ZGNR 
electrodes. Using the same approach from the uncharged case, we estimated the average 
surface . Then taking the difference between the surface  and Z, we find that the 
potential drop in the EDL (D) is 0.79 and −0.78 V for the cathode and anode, respectively. 
For comparison, the respective D at  = 80.4 C g-1 in the pristine graphene case are 1.45 
and −1.38 V. The reduction in D should be unsurprising since most of the excess charge 
accumulates at the edges where it can be easily screened, thereby lowering the overall 
overscreening of counterions near the majority of the electrode. Correspondingly, the 
integral CD using the OH-18ZGNR electrodes is 101.8 (103.1) F g
-1 when  = 80.4 (−80.4) 
C g-1, which is nearly a factor of two greater than that of the respective CD using pristine 
graphene. Given that the excess charge accumulation at the edges increases with the 
narrowing of the ZGNR, we may also expect the enhancement in CD to increase in turn.   
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5.5 TOTAL INTERFACIAL CAPACITANCE 
As summarized in Table 5.1, we have predicted the CT and the applied potential 
(a) when  = 80.4 C g-1 using OH-18ZGNR electrodes based on the combination of the 
integral CQ and CD (1/CT = 1/CQ + 1/CD). We find that CT is 80.2 (76.8) F g
-1 at the cathode 
(anode), which is nearly twice that of the predicted CT near pristine graphene. Based on 
our analysis of CQ and CD, it is clear that this enhancement can be attributed to significant 
gains in both CQ and CD. We therefore anticipate that the nano-engineering of carbon-based 
electrodes to incorporate a high-density of edges (such as from aligned GNRs117, graphene 
quantum dots123, or even large-scale vacancy defects124) could greatly benefit 
supercapacitors and deserves ample investigation. 
Table 5.1  Summary of predicted capacitances for charged OH-18ZGNR electrodes in 
[BMIM][PF6].  For comparison, the capacitance values for the pristine 
graphene case are also shown in parentheses. 
 CQ CD CT E D a 
C g-1 F g-1 V 
+80.4 378.1 (134.7) 101.8 (55.4) 80.2 (39.3) 0.21 0.79 1.00 
−80.4 300.6 (138.5) 103.1 (58.3) 76.8 (41.0) −0.26 −0.78 −1.04 
 
Throughout this assessment, we also contemplated the impact of several factors that 
were outside the scope of this work, but may be of interest in future research.  For instance, 
it would be interesting to explore the influence of different edge-passivating functional 
groups on both the electronic structure and the EDL microstructure.  In particular, the edge-
induced perturbations to the EDL microstructure may be sensitive to the configuration and 
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size of the functional group as well as the relative strength of electrostatic interactions with 
the constituent atoms. Here, we should also note that stricter quantitative predictions using 
our method may require additional considerations. For example, we did not model charge 
polarization at the electrode-electrolyte interface for simplicity, which may affect the EDL 
microstructure as well as the electronic structure of the electrode. In addition, conventional 
DFT can introduce self-interaction errors which may underestimate charge localization, 
but can be mitigated using hybrid functional methods.112 We also neglected charge transfer 
between [BMIM][PF6] and the electrode since it appears to be unlikely.
125 Nevertheless, 
our computational approach is sufficient to demonstrate that the presence of edges can 
enhance the performance of supercapacitors by virtue of increasing both CQ and CD. 
 
5.6 CONCLUSIONS 
We investigated the impact of ZGNRs in [BMIM][PF6] ionic liquid on the quantum 
and EDL capacitances (and therefore, the interfacial capacitance) using a combined DFT 
and classical MD approach. In our electronic structure analysis, we considered two 
different widths of H-passivated (H-18ZGNR and H-60ZGNR) and alternatingly H-/OH-
passivated ZGNR (OH-18ZGNR/OH-60ZGNR) electrodes. Our results demonstrate that 
the electronic states are quasi-localized in the vicinity of the edges, although the degree of 
localization tends to decrease with increasing width. We then calculated the quantum 
capacitances (CQ) from the electronic density of states. Comparisons with that of pristine 
graphene reveal that the ZGNR electrodes have significantly larger CQ which are further 
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enhanced as the ZGNR width decreases. Furthermore, our results show that the degree of 
excess charge accumulation at the edges increases super-linearly as the ZGNR width 
decreases. We also studied the influence of edge defects on the EDL microstructure using 
the OH-18ZGNR as a model system when the excess surface charge density  = 0 and 
80.4 C g-1. We find that the presence of edges induces an alternating cascade of PF6 and 
BMIM ions in which the segregation is greatest near the edges. Upon charging, the 
microstructure of the EDL exhibits a greater response near the edges due to the preferential 
accumulation of excess charge carriers toward the edges. As a result, the EDL capacitance 
(CD) of the OH-18ZGNR case is also predicted to be greatly enhanced when compared to 
the pristine graphene case. Finally, the total interfacial capacitance (CT = [1/CD + 1/CQ]
-1) 
of the OH-18ZGNR case is found to experience a two-fold increase in comparison to the 
pristine graphene case when  = 80.4 (−80.4) C g-1. Our findings clearly highlight that the 
inclusion of a large density of edge defects in graphene-like electrodes can dramatically 










Chapter 6: Basal-Plane Oxidation 
Work in this chapter was published and reprinted from ChemElectroChem, Vol. 3, A. J. 
Pak and G. S. Hwang, On the Importance of Regulating Hydroxyl Coverage on the Basal 
Plane of Graphene Oxide for Supercapacitors, pg. 741−8, Copyright (2016) with 
permission from John Wiley and Sons. 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHENE OXIDE 
In recent years, reduced graphene oxide (rGO) has gained popularity as an 
alternative graphene-based material. Part of the attraction is the cost-effective means of 
producing rGO from the wet exfoliation of graphene oxide and subsequent chemical, 
thermal, or electrochemical reduction.126-128 While rGO has traditionally been used as a 
precursor for graphene sheets128, rGO is also an interesting and important material in its 
own right. For instance, the oxygen moieties serve as electrochemically active sites which 
have been utilized for enhanced catalytic activity of oxygen reduction129 and pseudo-
capacitive benefits130-132 in aqueous EDLCs. Naturally, rGO has also been explored for its 
use as an electrode material in supercapacitors using organic or ionic-liquid electrolytes 
which are electrochemically stable. To date, however, experimental results probing the 
advantages of rGO for EDLC applications have been widely scattered. While rGO 
electrodes have been shown to outperform graphene electrodes133,134, reported capacitances 
have exhibited contradictory sensitivities to the ratio of oxygen to carbon atoms (O:C) and 
the reduction process135,136. This underscores the need to understand the influence of the 
extent of reduction on the capacitance.  
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 To evaluate the impact of rGO reduction on EDLC performance, it is important to 
recognize that the total interfacial capacitance (CT) strongly depends upon the contributions 
from the electrode quantum capacitance (CQ) and electric double layer (EDL) capacitance 
(CD).
 13,34,35 While the latter property primarily depends upon the accumulation of ions at 
the interface, the former quantifies the ease in which excess charge carriers populate the 
electronic states of the electrode. To decouple these contributions, theoretical simulations 
can provide valuable insights. For example, molecular dynamics simulations have shown 
that regularly dispersed coverage of the basal plane of graphene with hydroxyl (OH) or 
epoxide functional groups tends to monotonically decrease CD with increasing moiety 
content.137-139 Quantum mechanical calculations have also shown that CQ can be 
dramatically enhanced through OH functionalization of edge sites140 as well as chemical 
modification33,141 of basal sites, although the basal-plane coverage by OH has yet to be 
studied in this context. However, one challenge in undertaking such a fundamental 
investigation is a proper account of the rGO structure. Experimental characterizations using 
NMR spectroscopy and X-ray photo-electron spectrometry have identified the presence of 
several oxygen moieties such as OH, epoxide, carboxyl, and carbonyl groups, although the 
first two (OH and epoxide) are generally identified as the most common species along the 
basal surface.142,143 Furthermore, recent experimental144,145 and theoretical146,147 work have 
shown that oxygen moieties tend to aggregate along the basal surface, forming distinct 
graphitic and oxidized regions. Therefore, careful attention should be applied in theoretical 
studies to account for such structures. To this end, one possible method is a lattice-based 
Monte Carlo scheme such as the one used by Zhou and Bongiorno.146 
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In this chapter, the effect of varying the O:C of rGO electrodes on CT is investigated 
and compared to that of pristine graphene. Here, the OH functionalization of the basal 
surface of graphene is considered for simplicity while possible OH agglomeration is 
accounted using lattice-based Monte Carlo simulations. First, density functional theory 
(DFT) and density functional tight binding (DFTB) theory are employed in order to study 
the electronic structure, CQ, and electrochemical stability of the rGO sheets. Then, classical 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used in order to study the microstructure and 
CD of the electrodes immersed in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide 
([EMIM][FSI]) ionic liquid. Finally, the competition between CQ and CD is discussed in 
relation to the potential enhancement in rGO-based supercapacitor performance compared 
to that of pristine graphene electrodes. 
 
6.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
The electronic structure of each rGO sheet was calculated using DFT within the 
Perdew-Berke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation43 (GGA-PBE), as 
implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package42 (VASP). The projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method69 was employed to describe the interaction between core 
and valence electrons with a planewave basis set using a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. 
The rGO sheet was modeled using a 74 rectangular supercell (17.264817.0877 Å2) with 
the PBE-optimized lattice constant of 2.466 Å for graphene. For all O:C cases, trans pairs 
of OH groups were added to the graphene lattice according to the Metropolis Monte Carlo 
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(MMC) scheme described later. As an example of the agglomeration, 68 OH groups (34 
trans pairs) and 680 C atoms (O:C = 0.1) formed five domains on average with the largest 
domain covering 20% of the lattice. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in all 
three directions with a vacuum spacing of 20 Å in the vertical direction to separate the rGO 
sheet from its periodic images. For the Brillouin zone integration, a (6×6×1) Monkhorst-
Pack (MP) k-point mesh70 was used for geometry optimization and energy calculations, 
while a (8×8×1) MP k-point mesh was used to ensure convergence for electronic structure 
calculations; all energy (force) calculations were converged to within 1×10-6 eV (0.02 
eV/Å). For comparison, third-order self-consistent charge DFTB calculations were 
performed using Slater-Koster parameters from Ref. 148 as implemented in the DFTB+ 
program.149,150 For these calculations, a (13×13×1) MP k-point mesh was used for geometry 
optimization and electronic structure calculations with the same convergence tolerance.   
The calculated CQ values were based on larger rGO sheets (1710 rectangular 
supercells corresponding to 41.928842.7193 Å2) which were prepared using the same 
MMC scheme with 9, 34, and 102 trans pairs of OH groups added to the lattice, yielding 
an O:C = 0.026, 0.1, and 0.3, respectively. Here, a (5×5×1) MP k-point mesh was used for 
geometry optimization and electronic structure calculations. Partial atomic charges were 
computed using Mulliken population analysis151 for excess charge density  = 0, 2.24, 
4.47 µC/cm2 (0, 5, and 10 e per sheet); these charges were used in the MD simulations 
which are described below. All reported results were obtained from averages over five 
independent samples at each O:C.   
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Figure 6.1.   Schematic of EMIM/FSI ionic liquid (top) and the simulation domain used in 
classical molecular dynamics (bottom). The gray sheet in the middle 
corresponds to graphene oxide which is shown in the magnified inset; gray, 
red, and white balls indicate C, O, and H atoms, respectively. Throughout the 
electrolyte, the gray, blue, and white balls correspond to the respective C, N, 
and H atoms in EMIM while the blue, yellow, red, and green balls correspond 
to the respective N, S, O, and F atoms in FSI. 
The MD simulations employed the OPLS-AA force field50,101 and were used to 
determine the microstructure of [EMIM][FSI] and potential variation near pristine and 
selected rGO electrodes when  = 0, 2.24, and 4.47 µC/cm2. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, 
the simulation domain consists of 434 [EMIM][FSI] IL pairs surrounding an electrode 
(41.928842.7193 Å2) with a depth of 86 Å in the z-direction and periodic boundary 
conditions in all three directions; in the charged simulations, co-ions were removed from 
the domain to maintain charge neutrality. Note that the domain is large enough to obtain a 
bulk density of 1.43 g/cm3 far from the electrode, which is in agreement with previous 
simulation work152. The structure and charge distribution of the electrodes were determined 
from DFTB calculations, as described above. The force field parameters for EMIM and 
FSI were adopted from Refs. 153 and 154, respectively. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) 
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parameters for graphene and for the OH moieties were adopted from Refs. 155 and 101, 
respectively. Spherical cutoffs of 10 Å and 12 Å were used for the LJ and Coulomb 
interactions, respectively. Electrostatic interactions beyond the cutoff were calculated 
using the Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh solver.54 
While keeping the electrodes fixed, each MD simulation was annealed and 
quenched initially at 700 K for 3 ns followed by 2 ns at 350 K for two cycles (i.e., 10 ns 
total), and then further equilibrated for 3 ns at 300 K using a 1 fs time step. Production runs 
were carried out for 4 ns with atomic positions recorded every 5 ps. All simulations were 
in the NVT ensemble with the temperature controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat60 with 
a 200 fs damping parameter. All MD simulations were performed with the Large-scale 
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) program.105 MD results 
reported herein were obtained from the average of five independent simulations with 
different initial atomic configurations. 
 
6.3 HYDROXYL AGGLOMERATION ON BASAL PLANE 
To determine the rGO structure, we use lattice-based Metropolis Monte Carlo 
simulations using a pair-wise potential model developed based on GGA-PBE energetics 
from DFT calculations. First, we approximate the pair-wise interaction energy per OH 





    (6.1) 
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where Esystem is the total energy of the system, EGr/EOH are the reference energies of pristine 
graphene and OH, and n is the number of OH groups; here we used EOH = ½ EO2 + ½ EH2. 
A summary of the calculated Ep,OH at varying concentrations (quantified by the average 
nearest neighbor distance DOH) can be found in Table 6.1. An expression for Ep,OH is then 
interpolated, yielding the following equation which reflects the tendency of OH moieties 




− 0.2906    (6.2) 
Using this expression for Ep,OH, the energy of graphene decorated with OH moieties 
(EGr/OH) can be approximated as: 
𝐸𝐺𝑟/𝑂𝐻 = ∑ 𝐸𝑝,𝑂𝐻,𝑖𝑖         (6.3) 
summed over every OH group i. To prepare each MMC simulations for graphene oxide 
sheets with n OH groups, we first randomly covered a graphene lattice with n/2 trans pairs 
of OH moieties; for simplicity, we only allowed one trans pair in each graphene unit cell. 
Then, a trial configuration was created by shifting one trans OH pair to a random 
unoccupied lattice point. The probability (P) of accepting this configuration was then 
computed as follows: 
𝑃 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [1, 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
Δ𝐸
𝑘𝐵𝑇
)]          (6.4) 
where ∆E is the energy difference between the trial and current state. Next, a random 
number R = [0,1) is generated to determine if this configuration is selected (i.e., if R < P). 
This process is repeated for 15000 trials with the Boltzmann factor (kBT) ramping down 
from 0.086 (T = 1000 K) to 0.026 (T = 300 K). 
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Table 6.1  Summary of the average nearest neighbor distance between O atoms (DOH) 
and pair-wise interaction energy per OH moiety (Ep,OH) for the listed supercell 
systems.  
System DOH (Å) Ep,OH (eV) 
C32(OH)2 9.23 -0.68 
C32(OH)8 4.61 -0.82 
C32(OH)16 3.42 -1.28 
C32(OH)24 2.64 -1.41 
C32(OH)32 2.62 -1.51 
Averaging over 5 independent cases for O:C ranging from 0.026 to 0.3, we 
calculate the number of OH domains and the fractional size of the largest domain as shown 
in Figure 6.2. Here, lattice points containing OH groups are considered a part of a 
contiguous domain if within one nearest neighbor distance. From Figure 6.2, it is evident 
that our MMC scheme predicts that most of the OH groups aggregate into one large domain 
as O:C increases. Furthermore, for this supercell size (41.9288×42.7193 Å2), the 
fragmentation of domains limits itself to around 4 distinct groups (of widely varying size).   
 
Figure 6.2  (left) Number of OH domains and fractional coverage by largest OH domain 
for reduced graphene oxide (rGO) sheets with the listed oxygen to carbon 
ratio (O:C) generated from Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations. (right) 
Snapshots of rGO cases at the listed O:C with the domains colored in blue, 
green, purple, orange, or yellow. Red/white balls represent O/H atoms while 
gray balls represent C atoms.  
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6.4 COVERAGE EFFECT ON ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND QUANTUM CAPACITANCE 
In this section, the electronic structure of rGO is reported at different OH contents 
(i.e., O:C). First, the electronic density of states (DOS) of rGO at O:C = 0.054 and O:C = 
0.268 are analyzed using DFT-GGA. Next, the viability of using the DFTB approach in 
place of DFT-GGA is demonstrated. Using DFTB, we then proceed to calculate the 
influence of O:C on the integral CQ of rGO. 
 
Figure 6.3  The density of states (DOS) of reduced graphene oxide with respect to the 
Fermi level (EF) when (a) O:C = 0.054 and (b) O:C = 0.268, as calculated 
using the listed quantum mechanical methods. The insets show the band-
decomposed charge density isosurfaces (0.001 e/bohr3) for the highlighted 
regions I and II, in which blue and green isosurfaces correspond to electrons 
and holes, respectively. 
Figure 6.3(a) depicts the total DOS of a rGO sheet with O:C = 0.054. The sharp 
peaks seen above the Fermi level (EF) [0 < E−EF < 0.4 eV] are indicative of quasi-
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localization of states arising from the presence of OH groups, similarly present in the cases 
of graphene with chemical dopants33,141 and topological defects156,157. As seen from the 
band-decomposed charge density isosurfaces of regions I and II, the quasi-localized states 
near EF are primarily associated with the pz states of C atoms nearby OH moieties where 
the  system is most distorted; note that we find the O 2p states to be 1.8 eV below EF. In 
the O:C = 0.268 case [Figure 6.3(b)], the density of quasi-localized states near EF is found 
to increase since the distortion to the  system intensifies with the addition of more OH 
groups; here, a gap of 0.28 eV is also predicted to appear.   
  
Figure 6.4  Color map of atomic charges calculated from Mulliken population analysis 
for rGO with O:C = 0.3 and excess surface charge density  = 0 µC/cm2. Blue 
and red colors along the carbon lattice represent positive and negative charge, 
respectively; note that the electropositive C atoms are within the vicinity of 
the OH moieties which are depicted by red and white balls. All calculations 
were performed using DFTB+ for a 17x10 rectangular supercell. 
 The presence of OH moieties consequently influences the charge distribution along 
the rGO sheet. The OH moieties expectedly withdraw electrons from the  system and 
thereby act as a p-type dopant; hence, the adjacent C atoms are electropositive (as depicted 
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in the charge distribution map in Figure 6.4). We can also expect excess charge carriers to 
primarily fill the  system with slight accumulation near the OH sites where the degree of 
quasi-localization is largest. Later, we will discuss the implications of the resultant charge 
redistribution on the electrode-electrolyte interactions at the interface. 
As our goal is to investigate the electronic structure of large and disordered sheets 
of rGO with as many as thousands of atoms in a unit cell, we now consider the efficacy of 
an alternative and less-expensive computational method. In Figure 6.3(a)-(b), we compare 
the DOS predicted by DFT-GGA to that of DFTB and find that the latter sufficiently 
approximates the former. However, it is clear that the DFTB method systematically 
underestimates the electronic localization relative to DFT-GGA. For example, in the case 
of O:C = 0.054, the empty states in the DFTB DOS are broadened such that the peak 
appears around 0.3 eV above its relative position predicted using DFT-GGA. Furthermore, 
the band gap in the O:C = 0.268 case is predicted to be 0.06 eV smaller from the DFTB 
calculation. Nonetheless, DFTB captures the general availability of states near EF, which 
ultimately determines CQ. Herein, we will use the DFTB method to estimate the DOS of 
rGO with varying O:C. 
Figure 6.5 shows the integral CQ as a function of local electrode potential (G) 
calculated for larger rGO sheets (41.928842.7193 Å2) with O:C = 0.026, 0.1, and 0.3 and 
for pristine graphene. Based on DFTB calculations, CQ was computed using procedure 
described in Chapter 2 from the DOS averaged over all samples [inset of Figure 6.5]. In 
comparison to pristine graphene, the overall CQ of the rGO sheets tends to increase as O:C 
increases, especially close to the charge neutrality point, which reflects the additional 
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availability of states resulting from the disruption of the  system by OH groups; note that 
CQ can vary as much as 125 F/g due to different configurations of OH moieties. 
Furthermore, it is evident that the OH-induced enhancement in CQ tends to be more 
dramatic with positive polarity. Interestingly, our calculations predict that rGO remains 
metallic when O:C = 0.3. In the absence of structural defects, this may be reasonable as the 
percolation threshold of thermally-reduced GO was found to be around O:C = 0.2.158 Yet 
recall that when O:C = 0.268 in the above calculation, we observe a band gap of 0.22−0.28 
eV. These conflicting results suggest that the band gap in the latter case may be induced 
by a super-lattice effect, owing to the smaller supercell size. 
 
Figure 6.5  Comparison of the integral quantum capacitance (CQ) for pristine graphene 
and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) with the listed OH to carbon ratios (O:C) 
at varying local electrode potential (G). The width of the profiles corresponds 
to the standard deviation of the mean sampled over five different rGO 
configurations. The inset shows the corresponding density of states (DOS in 
eV-1u.c.-1) with respect to E-EF (in eV). 
To test the super-lattice effect, we calculate the electronic structure of rGO with 
homogeneously dispersed OH moieties across the basal surface and predict a band gap of 
0.45 eV (Figure 6.6). This opening of a band gap is akin to the Robertson and O’Reilly 
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model in which the optical gap of amorphous carbon varies inversely with the size of 
homogeneous sp2 clusters.159 Hence, we can attribute the emergence of the large band gap 
to the regularity of the disruption and subsequent confinement of aromatic regions by OH 
moieties. In the aforementioned rGO sheets constructed with a smaller supercell size, 
favorable OH moiety configurations can accommodate less agglomeration (i.e., more 
homogeneous dispersion) due to the periodic images and therefore result in a band gap. In 
contrast, the agglomeration of OH moieties in the larger supercell results in separate and 
contiguous functionalized and graphitic domains, in which the  system remains well-
coupled and metallic (refer to Figure 6.1). These results indicate that the electronic 
structure of rGO sheets can be quite sensitive to the spatial distribution of O species, in 
addition to their concentrations.   
  
Figure 6.6  Density of states (DOS) with respect to the Fermi level (EF) of rGO with O:C 
= 0.3 and nearly homogeneous coverage (using a 17x10 rectangular 
supercell); the inset shows a snapshot of the rGO structure where red/white 
represent O/H atoms while gray atoms represent C atoms. A band gap of 0.45 
eV is predicted.  
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6.5 ELECTROCHEMICAL STABILITY OF HYDROXYL FUNCTIONALIZED GRAPHENE 
 In this section, we discuss the possible irreversible loss of OH moieties from the 
basal surface upon cycling. In ILs (and other non-aqueous electrolytes), we propose that 
OH can be reduced to form an OH- anion, which subsequently extracts a H+ from adjacent 
OH groups to form H2O in the following 1 e
- process: 
1. rGO-OH + 1e-  rGO + OH- 
2. OH- + rGO-OH  rGO-O- + H2O 
Unlike buffer solutions, which are traditionally used during electrochemical 
reduction128,160, the H+ source is limited by the availability of surface OH groups; 
conceivably, nearby H2O may also contribute H
+ but we do not consider this case here. 
Based on this mechanism, the energy of H2O evolution (Eevo) can be computed from the 
energy difference of the final and initial states (Eevo = EH2O/O- – EGO). 
 
Figure 6.7  The predicted energy of H2O evolution (Eevo) with varying O:C at the listed 
excess surface charge density ( in µC/cm2). The evolution of two H2O 
molecules (one on each side of graphene) is considered in all cases. 
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Our interest is in evaluating Eevo at varying O:C using DFT. We consider the 
previously used 74 rectangular supercells and allow one H2O to evolve on each side of 
the rGO sheet; for completeness, the Eevo for the neutral, anodic, and cathodic cases are 
calculated and shown in Figure 6.7. First, it is evident that at low O:C ratios (= 0.04), H2O 
evolution is favorable and expectedly more so under cathodic potential ( = −5.43 
µC/cm2). However, we find that the evolution becomes increasingly unfavorable as O:C 
increases. Therefore, within a fixed operating potential, our results suggest that a critical 
O:C exists, beyond which the loss of OH moieties can be mitigated. 
To understand the origins of this behavior, we refer to our previous electronic 
structure analysis. Recall that an increase in O:C is commensurate with greater quasi-
localization of  states near EF. Hence, the preferential filling of excess charge carriers in 
these  states should increase with O:C and consequently it is less likely for electrons to 
localize on an OH site to form OH-. Note that this behavior should be sensitive to the types 
of oxygen moieties (such as basal-plane epoxides and edge-plane carboxyls, carbonyls, and 
lactols) as well as their relative concentrations, which could be a subject of further study. 
Nonetheless, this analysis demonstrates that the increased disruption of the  system at 
increased O:C ratios may enhance both the CQ and cycling stability of rGO electrodes.  
 
6.6 COVERAGE EFFECT ON DOUBLE LAYER MICROSTRUCTURE AND CAPACITANCE 
To evaluate the integral CD, the microstructure of [EMIM][FSI] near rGO 
electrodes (O:C = 0.1 and 0.3) is investigated and compared to that of pristine graphene 
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electrodes. Here, MD simulations are used to examine how the presence and distribution 
of OH moieties influence the EDL microstructure across the basal plane as well as 
perpendicular to it. Due to the wide electrochemical window of [EMIM][FSI], it is assumed 
that non-bonding vdW and Coulomb interactions sufficiently model the interfacial 
behavior.  First, we present the packing behavior of IL ions under neutral conditions. Next, 
the screening capabilities of the ILs upon electrode charging are discussed. Lastly, we 
estimate the variation of CD as a function of O:C. 
 
Figure 6.8  Average two-dimensional mass density (m) profiles of EMIM and FSI in the 
first ionic liquid layer for the (a) pristine, (c) O:C = 0.1, and (e) O:C = 0.3 
graphene cases, which are shown as color maps. The respective line profiles 
of the segments along the highlighted region are shown in (b), (d), and (f), 
respectively. 
 Figure 6.8 depicts the two-dimensional (2D) mass density (m) color map of the 
first IL layer (thickness  3.4 Å) under neutral conditions. Near pristine graphene [Figure 
6.8(a)], the EMIM and FSI ions expectedly pack uniformly across the basal plane. This is 
further demonstrated in the line profile [Figure 6.8(b)] which is nearly flat; note that 
although FSI has a greater m due to its larger molecular weight, the number densities of 
FSI and EMIM are comparable in order to maintain charge neutrality. On the other hand, 
the EDL exhibits markedly different behavior near the rGO electrodes. The first EDL layer 
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by the rGO sheet with O:C = 0.1 [Figure 6.8(c)], for example, displays distinct spatial 
aggregation between EMIM cations and FSI anions. The line profile in Figure 6.8(d) 
further demonstrates that the anions and cations tend to segregate within the 2D plane; this 
is mainly driven by the aforementioned charge redistribution (Figure 6.4) such that cations 
(anions) prefer to aggregate close to the exposed negatively-charged O (positively-charged 
H) atoms, which triggers successive alternating packing across the unmodified basal 
region. As the oxygen surface coverage increases [O:C = 0.3 in Figure 6.8(e)-(f)], the 2D 
segregation becomes noticeably more distinct. We should note that similar 2D structural 
ordering has also been theoretically demonstrated due to atomically rough substrate 
surfaces161 and polarization-induced charge puddles162.   
 
Figure 6.9  One-dimensional mass density (m) profiles of EMIM and FSI in the direction 
perpendicular to the neutral electrode for the (a) pristine, (b) O:C = 0.1, and 
(c) O:C = 0.3 graphene cases.  
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 The one-dimensional (1D) microstructure perpendicular to the basal plane also 
displays some differences as O:C changes. Figure 6.9(a) shows the average m as a function 
of distance from an uncharged pristine graphene electrode, which exhibits the well-known 
oscillatory packing behavior for ILs that dampens away from the electrode13-15; the sharp 
first peak reflects the tendency of both the EMIM and FSI ions to flatten at the interface 
due to the vdW interaction with the electrode. Similar oscillatory behavior is observed 
when O:C = 0.1 [Figure 6.9(b)] and O:C = 0.3 [Figure 6.9(c)], although the first peaks tend 
to broaden; this suggests that some of the ions re-orient in order to screen the charge from 
the out-of-plane OH groups. In addition, the FSI anions tend to be segregated from the 
EMIM cations as indicated by the down-shifted position of the EMIM peak with respect to 
the FSI peak. We can expect a slight preferential accumulation of FSI anions near the basal 
plane to screen the slightly electropositive C atoms while EMIM prefer to screen the out-
of-plane electronegative O atoms. 
When the electrodes are charged, it can prove useful to analyze the screening 
behavior of the IL ions. Based on the charge density variation (q), which is proportional 








    (6.5) 
where q, and q,0 are the charge density distributions at || > 0 and  = 0 µC/cm2, 
respectively; since the electrode is screened from both sides, βrel should saturate to a value 
of 0.5 far away from the electrode.   
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Figure 6.10  The average relative screening factor (βrel) in the direction perpendicular to 
the listed electrodes when the excess surface charge density (a)  = 2.24 
µC/cm2 and (b)  = −2.24 µC/cm2.  The insets depict the absolute screening 
factor (βabs) as described in the manuscript. 
As seen in Figure 6.10(a), the compact first IL layer near pristine graphene has a 
peak βrel = 1.2 around 4.5 Å when  = 2.24 µC/cm2. In contrast, the first βrel peak for the 
O:C = 0.1 and 0.3 cases are respectively broadened and shifted away from the electrode, 
indicating that the relative screening capability of the IL ions are increasingly impeded as 
O:C increases. When  = −2.24 µC/cm2 [Figure 6.10(b)], similar behavior is observed in 
which the peak βrel broadens and diminishes as O:C increases; note, however, that the peak 
βrel is around 1.0 (0.6) in the pristine (O:C = 0.3) graphene case, which is comparably 
smaller than the peak β by the positive terminal. These results suggest that the accumulation 
of counterions at the electrode-electrolyte interface is increasingly unfavorable as O:C 
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increases; in other words, the electrostatic attraction from the excess electrode charge is 
insufficient to induce the exchange of coions for counterions within the 2D segregated 
microstructure in the first IL layer [Figure 6.8].   
While βrel offers an intuitive means of quantifying the ease of additional counterion 
accumulation at the charged electrode interface, it does not reflect the absolute screening 
capabilities of the IL ions. Instead, we can compute the absolute β (βabs) which is simply 
the equivalent of βrel without the reference (i.e., second) term. As depicted in the inset of 
Figure 6.10(a), the βabs peak is largest in the O:C = 0.3 case near the positive terminal, 
which naturally follows the previously demonstrated accumulation of FSI counterions at 
the rGO interface [Figure 6.9]. The βabs profile near the negative terminal [Figure 6.10(b)] 
also exhibits a valley due to the presence of FSI coions. Hence, the decrease in screening 
capability near negative polarity as compared to positive polarity is likely driven by the 
tendency of the first IL layer to be depleted of EMIM counterions due to FSI accumulation. 
 Next, the integral CD is determined from the ratio between  and the difference 
between the potential drops across the EDL when charged (D) and uncharged (Z, i.e., 
PZC) [CD = /(D−Z)]; the potential profiles are calculated by numerically solving 
Poisson’s equation in 3D Fourier space. Figure 6.11 summarizes the behavior in CD as O:C 
and  vary. In the pristine graphene cases, it is evident that CD tends to be around 125−135 
F/g. However as the O:C of the electrode increases, CD is predicted to diminish. 
Additionally, the suppression in CD tends to be larger at the negative terminal, which 
exhibits as much as a 42% decrease in CD as compared to the 35% decrease on the positive 
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terminal side. Both of these observations are consistent with the aforementioned screening 
behavior which tends to decrease as O:C increases, and more so near the negative electrode.   
 
Figure 6.11  Comparison of the integral electric double layer capacitances (CD) for pristine 
graphene and three graphene oxide sheets with varying O:C at the listed 
excess surface charge densities (). 
 
6.7 TOTAL INTERFACIAL CAPACITANCE 
Having estimated the CQ and CD, we now compute the interfacial capacitance (CT 
= (1/CQ + 1/CD)
-1).  Figure 6.12 summarizes our results and shows that the CT is enhanced 
by as much as 41% (33%) for positive (negative) polarity when using OH-functionalized 
electrodes with O:C = 0.1 as compared to that of pristine graphene; note that when  = 
4.47 µC/cm2, the predicted operating voltage (V) is 2.44 V in the C:O = 0.1 case, which 
is much smaller than the 3.74 V predicted for the pristine graphene case. Despite the 
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diminished CD upon OH functionalization, we find that the CT can be dramatically 
improved by virtue of the enhanced CQ.   
 
Figure 6.12  Comparison of the integral interfacial capacitances (CT) for pristine graphene 
and three graphene oxide sheets with varying O:C at the listed excess surface 
charge densities (). 
In addition, our results do suggest that there may be an optimal O:C in which the 
benefit from the CQ most effectively mitigates the loss in CD. However, there are several 
limitations in our simulations that prevent us from quantifying such a point. First, we did 
not take into account the charge smearing at the electrode-electrolyte interface which may 
have underestimated our prediction of the CD.
88 More importantly, the CQ can be altered in 
the presence of other types of oxygen moieties, as well as their concentrations and 
distributions across the basal plane. In particular, we should be wary of rGO sheets with 
band gaps that have been predicted to be as large as 3.0 eV which can occur when O:C > 
0.5 for certain combinations and configurations of oxygen-containing functional 
groups.147,163 Furthermore, the presence of additional topological defects that may be 
created through the rGO reduction process164 can also strongly influence the electronic 
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structure as well as their electrochemical stability. It is possible that the highly scattered 
performance of GO-based supercapacitors reported in the literature may be partially due to 
the structurally-sensitive CQ. Moreover, the possible suppression of electrical conductivity 
in rGO sheets with increased oxygen functionalization is another factor to consider.131 
Therefore, it will be important to improve both the experimental characterization and 
control of oxygen functionalization on rGO in order to fully utilize these materials for 
supercapacitor electrodes. Nonetheless, our study reveals that rGO materials, which are 
particularly attractive due to their ease in processing and scalability, can serve as a superior 
alternative to graphene electrodes for EDLC applications. 
 
6.8 CONCLUSIONS 
We investigated the influence of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) electrodes immersed 
in [EMIM][FSI] ionic liquid on both the quantum (CQ) and electric double layer (CD) 
capacitances using a combined DFT and classical MD approach. As a model system, we 
only considered OH moieties along the basal plane, while accounting for their preferential 
spatial agglomeration, and vary the ratio of OH to C (O:C). Our three primary conclusions 
are: 
 Increasing O:C (computed up to the O:C = 0.3 case) induces increasing quasi-
localization of C pz states, which subsequently enhances the CQ and electrochemical 
stability of OH on the basal surface. 
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 The CD can be repressed as O:C increases, which we attribute to the unfavorable 
exchange of counterions with coions adjacent to the electrode surface due to the 
preferred two-dimensionally ordering of cations and anions. 
 The total interfacial capacitance (CT = [1/CQ + 1/CD]-1) using OH-functionalized 
electrodes is predicted to outperform pristine graphene electrodes owing to the 
mitigation of the suppressed CD by improved CQ; for example when  = 4.47 
(−4.47) µC/cm2, CT is predicted to improve by 41% (33%). 
Interestingly, our analysis suggests that the intended benefit from rGO electrodes strongly 
depends upon both the concentration and arrangement of oxygen species. This may help 
explain some inconsistencies reported in experimental results while advocating the need 
for careful control, characterization, and optimization of oxygen functionalization. 
Nonetheless, our findings clearly demonstrate that the use of rGO materials can 
significantly improve CT as compared to pristine graphene and therefore offer a promising 










PART II: NANOPOROUS CARBON MATERIALS 
Extending on the concepts identified in Part I, Part II aims to develop materials 
design principles for the use of nanoporous carbon in supercapacitors. Nanoporous carbon 
materials consist of graphene-like sheets that are contorted into three-dimensional single-
atom-thick networks consisting of both negative- and positive-curvature surfaces (due to 
the presence of topological defects). In addition to the inherently large surface area of these 
materials, recent studies have purported that ion confinement within nanopores may 
enhance capacitance. However, the exact nature of this enhancement and the factors that 
contribute to it remain unclear. 
The fundamental charge storage mechanisms using nanoporous carbon electrodes 
are systematically explored by means of theoretical simulations. First, the influence of 
positive curvature on the ionic liquid microstructure with an external potential is explored. 
Then, the confinement of ions within charged subnanometer pores are investigated. Finally, 
realistic nanoporous carbon electrodes filled with ionic liquid are studied. In all of these 
cases, the intent is to probe the relationship between the electrode structure and both the 







Chapter 7: Influence of Carbon Nanotube Curvature on Capacitance 
Work in this chapter was published and reprinted with permission from J. Phys. Chem. C, 
Vol. 117, E. Paek*, A. J. Pak*, and G. S. Hwang, Curvature Effects on the Interfacial 
Capacitance of Carbon Nanotubes in an Ionic Liquid, pg. 23539−46, Copyright (2013) 
American Chemical Society. 
* Both authors contributed equally. 
  
7.1 INTRODUCTION TO CARBON NANOTUBES 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have generated significant interest for use in a variety of 
applications, including field-effect transistors, chemical sensors, energy conversion 
devices, and energy storage devices.165,166 In particular, the incorporation of carbon 
nanotube-based electrodes in EDLCs have demonstrated superior performance compared 
to conventional activated carbon electrodes.167-171 Recent experimental work by Honda and 
coworkers has demonstrated that the electrode topology, specifically different CNT 
curvatures, can significantly impact the EDLC capacitance.168,172 While these studies can 
begin to elucidate the behavior of EDLCs with various electrode topologies, our 
understanding of the phenomena at the electrode-electrolyte interface is still limited due 
largely to difficulties in experimental characterization at the molecular scale. 
 The majority of theoretical studies173,174 have focused on how inner pore sizes 
influence the double layer capacitance (CD), yet few have investigated the role of the 
positive (or outer) pore curvature. Huang and coworkers developed a model based on a 
classical geometric capacitor and suggested that CD increases with decreasing CNT 
radius.175 From classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Feng and coworkers also 
showed that a (5,5) CNT electrode results in at least a 30% enhancement in capacitance 
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compared to planar graphene electrodes with 1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium 
hexafluorophosphate ([BMIM][PF6]) and [BMIM][Cl] ILs.
85 A recent study from the same 
group also predicted that the CD increases nonlinearly with CNT curvature in 
[EMIM][TFSI] IL, with symmetric behavior at the anode and cathode due to the similarity 
in cation/anion size.176 A detailed analysis of the impact of both different CNT curvatures 
and cation/anion asymmetry on the EDL microstructure and CD, however, is still lacking.     
 Based on the work presented in Part I, it is evident that the total interfacial 
capacitance (CT) of low-dimensional carbon electrodes – of which CNTs should be 
included – strongly depends on the relative contributions of CD and the electrode quantum 
capacitance (CQ). Therefore, in addition to CD, the CNT curvature can also influence CQ.  
Yet, the relative roles of both CQ and CD in CNT-based EDLCs have yet to be reported. 
 In this chapter, the effect of electrode curvature on the interfacial capacitance is 
investigated. Specifically, three different metallic CNTs [(6,6), (10,10), and (16,16)] 
electrodes in [BMIM][PF6] IL are studied using combined density functional theory (DFT) 
and classical MD simulations. The presented analysis aims to understand the relative 
contributions of CD and CQ as compared to pristine graphene electrodes. First, the 
microstructure of [BMIM][PF6] near the CNT electrodes is investigated by varying the 
electrode surface charge density using MD simulations, from which the calculated IL 
distribution is used to evaluate the potential variation and EDL integral capacitance. Then, 
DFT calculations are employed to estimate the CQ of the CNTs. Based on the calculation 
results, the impact of electrode curvature on the capacitive performance, especially the 
curvature effect on CD and CQ in terms of applied voltage, is discussed. 
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7.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
 
Figure 7.1  Schematic of BMIM, PF6, and the simulation domain. Two CNTs of the same 
radius are placed in the simulation domain such that the IL maintains its bulk 
density in the middle and edges of the domain. White, blue, and grey lines 
indicate H, N, and C atoms in BMIM while red and pink lines indicate F and 
P atoms in PF6, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the 
x, y, and z directions. 
MD simulations with the OPLS-AA force field50,101 were employed to determine 
the microstructure of [BMIM][PF6] near the (6,6), (10,10), (16,16) CNTs and graphene 
electrodes; details on the force field parameters can be found in Ref. 13. As illustrated in 
Figure 7.1, the CNT/IL simulation domain consists of [BMIM][PF6] IL pairs surrounding 
two CNTs with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions; each CNT represents 
one positive and negative electrode to maintain charge neutrality. Additional details about 
the simulations (e.g., radius and length of the CNTs, size of the simulation domain, and 
number of ion pairs) are shown in the Table 7.1. Note that the domain is large enough such 
that the electrolyte maintains bulk properties at the middle and edges of the domain. For σ 
= ±6.3 and ±12.7 µC/cm2, the C atoms of each CNT were assigned uniform atomic charges. 
The graphene/IL system consists of 312 [BMIM][PF6] pairs between two graphene 
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electrodes (34.18 × 34.53 Å2) separated by 100 Å.  For σ = ±6.33 and ±12.67 µC/cm2, the 
C atoms in graphene were also assigned uniform atomic charges. 
Table 7.1  Summary of simulation details used in this work. 
 Graphene (16,16) CNT (10,10) CNT (6,6) CNT 
CNT Radius (Å) ∞ 10.88 6.80 4.08 




228, 114 212, 106 200, 100 
Number of C Atoms in 
Each Electrode 
448 1024 640 384 
Number of [BMIM][PF6] 
Ion Pairs 
312 2756 2432 2190 
Minimum Distance  
Between two Electrode 
Surfaces 
100 92.2 92.4 91.8 
† All z-dimensions of CNTs are 39.46Å 
 
 Each MD simulation was annealed and quenched initially at 1000 K for 0.5 ns 
followed by 0.5 ns at 300 K for two cycles, and then further equilibrated for 3 ns at 300 K 
using a timestep of 1 fs. Production runs were carried out for 4 ns with atomic positions 
recorded every 5 ps. All runs were in the NVT ensemble with the target temperature 
controlled by a Nose-Hoover thermostat60 with a 100 fs damping parameter. All MD 
simulations were performed with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
Simulator (LAMMPS) program.105 MD results reported herein were obtained from the 
average of four independent simulations with different initial atomic configurations.   
The atomic and electronic structures of pristine graphene and each of the CNTs 
were calculated using DFT within the Perdew-Wang 91 generalized gradient 
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approximation68 (GGA-PW91), as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation 
Package42 (VASP). The projector augmented wave (PAW) method69 was employed to 
describe the interaction between core and valence electrons using a planewave basis set 
with a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. The CNT structures were modeled using periodic 
boundary conditions in all three directions; each of the supercells contained 5 unit cells 
corresponding to 12.33 Å in length and a vacuum space of at least 12 Å (in the radial 
direction to avoid interactions with the periodic image). For the Brillouin zone integration, 
a (1×1×12) Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh70 was used for geometry optimization and 
energy calculations while an increased number of k-points was used to ensure convergence 
for electronic structure calculations. Details on the calculations for pristine graphene can 
be found in Ref. 13. 
 
7.3 CURVATURE INFLUENCE ON DOUBLE LAYER MICROSTRUCTURE AND CAPACITANCE 
The integral EDL capacitance can be obtained from the relationship between excess 
surface charge density (σ) and potential drop within the EDL (ϕD); that is, CD = σ/(ϕD-ϕZ), 
where ϕZ is known as the potential of zero charge (PZC). To obtain CD, we first evaluated 
the [BMIM][PF6] IL microstructure near (6,6), (10,10), (16,16) CNTs and graphene using 
MD simulations, as described below. 
Figure 7.2 shows the mass density (ρm) profiles of cationic BMIM and anionic PF6 
near graphene [(a),(d)], the (16,16) CNT [(b),(e)], and the (6,6) CNT [(c),(f)] along the 
direction normal to the electrode surface with excess surface charge density σ = ±12.7 
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µC/cm2. Each profile exhibits alternating cation/anion layering that dampens away from 
the electrode, which tends to extend about 2-3 nm before showing bulk-like characteristics. 
This layering behavior is consistent with previous studies near planar14,15,107 and 
cylindrical85,176 surfaces. We also find that the orientations of IL ions at the interface show 
a similar behavior near the graphene and CNT electrodes; detailed analysis of the IL 
orientation near graphene can be found in Ref. 13. Near the positive electrodes [(a)-(c)], 
PF6 exhibits three peaks which correspond to F, P, and F atoms, respectively; the 
electrostatic attraction between the positive electrode and the negatively charged F atoms 
causes these atoms to orient parallel (concentric in the CNT cases) to the electrode surface.  
Similarly, the BMIM peak near the negative electrode [(d)-(f)] indicates the tendency of 
the BMIM ring to align parallel (concentric) to the electrode surface.   
 
Figure 7.2  Calculated mass density (ρm) profiles for BMIM and PF6 near graphene, 
(16,16) CNTs, and (6,6) CNTs at the listed σ (in µC/cm2) as a function of 
distance from the electrode surface.   
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Figure 7.3 (a) Schematic of IL accumulation near a CNT [left] and graphene [right] with 
the electrodes shown in red. The electrode surface charge is balanced by the 
counterions represented in black. Excess IL ions in the EDL are represented 
in white. (b) Schematic of the electric field strength as a function of distance 
from the electrode for varying electrode curvatures. 
As the curvature of the electrode increases [graphene < (16,16) CNT < (6,6) CNT], 
the oscillations in the mass density profiles appear to dampen. In particular, the counterion 
mass density peaks become increasingly smaller and more broadened. The peak (average) 
density of PF6 in the first layer is 1.52 (3.23) > 1.43 (3.01) > 1.31 (2.46) g/cm
3 near the 
positively charged graphene > (16,16) CNT > (6,6) CNT. Similarly, near the negatively 
charged electrodes, the peak (average) density of BMIM in the first layer is 1.15 (3.69) > 
1.05 (3.30) > 0.98 (2.62) g/cm3 for graphene > (16,16) CNT > (6,6) CNT. These 
observations indicate that the packing density of counterions varies inversely with respect 
to electrode curvature. In addition, the density of coions is also noticeably influenced by 
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the electrode curvature. Near the positively charged electrodes, the first BMIM coion peak 
tends to increase from 0.56 < 0.70 < 0.89 as curvature increases from graphene < (16,16) 
CNT < (6,6) CNT. Similarly, near the negative electrode, the onset of the PF6 coion mass 
density approaches closer to the electrode surface. Both of these observations are indicative 
of the fact that the segregation of counterions and coions are strongly coupled to, and in 
fact, diminish with increasing electrode curvature. 
 The origins of this reduction in ρm can depend on a complex combination of factors 
at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Here, we identify two such factors that may influence 
the curvature effect on ρm: (1) a geometric factor by virtue of the increased volume near 
curved surfaces and (2) an electrostatic factor by virtue of the reduced electric field strength 
near curved surfaces. Recall that ρm = m/V such that any decrease in mass (m) and/or 
increase in volume (V = rAcntdr/Rcnt where r is the radius, Acnt is the CNT surface area, and 
Rcnt is the CNT radius) will result in a lower ρm. We can expect that V (relative to the 
electrode surface area) increases with curvature (i.e., decreasing Rcnt), and in fact increases 
linearly with r. Now consider the ideal scenario in which the excess surface charge is 
perfectly balanced by counterions such that m is independent of curvature [as indicated by 
the black charges in Figure 7.3(a)] – the reduction in ρm, then, is simply due to V increasing. 
In reality, however, we can expect that additional counterions (and coions) may populate 
that V, leading to so-called overscreening [as indicated by the white charges in Figure 
7.3(a)]. The extent to which these counterions are added, however, is limited by the balance 
between the electrostatic attraction between the electrode and counterions and the 
electrostatic repulsion between counterions; stronger electrostatic attraction promotes 
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higher packing densities of counterions by overcoming the electrostatic repulsion. Near 
curved surfaces, the increase in m due to the increase in V may therefore be mitigated as a 
result of the reduced electrostatic attraction between the electrode and counterions; 
according to Gauss’s law (E = −ϕ = σRcnt/ε0r), at a given σ, the electric field strength E 
decays more readily at larger curvature [Figure 7.3(b)].  Next, we analyze the space charge 
variation (ρq), mixing parameter (χ), and screening parameter (β) to understand the 
formation of the EDL in terms of these competing phenomena. 
 
Figure 7.4  Space charge density profiles (ρq) for BMIM, PF6, and their sum near 
graphene, (16,16) CNTs, and (6,6) CNTs at the listed σ (in µC/cm2) as a 
function of distance from the electrode surface.   
 Figure 7.4 shows ρq in the IL electrolyte near the negatively charged electrodes at 
σ = −6.3 and −12.7 µC/cm2 (the positively charged electrodes display comparable 
behavior); ρq was calculated based on the distribution of IL atoms, each with fixed atomic 
charges. When σ = −6.3 µC/cm2 [(a)-(c)], the first peak which is associated with BMIM (≈ 
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2.8 Å) has a small tendency to diminish with increasing curvature, deviating from its peak 
value of 0.011 e/Å3 by only 15%. On the other hand, the first valley which is associated 
with PF6 (≈ 3.6 Å) deepens with increasing curvature; in fact, the minimum value decreases 
from −0.0056 to −0.0074 e/Å3. This suggests that the ratio of PF6 coions to BMIM 
counterions in the first layer increases with electrode curvature, which is consistent with 
the mass density profiles [Figure 7.2]. However, this mixing behavior becomes less 
apparent when σ = −12.7 µC/cm2 [(d)-(f)]. In this case, the first BMIM peak is more 
sensitive to curvature; the peak displays a maximum of 0.015 e/Å3 in the graphene case 
which reduces to 0.012 e/Å3 in the (6,6) CNT case. This is indicative of the fact that the 
BMIM rings, which are planar, can pack more efficiently in a plane than circumferentially. 
Upon inspection of the PF6 charge density, we also observe that the onset of the PF6 
contribution has been shifted to 3.8 Å in the graphene case, which increasingly approaches 
the electrode as curvature increases. This suggests that at σ = −12.7 µC/cm2, the segregation 
of BMIM from PF6 is more prominent, although this segregation is less distinct with 
increased curvature.   
 To quantify this behavior, we calculated χ (the mixing parameter) as a function of 







   (7.1) 
where z is the distance from the electrode surface and ρ#,counter (ρ#,co) is the number density 
of the counterion (coion) species. When χ = 0.5, the cumulative number of counterions is 
perfectly balanced by the number of coions; however, by integrating up to the bulk-like 
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region of the finite simulation domain, we expect χ to be slightly larger than 0.5 to account 
for the net accumulation of counterions in the EDL.  
 
Figure 7.5.  Calculated mixing parameter (χ) with varying electrodes at the listed σ (in 
µC/cm2) as a function of distance from the electrode surface. 
Near the positively charged electrode [Figure 7.5(a),(c)], the peak (≈ 3.0 Å) value 
of χ = 0.9 but readily drops towards χ = 0.5. Note, however, that when σ = 6.3 µC/cm2, χ 
tends to decrease more rapidly than when σ = 12.7 µC/cm2 (which displays better 
segregation, i.e., larger χ). The negatively charged electrode [Figure 7.5(b),(d)] shows a 
similar trend, suggesting that in general, the counterions maintain greater segregation from 
coions as σ increases. In fact, the combination of stronger electrostatic attraction 
(repulsion) between the electrode and counterions (coions) as well as the finite space at the 
interface (limited by so-called lattice saturation) necessitates this behavior; that is, to 
effectively screen the increasing electric field, counterions will increasingly pack together 
and contribute to coion exclusion. 
The influence of electrode curvature on χ seems to strongly depend on both σ and 
the counterion species. Near the positive electrode at σ = 6.3 (12.7) µC/cm2 [Figure 
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7.5(a),(c)], the (6,6) CNT case shows a lower χ than the graphene case that deviates by at 
most 0.06 (0.12). The negative electrode, on the other hand, displays strong sensitivity to 
curvature when σ = −6.3 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.5(b)] with χ near the (6,6) CNT deviating by at 
most 0.19, indicating a noticeable presence of PF6 coions which is consistent with the 
charge density profiles [Figure 7.4(f)]. Interestingly, the curvature dependence of χ is 
dramatically mitigated when σ = −12.7 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.5(d)] and shows a sensitivity that 
is similar to the positive electrode cases. 
 
Figure 7.6  Calculated screening parameter (β) with varying electrodes at the listed σ (in 
µC/cm2) as a function of distance from the electrode surface. The inset in (a) 
shows the first peak in (a) in greater detail. 
 Figure 7.6 shows β (the screening parameter) as a function of distance from the 
electrode, which is an indication of how effectively the IL screens the electric field (β = 1 
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where R is the CNT radius.   
 Our results show that ILs in the EDL typically overscreen the electric field, in good 
agreement with previous theoretical studies13,111. In fact, the ions near the positive electrode 
[Figure 7.6(a),(c)] generally tend to exhibit stronger overscreening than those near the 
negative electrodes. This is primarily due to differences in the size and charge distribution 
of BMIM and PF6. Near the positive electrode, PF6 can tightly pack together due to its 
“spherical” symmetric shape; the first sharp peak [in Figure 7.6(a),(c)] is attributed to the 
F atoms which are modeled here with a partial charge of −0.39 e. In contrast, the positive 
charge in BMIM is spread somewhat broadly over its ring, which can partially account for 
the smaller peaks near the negative electrode [Figure 7.6(b),(d)]. The peak is also 
diminished since BMIM does not accumulate as readily as its PF6 counterpart due to its 
bulky structure. As a result, PF6 seems to be more effective at screening the electric field 
compared to BMIM. Furthermore, the peaks in β tend to diminish as σ increases since the 
packing density of ions approach an asymptote that is defined by steric limitations. As σ 
increases further beyond the so-called lattice saturation limit, the first IL layer is expected 
to have β < 1.   
 From Figure 7.6, we also observe that increasing the electrode curvature results in 
additional screening by the first IL layer. Note that the larger β near the CNTs is an 
indication of a greater net number of counterions (i.e., those that are not paired with coions) 
relative to the electrode surface area. This suggests that the counterions prefer to 
overpopulate the first IL layer due to the increasing availability of space near curved 
electrodes. Yet despite their larger numbers, these counterions near curved electrodes pack 
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less efficiently in that space as observed from the mass density profiles [Figure 7.2]. This 
is due to the aforementioned reduced near-surface electric field strength which effectively 
weakens the ability of the electrode-counterion attraction to overcome the counterion-
counterion repulsion. Because of the availability of space, the enhanced screening of the 
electrode charge by the counterions near the curved electrodes also facilitates the 
electrostatic attraction between counterions and coions, which promotes coion mixing at 
the interface that is consistent with our previous discussion on IL mixing. However, this 
behavior is also sensitive to the specific ability of the IL counterions to sterically exclude 
the coions as discussed previously. 
From ρq (the charge density), the electric potential (ϕ) profiles along the electrode 
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where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. 
 The calculated potential (ϕ) profiles for graphene and the three CNT cases are 
shown in Figure 7.7. In each panel, it is evident that the |ϕ| increases more rapidly near 
interfaces with decreasing electrode curvature; for instance, the |ϕ| in the graphene case at 
2.5 Å from the surface is around 0.5 V (1.0 V) more than that of the (6,6) CNT case when 
σ = ±6.3 (±12.7) µC/cm2. This is primarily attributed to the fact that the electric field 
strength decays radially in the CNT cases while remaining constant in the graphene case 
[Figure 7.3].   
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Figure 7.7  Potential (ϕ) profiles with varying electrodes at the listed σ (in µC/cm2) as a 
function of distance from the electrode surface. The potential is taken in 
reference to the electrode surface potential. 
 Near the positive electrode at σ = 6.3 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.7(a)], the potential drop 
across the EDL (ϕD = electrode surface potential - the bulk potential) is predicted to range 
between 1.40 and 1.14 V for the graphene through (6,6) CNT cases, respectively. When σ 
= 12.7 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.7(c)], ϕD increases and ranges from 2.98 to 2.24 V for the graphene 
through (6,6) CNT cases. It seems that the differences in ϕD are primarily dominated by 
the deviation in |ϕ| in the region between the electrode and IL (due to the aforementioned 
curvature effect on the electric field strength). On the other hand, as demonstrated earlier 
[Figure 7.5(a),(c)], the counterion-coion segregation at the electrode-IL interface is 
minimally influenced by electrode curvature and therefore has little effect on ϕD.   
Near the negative electrode at σ = −6.3 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.7(b)], ϕD ranges from 
−1.18 and −1.07 V for the graphene through (6,6) CNT cases, respectively. In contrast to 
when σ = 6.3 µC/cm2, the electrode curvature seems to have a reduced effect on ϕD, 
suggesting that the IL distribution in the EDL, and specifically the counterion-coion 
segregation, causes the curvature effect to be mitigated. This is apparent from the behavior 
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of the potential profiles around 3-4 Å away from the electrode [Figure 7.7(b)] which is the 
location of the first IL layer. As demonstrated by the graphene case, ϕ drops monotonically 
in highly rich regions of counterions. For each of the CNT cases, ϕ drops then rises as a 
small hump before dropping again. Recall that when σ = −6.3 µC/cm2, the segregation 
between BMIM and PF6 is reduced near curved surfaces [Figure 7.5(b)], which ultimately 
lowers the screening of the electric field and increases |ϕD| for each CNT case such that 
they are closer to the graphene case. However, the discrepancy in ϕD, which ranges from 
3.08 to 2.16 for the graphene through (6,6) CNT cases, increases when σ = −12.7 µC/cm2 
[Figure 7.7(d)]. Note that the ϕ profiles no longer display a small hump around 3-4 Å away 
from the electrode, which is consistent with the fact that the curvature effect on χ is greatly 
mitigated when σ = −12.7 µC/cm2 [Figure 7.5(d)] due to the increased packing density of 
BMIM while PF6 is also increasingly excluded. 
Figure 7.8 shows the predicted CD near the positive [(a)] and negative [(b)] 
electrodes with varying curvature, which tends to have a direct linear relationship. Recall 
that CD = σ/(ϕD-ϕZ) where ϕZ is the potential at zero charge, which is nearly zero in all cases 
studied. Hence, CD increases with curvature as a result of the decreasing ϕD. Near the 
positive electrode, the CD at each electrode does not change significantly for both σ = 6.3 
and 12.7 µC/cm2. This is due to the ability of PF6 to pack efficiently, thereby preventing 
lattice saturation. However, we can expect CD to drop as σ continues to increase. The CD 
is also suppressed when σ goes from −6.3 to −12.7 µC/cm2, which results from the lattice 
saturation by BMIM. Interestingly, the drop in CD seems to be increasingly mitigated with 
electrode curvature; the onset of lattice saturation, as discussed previously, is suppressed 
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near curved surfaces. Curved electrodes, then, can operate at higher ϕD before CD suffers 
from IL overcrowding effects. However, the specific effect of curvature on CD can change 
for different IL pairings; for example, CNT/[EMIM][TFSI] systems were previously 
predicted to have nearly flat CD-ϕD profiles (over a range of −3 to 3 V).176 Nonetheless, the 
enhanced capacitance that results from increasing the electrode curvature remains 
consistent. 
 
Figure 7.8  Estimated integral EDL capacitance (CD) near the labeled (a) positive and (b) 
negative electrodes with the listed σ (in µ/cm2). 
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7.4 ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CARBON NANOTUBES 
 
Figure 7.9 (a) The electronic density of states (DOS) and (b) the calculated quantum 
capacitance (CQ) of various electrodes as a function of E. E = 0 indicates the 
position of the Fermi level. The inset of panel (a) shows the DOS of graphene. 
The DOS of the metallic CNTs were calculated using DFT, as shown in Figure 
7.9(a). Note that the DOS is nearly constant (≈ 0.3 eV-1 Å-1) in all three cases when |E| < 
|Evh|, where Evh is the energy at the so-called Van Hove singularity (VHS).  The Evh also 
tends to reduce with increasing CNT radius.  
Figure 7.9(b) shows the estimated CQ. The CQ of the CNTs (CQ,CNT) tends to 
decrease with increasing radius in the flat region near the Fermi level, ranging from 18 to 
6 µF/cm2 in the (6,6) to (16,16) cases. The CQ,CNT profile increasingly converges towards 
the CQ of graphene (CQ,Gr) with increasing curvature, as expected. Here, we should point 
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out that the magnitude of CQ,CNT near the VHS peaks may be underestimated due to 
numerical errors and can exhibit larger variation. 
 
7.5 INTERFACIAL CAPACITANCE OF [BMIM][PF6]/CNT SYSTEMS  
 
The total capacitance (CT) at the electrode-IL interface can be represented as a 
series of CQ and CD, i.e., 1/CT = 1/CQ + 1/CD. With the CQ and CD values calculated above, 
we estimated CT as a function of applied potential a (with respect to the potential of the 
bulk electrolyte, i.e., a = E + D) as shown in Table 7.2. The relationship between CQ and 
CD with a was obtained through σ; recall that CQ/CD  σ  E/D (see Chapter 2).   
Table 7.2 shows a summary of the calculated CT (a) for each electrode case when 
σ = ±6.3 and ±12.7 µC/cm2. When σ = ±6.3 µC/cm2, C T tends to be sensitive to electrode 
curvature, yet does not increase directly with curvature. In fact, CT for both the (16,16) and 
(6,6) CNT cases is predicted to be less than that of the graphene and (10,10), in 
contradiction with the trend observed for CD. This is primarily due to the relatively larger 
CQ for the graphene and (10,10) cases when σ = ±6.3 µC/cm2. The values of CQ for the 
graphene, (16,16), (10,10), and (6,6) CNTs are around 10.5, 10.6, 10.2, and 16.8 µF/cm2, 
respectively; note that the CQ for the (10,10) CNT is large because of the VHS. When σ = 
±12.7 µC/cm2, however, CT follows the same trend observed for CD; each of the CQ values 
exceeds 19 µF/cm2 (>> CD = 4−6 µF/cm2), making the CD the dominating factor.   
Our study clearly suggests that the influence of electrode curvature on the overall 
performance is strongly dependent on the relative contributions of CQ and CD which both 
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vary with ϕa. Here, we should clarify that the electrode curvature is but one important factor 
that can influence CQ and CD; other modifications to the electrode including impurities, 
functional groups, and structural defects can also alter both CQ and CD, which should be 
further investigated.   
Table 7.2  The estimated interfacial capacitance (applied potential) for each electrode at 
the listed surface charge densities σ (in µC/cm2). 
 Graphene (16,16) CNT (10,10) CNT (6,6) CNT 
6.3 3.2 (2.0) 3.2 (2.0) 3.4 (1.9) 4.1 (1.6) 
−6.3 3.5 (−1.8) 3.7 (−1.7) 3.7 (−1.7) 4.5 (−1.4) 
12.7 3.3 (3.8) 3.6 (3.5) 3.8 (3.3) 4.2 (3.0) 
−12.7 3.3 (−3.9) 3.7 (−3.4) 3.9 (−3.3) 4.5 (−2.9) 
 
7.6 CONCLUSIONS 
We investigated the influence of CNT electrode curvature in [BMIM][PF6] IL on 
the interfacial capacitance (CT) as a function of applied potential (ϕa). Here, CT is evaluated 
as the double layer (CD) and electrode quantum (CQ) capacitances in series, i.e., 1/CT = 
1/CD + 1/CQ. Using classical MD simulations, we determined the electric double layer 
(EDL) microstructure of [BMIM][PF6] near each electrode surface at excess surface charge 
densities σ = 0, ±6.3, and ±12.7 µC/cm2. We then calculated the potential variation (ϕ) and 
CD. Using DFT, we also estimated CQ from the electronic density of states (DOS) of each 
electrode. 
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Our analysis of the EDL microstructure reveals that general features near graphene 
electrodes, such as the multi-layering of anions/cations and the IL orientations, are 
consistent near CNT electrodes. However, increasing the electrode curvature tends to 
reduce the density of IL counterions closest to the electrode, which we find is a 
consequence of weakened electrostatic attraction between the electrode and counterions. 
Despite the reduced density, we also find that increasing the electrode curvature enhances 
the screening of the electrode charge and promotes counterion-coion mixing (i.e., less 
segregation), although increasing σ abates both of these phenomena. 
From the calculation results of ϕ, we observe that the potential drop in the EDL 
(ϕD) diminishes as electrode curvature increases. This reduction is primarily attributed to 
the fact that the electric field strength decays radially near the CNTs while remaining 
constant near graphene. When σ = −6.3 µC/cm2, however, the curvature effect is mitigated 
and is ascribed to the increased mixing of counterions and coions near the CNTs; the 
reduced segregation effectively lowers the screening of the electric field such that ϕD is less 
sensitive to curvature.   
The lower ϕD amounts to a larger CD which tends to increase as electrode curvature 
increases. When σ = ±6.3 µC/cm2, for example, an enhancement of around 18% using (6,6) 
CNT electrodes is predicted when compared to graphene. As σ increases, we expect CD to 
drop due to overcrowding in the EDL, as is observed when σ = −12.7 µC/cm2. Increasing 
the electrode curvature, however, also increases the available space for IL ions to pack. As 
a result, the potential window in which CD does not suffer from lattice saturation effects 
will be larger near increasingly curved electrodes. 
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The calculated CQ for the various CNTs shows a plateau near zero potential with a 
capacitance that decreases from 18 to 6 µF/cm2 as curvature decreases from the (6,6) to 
(16,16) CNT cases. The potential window of the plateau also diminishes with increased 
curvature, beyond which CQ is enhanced as a result of the so-called Van Hove singularities 
(VHS).   
The predicted CT is demonstrated to vary non-monotonically with electrode 
curvature when σ = ±6.3 µC/cm2, in contrast with the predicted trend for CD. This is 
primarily due to the influence of CQ, which varies non-monotonically with curvature near 
the VHS. When σ = ±12.7 µC/cm2, however, CT follows the same trend as CD; each of the 
CQ values exceeds 19 µF/cm
2 (>> CD = 4−6 µF/cm2), making the CD the dominating factor. 
Our analysis therefore suggests that any benefit in CT due to electrode curvature will in fact 









Chapter 8: Ion Confinement Effects in Charged Cylindrical Pores 
8.1 INTRODUCTION TO PORE SIZE EFFECT 
Conventionally, the search for electrode materials has been directed toward finding 
materials with good electrical conductivity and specific surface areas larger than 
commercially-used activated carbons.25,24,177 For these reasons, carbon nanomaterials, 
including graphene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and carbide-derived carbons (CDCs), have 
all been recent subjects of interest. However, the work of Chmiola and coworkers36, and 
later, Largeot and coworkers37, used CDC electrodes to show that the areal C can exhibit 
dramatic improvement with nominal pore widths comparable to the size of the counter-ion. 
These studies suggest that beyond maximizing the surface area, controlling the pore width 
offers a new way of increasing C. Exploring this materials development route, however, 
requires that an atomistic understanding of charge storage when ions are confined in 
nanopores. 
The mechanisms responsible for the enhancement in C has been the study of several 
theoretical studies; in these works, the electrode is commonly modeled as ideal slit 
nanopores. A simple phenomenological model theorized that polarizable electrode walls 
screen long-range electrostatics to allow tight packing of similar ions in the so-called 
superionic state.178 Classical molecular simulations of charged nanopores demonstrated 
consistent behavior in which confined counter-ions were found to maintain elevated 
density while co-ions were expelled.179 Several additional factors have been identified as 
possible ways of tuning C. For example, an oscillatory dependence of C based on the pore 
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size was revealed by both classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations173 and classical 
DFT simulations180, which was attributed to interference from overlapping EDLs. In 
addition to the pore size dependence, classical MD simulations showed that C can be 
dependent on V and may be maximized when the co-ions were fully expelled before the 
need for additional counter-ion insertion.181 
As the primary incentive for supercapacitor adoption is their excellent power 
capabilities, it is also important to understand the dynamics of ions confined in charged 
nanopores. This is particularly relevant for ionic liquid (IL) electrolytes, which are solvent-
free ions with large electrochemical windows (up to 4 V). In the bulk liquid phase, ILs are 
known to have high viscosities, due to strong ion-ion interactions182, which further increase 
under confinement183. Interestingly, molecular simulations suggest that ions can achieve 
diffusivities that exceed that of their bulk properties when confined in charged pores with 
both sufficiently narrow widths and large potentials.184,185 In addition, ion charging 
behavior has been suggested to be governed by counter-ion electrokinetics, as 
demonstrated by both non-equilibrium MD simulations186 and experiments using the 
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance method187. 
Beyond slit-pore geometries, limited studies have investigated other pore types 
despite theoretical evidence of greater charge storage in increasingly confined regions188. 
Ions confined within cylindrical nanopores, such as CNTs, constitute one such extreme 
case. In the absence of external potential, several experimental studies have investigated 
the structure of ILs in CNTs with diameters less than 3 nm, which report an interesting 
adoption of a solid-like phase.189,190 It may be worthwhile to explore the influence of such 
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extreme confinement on the capacitive and dynamic behavior of ILs in the presence of 
external charging.   
In this chapter, the charge storage mechanisms of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
(EMIM+) tetrafluoroborate (BF4
-) IL in charged cylindrical nanopores, modeled as CNTs, 
is investigated using both equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics. Here, the 
capacitance and the dynamics of ion migration are studied based on three primary factors 
– the pore diameter (Dp), the applied full-cell potential (∆), and the charging rate (chg). 
 
8.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
 
Figure 8.1 (a) Schematic of the EMIM+/BF4
- ionic liquid studied in this work. Each ion 
is coarse-grained such that a group of atoms (circled) are modeled as a single 
interaction site. In particular, the EMIM+ cation is modeled using four 
interaction centers (shown by the cyan and blue balls labeled A-D) while the 
BF4
- anion is modeled using a single interaction center (shown by the pink 
ball labeled E). (b) Schematic of the simulation domain (periodic in all three 
directions) consisting of two 16 nm CNT electrodes (shown by grey lines) 
immersed in ionic liquid (shown by the cyan, blue and pink balls). The length 
of the simulation domain is 64 nm in the z direction. The two walls of grey 
balls represent graphene sheets which separate the two electrode domains.  
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Classical MD simulations were employed using LAMMPS105 to investigate the 
microstructure and capacitance of IL molecules confined within fixed CNT electrodes 
(depicted in Figure 8.1). The IL molecules were described using coarse-grain parameters 
(Table 8.1) with partitioning shown in Figure 8.1; EMIM+ cations contained four 
interaction centers while BF4
- anions contained one interaction center. The LJ parameters 
were adapted from Ref. 191; the charges (q) were re-scaled following the fashion of Ref. 
192 while the zero-energy pair-wise distance () were re-optimized to reproduce 
experimental density (1.28 g/cm3) and diffusivity (3.0-3.710-7 cm2/s). The bond, angle, 
and dihedral parameters were adopted from Ref. 56 with the latter case adapted for the 
OPLS form. The LJ parameters for the electrode carbon atoms were taken from Ref. 193. 
All LJ and Coulomb energies were calculated using a spherical cutoff radius of 16 Å with 
the long-range Coulomb energies included by the particle-particle particle-mesh method54. 
 While the positions of the electrode atoms were fixed, the charge of each atom was 
allowed to fluctuate to emulate constant potential surfaces (with ∆). The charge 
equilibration (Qeq) scheme194, which is commonly used in ReaxFF simulations195, was 
adapted for this purpose. This method is based on equalization of the electronegativity. 
Here, the electronegativity of the positive (negative) electrode is rigidly shifted by −∆/2 
(+∆/2); while the IL charges are fixed, the electrode charges are solved iteratively at 
every timestep with the sum of the total electrode charge constrained to zero. The short-
range Coulomb interactions included shielding corrections195 while the long-range 
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Coulomb interactions were solved using the fast multipole method196. The Qeq parameters 
for carbon were extracted from Ref. 197. 
Table 8.1 Coarse-grain parameters primarily from Ref. 191 and 56, with q re-scaled 
following the fashion of Ref. 192 and  re-optimized to reproduce 
experimental density and diffusivity.  
Site  (kcal/mol)  (Å) q (e) 
A 0.157 3.90 0.1733 
B 0.643 4.32 0.3741 
C 0.141 3.90 0.1647 
D 0.157 3.90 0.0679 
E 0.339 4.10 -0.7800 
 
 The simulation domain consisted of two 16 nm CNT electrodes (grafted onto 
graphene) separated by 16 nm of IL for a total size of 3.45  3.42  64 nm3 with periodic 
boundary conditions in all three directions. When Dp = 0.81 (1.22) nm, 1540 (1640) IL 
pairs were included such that the bulk-like IL regions maintained a density of 1.3 g/cm3. 
Two graphene sheets were also included as a physical barrier between the positive and 
negative half-cells. The simulations were initially sparse with a length of 80 nm. Initial 
equilibration was run for 10 ns under the NVT ensemble with the temperature set to 700 K 
as controlled by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat60 with a 1 ps damping factor and 2 fs time 
step; here, electrode charges were kept fixed at zero while the simulation domain was 
gradually deformed to its final size. The temperature was then reduced to 300 K and the 
system was allowed to equilibrate for another 2 ns. The final equilibration and production 
steps followed the procedure described in the manuscript. All reported results were 
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obtained from the average of four independent simulations with different initial atomic 
configurations.   
 
8.3 IONIC LIQUID MICROSTRUCTURE CONFINED WITHIN CNTS 
A.  Neutral CNT electrodes 
We first investigate the electrode excess surface charge density (CNT) distribution 
and ionic liquid (IL) microstructure under zero applied bias ( = 0 V). Two CNT 
electrodes with Dp = 0.81 and 1.22 nm are considered with a length (Lp) of 16 nm to 
maintain large aspect ratios (Lp >> Dp). 
Figure 8.2(a) depicts a snapshot of the ions confined within the positive electrode. 
When Dp = 0.81 nm, the ions are observed to form a molecular wire structure with highly 
partitioned cations and anions. As such, distinct peaks are seen to alternate between cations 
and anions in the number density (ion) plots shown in Figure 8.2(b). Each ion is caged by 
its corresponding counter-ion to maintain charge neutrality. In addition, each ion also tends 
to distinctly polarize the surrounding electrode atoms, as seen by the large oscillations in 
the CNT plot shown in Figure 8.2(d), which serves to screen the ion charge. In contrast 
when Dp = 1.22 nm, the larger internal volume allows the ions to mix axially (a spiral-like 
configuration); the removal of axial segregation is evident by the suppressed oscillations 
in the ion profile shown in Figure 8.2(c). The cations also tend to conform close to the 
electrode walls (Figure 8.2(a)) in order to maximize van der Waals and electrostatic ion-
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wall interactions. In the absence of an axially distinct cation-anion segregation, the 
corresponding charge puddling along the CNT surface is also suppressed (Figure 8.2(d)). 
Note that in both cases, the average ion of each ion is nearly 2 ion/nm3; for comparison, 
the ion in the bulk is around 4 ion/nm3. 
 
Figure 8.2  (a) Snapshot of the ions confined within the neutral CNT electrodes with the 
charge per carbon atom (in e) represented as a color map; EMIM+ cations are 
represented as four bonded cyan balls while BF4
- anions are represented as 
one red ball. Ion number density (ion) profiles as a function of distance from 
the neutral electrode center when (b) the pore diameter Dp = 0.81 nm and (c) 
Dp = 1.22 nm. (d) Electrode excess surface charge density (CNT) in the axial 
direction of the electrode. 
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B.  Charged CNT electrodes 
Next,  = 3 V is impulsively applied to the electrodes. Here, the electrodes tend 
to attain full charge after 40 ps but are allowed to equilibrate for 4 ns before statistics are 
extracted over additional 2 ns trajectories. Interestingly, as depicted in Figure 8.3(a), 
distinct differences in the IL microstructures appear when comparing the two electrode 
diameters. Most notably, the IL distribution along the axial direction of the positive 
electrode is heterogeneous when Dp = 0.81 nm and homogeneous when Dp = 1.22 nm. For 
simplicity, the negative electrode is not depicted but has qualitatively similar features as 
discussed below.  
In the more confined case (Dp = 0.81 nm), a region containing both EMIM
+ co-ions 
and BF4
- counter-ions develops within the center of the positive electrode. As seen in 
Figure 8.3(b), the average ion of both counter-ions and co-ions tends to be around 4 
ion/nm3 which is comparable to bulk values. Beyond this central region, the electrode is 
completely populated by BF4
- counter-ions with an initially large ion around 16 ion/nm3 
that tapers down to around 6 ion/nm3 near the entrances to the pore (Figure 8.3(b)). In 
comparison, the nominal packing of EMIM/BF4 in its monoclinic crystal phase at 173 K is 
8.6 ion/nm3.198 We therefore find that the anions can be driven into a higher density packed 
state in order to screen the surface charge despite the anion-anion repulsion. Note that the 
observed density should be related to the anion size and its compactness. The influence of 
the ion size can be highlighted by the behavior in the negative electrode; although similar 
IL packing behavior is observed, the maximum ion achieved by the EMIM+ counter-ion is 
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smaller ( 6 ion/nm3), likely due to the fact that the bulkiness of the cation facilitates the 
screening of the electrode charge compared to the compact and nearly spherical anion, 
while also restricting the ability to densely pack the ions together. 
 
Figure 8.3  (a) Snapshot of the ions confined within the positive CNT electrodes when 
the applied full-cell potential is 3V with the charge per carbon atom (in e) 
represented as a color map; EMIM+ cations represented as four bonded cyan 
balls while BF4
- anions represented as one red ball. Ion number density (ion) 
profiles as a function of distance from the positive electrode center when (b) 
the pore diameter Dp = 0.81 nm and (c) Dp = 1.22 nm. (d) The corresponding 
electrode excess surface charge density (CNT) along the axial direction with 
(e) the computed total electric field (Efield) in the axial direction.  
 
In the less confined case (Dp = 1.22 nm), the microstructure appears to be 
comparatively more homogeneous in the axial direction. Figure 8.3(a) shows that the BF4
- 
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counter-ions form a sheath-like structure that both screens the electrode charge and shields 
the EMIM+ co-ion molecular chain that forms along the axis of the pore. The counter-ion 
essentially forms a one to two molecule thick electric double layer which is possible due 
to its small Debye length of less than 2 Å. However, we should note that the center of the 
pore exhibits slight counter-ion accumulation (co-ion depletion), such that the ion of BF4- 
(EMIM+) tapers (rises) from 6 ion/nm3 (1 ion/nm3) in the center of the pore to 5 ion/nm3 
(1.5 ion/nm3) toward the entrances of the pore. In addition, the influence of ion size once 
again manifests in the negative electrode. Namely, the compact BF4
- co-ions tend to remain 
trapped within the center of the pore. However, the EMIM+ counter-ion still tends to sheath 
the co-ions, thereby shielding both the anions and the negatively charged surface. 
Figure 8.3(d) compares the CNT of the two different electrode cases when  = 3 
V. It is evident that the two profiles are consistent with their respective IL packing behavior 
in the axial direction. The Dp = 1.22 nm case, for example, exhibits an expectedly 
homogeneous profile in the axial direction with slight accumulation in the center of the 
pore. Similarly, the Dp = 0.81 nm case exhibits a heterogeneous profile with increasing 
CNT from the pore entrance toward the center that is consistent with the aforementioned 
counter-ion concentration gradient. However, CNT abruptly diminishes to neutral charge 
along the central IL region that contains zero net ionic charge. This suggests that injected 
charge carriers must be stored outside of this region, which henceforth will be called the 
depletion region; here, the length of the depletion region (Ld) is 4.1 nm when Dp = 0.81 nm 
as seen in Figure 8.3(d). Note that while the trans-axial electric field outside of the 
depletion region (Figure 8.3(e)) serves as an inward driving force for counter-ions, it 
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appears that a steric barrier prevents the counter-ions from penetrating into the depletion 
region.    
The resultant double-layer capacitance (CDL,cell) of the two-electrode cell, 
calculated from the ratio of the charge in one electrode to , is estimated to be 11.7 
µF/cm2 and 8.8 µF/cm2 for Dp = 0.81 and 1.22 nm, respectively. We note that while our 
scheme does not control the half-cell potential, we can expect the potential drop between 
the positive electrode surface and the bulk electrolyte to be slightly larger than that of the 
negative electrode given the denser accumulation of counter-ions in the former case. 
Indeed, the calculated potential drops in the positive and negative half-cells are 1.9 and 1.1 
V, respectively, based on the numerical solution to the three-dimensional Poisson equation 
with the additional of short-range Coulombic screening. Nonetheless, we report the full-
cell capacitance to avoid any misunderstanding. 
 
8.4 INFLUENCE OF APPLIED POTENTIAL ON CAPACITANCE 
Next, we investigate the influence of different (impulsively applied)  on the 
computed CDL,cell of the two different electrodes. As seen in Figure 8.4(a), it is clear that 
the electrode with smaller diameter tends to have a larger CDL,cell. This is consistent with 
both experimental36,37 and theoretical173,179,180 (based on slit pores) observations that 
suggest that the capacitance can be enhanced with sub-nanometer pores. In both cases, we 
find that CDL,cell diminishes with increasing , thereby mitigating the predicted 
enhancement at large . Previous simulations of graphene/IL interfaces reported a similar 
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dependence of  on C, which is attributed to the increasing saturation of ions in the 
EDL.13 In these cases, the diminishment is gradual and continuous. However, an 
anomalously distinct reduction (nearly 40%) of CDL,cell is observed between  = 1 and 2 
V in the Dp = 0.81 nm case, in contrast to the expected behavior in the Dp = 1.22 nm case. 
 
Figure 8.4 (a) Areal integral capacitance of the full-cell (CDL,cell that is normalized to the 
surface area of one electrode) with respect to the applied full-cell potential 
() which is instantaneously applied. Length of the depletion region (LD) as 
a function of  at the (b) positive and (c) negative electrode. The shaded 
region in all three panels depicts the transition between migration and 
stagnation, as discussed in the main text. 
 To explain these observations, we assess the possible development of a depleted 
region. Figure 8.4 shows the computed LD for both electrode cases on the positive (Figure 
8.4(b)) and negative (Figure 8.4(c)) sides, respectively. Two distinct regimes become 
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immediately obvious. The first is the low potential regime ( < 1 V) in which both Dp = 
0.81 and 1.22 nm cases exhibit a reduction in LD as  increases. As discussed in depth 
later, the repulsive electrostatic interactions between the electrode walls and co-ions drives 
their expulsion from the pore while the electrode charge and counter-ions migrate from the 
pore entrance to center. However, a transition occurs between  = 1 and 1.5 V such that 
when  > 1.5 V, LD abruptly increases in the Dp = 0.81 nm case before gradually 
decreasing with increasing . Here, the large density of counter-ions entering the pore 
prevents co-ion expulsion, such that a depletion region forms within the center of the pore. 
While similar behavior is seen in the Dp = 1.22 nm case, the pore remains large enough for 
the counter-ions to screen the interaction between the trapped co-ions and electrode wall. 
Nonetheless, both electrode cases exhibit a transition between co-ions migrating out of the 
pore and co-ions remaining stagnated inside the pore. 
Comparing the positive to negative electrodes, the trend in LD appears to be 
qualitatively similar. The major difference is that in the latter case, LD tends to be larger 
than the former case when  < 1 V and smaller when  > 1.5 V. This is likely related 
to the difference in the counter-ion size. In the low potential regime ( < 1 V), the bulky 
EMIM+ counter-ion in the negative electrode can screen the electrode charge more 
efficiently than the compact BF4
- counter-ion in the positive electrode, which can help 
explain the observation of a larger LD. By the same argument, the bulkiness of the EMIM
+ 
counter-ion may also facilitate the compression of the depletion region in the high potential 
regime ( > 1.5 V), thereby resulting in a smaller LD.   
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8.5 TRANSIENT MIGRATION OF IONS DURING CHARGING 
To understand the molecular origins of the observed transition between co-ion 
migration and stagnation, we investigate the transient behavior of the cations, anions, and 
electrode charge throughout the pore with Dp = 0.81 nm within the first 100 ps after  is 
impulsively applied. We first compare two cases in the low-potential ( = 0.5 V) and 
high-potential ( = 3 V) regime, which are depicted by color maps in Figure 8.5. For 
simplicity, we once again focus only on the positive electrode. 
 
Figure 8.5  Color maps depicting the variation in time of the (a) number of cations, (b) 
number of anions, and (c) electrode charge (in e) along the length of the 
positive electrode when the applied full-cell potential is 0.5 V. For 
comparison, the variation in time of the (d) number of cations, (e) number of 
anions, and (f) electrode charge (in e) along the length of the positive 
electrode when the applied full-cell potential is 3 V. The plots have a spatial 
resolution of 0.5 nm and temporal resolution of 20 fs. The electrode diameter 
is 0.81 nm. 
 Within the first 10 ps when  = 0.5 V is applied, the color maps of the EMIM+ 
co-ion (Figure 8.5(a)) and BF4
- counter-ion (Figure 8.5(b)) display an axial segregation 
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similar to that of the neutral case; the electrode is polarized accordingly (Figure 8.5(c)). 
Throughout the next 25 ps (10 < t < 35 ps), a clear electrokinetic flow appears in which the 
still segregated ions travel both inward and outward throughout the electrode; notice that 
the pore entrance starts to become rich in both counter-ions and positive electrode charge. 
In the next time interval when 35 < t < 70 ps, the co-ions and counter-ions aggregate in the 
center of the pore and collectively migrate toward one pore entrance. At the other pore 
entrance, a rich counter-ion/electrode charge front develops and migrates inward toward 
the center of the pore. The inherent asymmetry of the ion flow from one pore end to the 
other is indicative of a trans-axial potential, which results in ion migration similar to that 
of electro-osmotic flow in channels with overlapped EDLs199. Once the collective co-ions 
and counter-ions reach the pore entrance when t > 70 ps, they are expelled from the 
electrode. However, the removal of co-ions enables the addition of new counter-ions which 
eventually create another counter-ion rich front that migrates toward the pore center. As a 
result, the collective aggregate of co-ions and counter-ions that remain in the pore are 
gradually pushed back toward the pore center; in this case, these ions continue to drift for 
nearly 1.5 ns. The  = 3 V case is far simpler (Figure 8.5(d)-(f)). Within the first 10 ps, 
a rich counter-ion front develops from both pore entrances and quickly migrates toward the 
center of the pore. In this case, the co-ions and counter-ions that were originally inside the 
pore are compressed together as the rich counter-ion front migrates inward. These ions 
continue to migrate for another 400 ps as the two counter-ion fronts equilibrate.   
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Figure 8.6 (a) Total number of confined ions (nion), (b) total excess surface charge (qelec), 
and (c) the difference in the rate of electrode charge insertion and ion insertion 
(∆rins) within the positive electrode as a function of time (t) when the listed 
full-cell potential is applied starting 0 V. The electrode diameter is 0.81 nm.  
Now that a general idea of the ion transport behavior is established, we next 
consider a wider range of . As seen in Figure 8.6, we simplify our analysis by computing 
the total sum of ions (nion) and electrode charge (qelec) within the positive electrode as a 
function of t. In the low-potential regime ( < 1 V), nion initially increases, then decreases, 
and finally readily increases; the point at which nion begins to decrease indicates when co-
ion/counter-ion clusters are expelled from the pore. Interestingly, the time of ion expulsion 
occurs at increasingly lower t as  increases. In addition, the rate of ion insertion (ri,ins = 
nion/t) also increases as  increases. Given that the ion flux into the pore also increases 
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with , we attribute the more rapid expulsion of the co-ion/counter-ion cluster to the 
faster counter-ion front that develops to push the clusters out. In the high-potential regime 
( > 1.5 V), we find that both nion and qelec exhibit similar behavior in which both initially 
increase before saturating, which is consistent with nearly immediate filling of the pore by 
counter-ions. On closer inspection, the rate of qelec insertion (re,ins = qelec/t) is observed 
to be larger than ri,ins within the first 5 ps, which we quantify in Figure 8.6(c) as ∆rins (= 
re,ins – ri,ins). Here, the large peaks observed in ∆rins suggest that when the electrode surface 
current far exceeds the ionic current, counter-ion filling dominates the ion transport 
dynamics and thereby restricts co-ion expulsion. In contrast when the electrode current is 
comparable to the ionic current, as in the  < 1 V cases, both counter-ion and co-ion 
transport contribute to the overall ion transport dynamics; note that the observed spikes 
when t > 10 ps are associated with the cluster expulsion event. This illustrates that in 
addition to the magnitude of , chg may be important. 
The influence of chg is investigated next by linearly varying  from 0 to 3 V over 
chg, after which the system is allowed to equilibrate for 2 ns. Figure 8.7 shows the 
computed CDL,cell and LD as a function of chg when Dp = 0.81 nm. At fast charging rates 
(chg < 40 ps), CDL,cell dramatically decreases with decreasing chg. Here, we find that the 
suppression in CDL,cell is commensurate with a larger LD that can be as large as 5 nm, which 
effectively makes 30% of the electrode inaccessible for charge storage. However, an abrupt 
change in both CDL,cell and LD is predicted when chg > 40 ps. At these slow charging rates, 
CDL,cell saturates around 14 µF/cm
2 while LD is less than 1.5 nm. Note that even at a large 
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chg of 10 ns, some co-ions remain trapped within the pore. Nonetheless, these results 
suggest that the rate capability of these subnanometer electrodes is dictated by the rate at 
which co-ions (and their paired counter-ions) are removed from the pore. 
 
 
Figure 8.7  The influence of charging time (chg) on (left) the full-cell capacitance (CDL,cell 
in black squares) and (right) length of the depleted region (LD in red triangles) 
at the positive electrode with diameter 0.81 nm when the applied full-cell 
potential is 3 V. The shaded region depicts the transition between migration 
and stagnation, as discussed in the manuscript. 
 
8.6 CONCLUSIONS 
To summarize, we investigated the capacitance of ionic liquid confined within 
charged cylindrical nanopores with diameters 0.81 and 1.22 nm using non-equilibrium 
molecular dynamics. While we find that the capacitance is expectedly larger using the 
narrower pore, an interesting inhomogeneity is observed as well. The smaller pore is found 
to develop a so-called depletion region in the center of the pore, in which an equal number 
of co-ions and counter-ions remain trapped. As this depletion region cannot accommodate 
excess charge, a significant fraction of the electrode does not participate in charge storage. 
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Molecular analysis during the transient charging regime attributes the development of the 
depletion region to the rapid over-filling of counter-ions into the pore. In addition, the 
length of the depletion region is found to be strongly dependent on the competition between 
forced electro-kinetic flow and natural ion convection, which in turn can be controlled by 
the magnitude of the applied potential or the charging rate (or essentially, the scan rate). It 
is evident that such phenomena may be related to the experimentally observed capacitance 
fading at high rates. Due to the limited scope of this work, however, many other factors 
remain largely unexplored; these factors can include the possible non-uniformity of the 
pore structure, the geometry of different ions (including size, flexibility, and charge 
distribution), the presence of solvent molecules, different surface chemistries with a 
resultant surface charge redistribution, and possible electrolyte decomposition due to 
charge localization (especially at the depletion region interface). Nonetheless, these 
findings highlight the importance of investigating the transition between the migration or 










Chapter 9: Pore Dispersity and Ion Kinetics in Nanoporous Carbons 
9.1 INTRODUCTION TO NANOPOROUS CARBON 
Expanding on the work presented in Chapters 7 and 8, realistic nanoporous carbon 
(NPCs) electrodes immersed in ionic liquid are now considered. The development of NPCs 
is motivated by experimental work36,37 on carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) that suggested 
that the areal capacitance (Car) exhibits dramatic enhancement when the nominal pore 
width (Wp) is comparable to the size of the electrolyte ions. The subject, however, remains 
somewhat controversial as others have reported a clear independence of Car with respect 
to Wp.
200 The main basis for this claim is that the commonly used Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 
(BET) method of characterizing the surface area may result in misleading Car values. 
Interestingly, while the specific capacitance (Csp) should be a more reliable metric, no such 
trends have been reported based on Csp. Nonetheless, several theoretical studies explain the 
discrepancy in Car by showing that the maximum Car is only achieved at certain potentials 
for a given Wp.
181,201 These authors postulate that the absence of a clear Wp dependence in 
Ref. 200 is related to broad pore dispersity which may be common in most NPC materials. 
However, the exact impact of pore dispersity on the capacitance remains unclear.  
In this chapter, a resolution to the Car debate, as well as insights into Csp, is 
attempted by investigating the role of pore dispersity, in both size and shape, on Car and 
Csp. Here, the dynamic charge storage behavior of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM) 
tetrafluoroborate (BF4) ionic liquid (IL) confined within realistic nanoporous carbon (NPC) 
electrodes is studied using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations.   
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9.2 COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
A.  Electrode Structure Generation  
Initial NPC structures were generated using the Mimetic model presented in Ref. 
202. Simulation domains were 4.55  4.55  20 nm3 (using periodic boundary conditions) 
with initial number densities of 0.05, 0.054, and 0.06 #/Å3 in a fcc lattice configuration. 
Temperatures were quenched from 20000 K to 700 K under the NVT ensemble using the 
Nosé-Hoover thermostat60 with a quench time of 1.6 ns and timestep of 0.07 fs. After 
generation, 2 nm of carbon atoms were removed from each end to make the structures non-
periodic in the z direction. Then, unphysical and dangling carbons were removed from the 
system after which hydrogen atoms were attached to the remaining sp carbon. The volumes 
were then relaxed in the xy direction under the NPT ensemble using a Nosé-Hoover 
barostat/thermostat60 and AIREBO potential203 for 500 ps with a timestep of 1 fs. The final 
xy dimensions of the NPC-12, NPC-10, and NPC-9 electrodes were 4.54  4.54, 4.57  
4.57, and 4.58  4.58 nm2, respectively.    
B.  Force Field  
The ionic liquid was described using a coarse-grained approach such that EMIM+ 
and BF4
- were reduced to four and one interaction centers, respectively, as depicted in 
Figure 9.1. The non-bonding parameters were adapted from Ref. 191 as summarized in 
Table 9.1; the charges (q) were re-scaled following the fashion of Ref. 192 while the zero-
energy pair-wise distance () were re-optimized to reproduce experimental density and 
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diffusivity. The bond, angle, and dihedral parameters were adopted from Ref. 56 with the 
latter case adapted for the OPLS form. The LJ parameters for the electrode carbon and 
hydrogen atoms were taken from Ref. 193. All LJ and Coulomb energies were calculated 
using a spherical cutoff radius of 16 Å with the long-range Coulomb energies included by 
the particle-particle particle-mesh method54. 
The charge of each electrode atom was allowed to fluctuate to emulate constant 
potential surfaces (with ∆). We adapted the charge equilibration (Qeq) scheme194, based 
on electronegativity equalization, which is commonly used in ReaxFF simulations195. Here, 
the electronegativity of the positive (negative) electrode is rigidly shifted by −∆/2 
(+∆/2) and the charges are solved iteratively with the sum of the total electrode charge 
constrained to zero. The short-range Coulomb interactions included shielding 
corrections195 while the long-range Coulomb interactions were solved using the fast 
multipole method196. The Qeq parameters for carbon and hydrogen were adopted from Ref. 
197. 
Table 9.1 Coarse-grain parameters primarily from Ref. 191 and 56, with q re-scaled 
following the fashion of Ref. 192 and  re-optimized to reproduce 
experimental density and diffusivity.  
Site  (kcal/mol)  (Å) q (e) 
A 0.157 3.90 0.1733 
B 0.643 4.32 0.3741 
C 0.141 3.90 0.1647 
D 0.157 3.90 0.0679 
E 0.339 4.1 -0.7800 
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C.  Molecular Dynamics  
 
Figure 9.1 (a) Schematic of the EMIM/BF4 ionic liquid studied in this work. Each ion is 
coarse-grained such that a group of atoms (circled) are modeled as a single 
interaction site. In particular, the EMIM+ cation is modeled using four 
interaction centers (shown by the cyan and blue balls labeled A-D) while the 
BF4
- anion is modeled using a single interaction center (shown by the pink 
ball labeled E). (b) Schematic of the simulation domain (periodic in all three 
directions) consisting of two 16 nm porous carbon electrodes (shown by grey 
lines) immersed in ionic liquid (shown by the cyan, blue and pink balls). The 
length of the simulation domain is 60 nm in the z direction. 
All MD simulations were performed using LAMMPS105 and consisted of two fixed 
16 nm electrodes separated by 14 nm of electrolyte, as seen in Figure 9.1, for a total length 
of 60 nm in the z direction with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions; the 
cross sectional areas were consistent with that of each electrode. Each simulation was 
initially sparse with a z length of 90 nm and 4164 IL pairs that were randomly distributed 
outside the electrodes. Initial equilibration was run for 10 ns under the NVT ensemble with 
a temperature of 850 K controlled by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat60 with a 1 ps damping 
factor and 2 fs timestep. During this period, the electrode atoms were kept rigid with null 
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charge and moved linearly to their final positions; the simulation domain was also linearly 
deformed to its final length. A second equilibration step was performed at  = 0 V for 10 
ns with the electrode charges updated every 100 fs and the temperature gradually decreased 
from 850 K to 300 K. Fixing the temperature at 300 K, charges were updated every 2 fs 
while the systems were further equilibrated over 1 ns. Similarly, a  = 3 V was 
impulsively applied and equilibrated for 2 ns. Finally, molecular trajectories were extracted 
every 5 ps over a production run of 4 ns to compute the DoC profiles. 
 To prepare the capacitance calculations, each simulation underwent pre-cycling by 
linearly varying  between 0 and the target  for at least 3 charge and 2 discharge 
ramps with 1 ns in each direction (total pre-cycling time was at least 5 ns); the pre-cycling 
was considered complete when the largest and smallest peak-to-peak values of the 
electrode charge deviated by less than 1% from the previous cycle. Discharge production 
runs were carried out by first holding  for 250 ps before allowing  to linearly 
decrease to 0 V over 1 ns; molecular trajectories were extracted every 2 ps.  
All reported results were extracted from the average trajectories from 4 independent 
simulations with different initial atomic configurations. 
 
9.3 NANOPOROUS CARBON STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION 
As depicted in Figure 9.1, we consider a simulation domain that emulates a two-
electrode supercapacitor cell filled with 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIM+) 
tetrafluoroborate (BF4
-) ionic liquid (IL), modeled using a coarse-grain force field (see 
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Methods). The nanoporous carbon (NPC) electrodes were generated to ensure sp2 
hybridization with hydrogen-passivated edges (see Methods), which are hereafter denoted 
as NPC-12A, NPC-10A, and NPC-9A according to their nominal pore sizes. Table 9.2 
summarizes their structural properties, as characterized using a Monte Carlo sampling 
technique204. We should note that these properties were based on spherical sampling probes 
with a radius of 2.25 Å to emulate adsorption by N2 molecules. 
Table 9.2.  Summary of the structural characteristics of the three nanoporous carbon 
electrodes studied in this work. All pore geometry analysis was performed 
using a Monte Carlo sampling approach described in Ref. 204.   
 NPC-12A NPC-10A NPC-9A 
Density (), g/cm3 0.96 1.03 1.09 
Surface Area (S), m2/g 1072 836 750 
Pore Volume (Vp), cm
3/g 0.185 0.121 0.093 
Average Pore Size (Wp), Å 12.4 10.8 9.6 
Hydrogen Content, at.% 8 10 11 
 Using a spherical probe with a comparable adsorption cross-section to N2 (~ 2.25 Å) 
 
In each simulation, the charge equilibration scheme (see Methods) is used to 
emulate constant potential surfaces with an imposed potential difference () with 
reference to the surface potentials of the two electrodes. To characterize the electrolye-
electrode interface, we adopt the degree of confinement (DoC) definition as described in 
Ref. 188; briefly, the DoC quantifies the solid-angle fraction of the counter-ion/electrode 
coordination shell that is occupied by electrode atoms. Figure 9.2 depicts the DoC of ions 
within the NPG-9A electrodes when  = 0 and 3 V. Upon charging, it is evident that the 
EMIM+ cation (Figure 9.2(a)) tends to shift toward high DoC sites (i.e., confined carbon 
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pores) when the electrodes are negatively polarized and low DoC sites (i.e., edges and 
planes) when the electrodes are positively polarized. In other words, these ions expectedly 
seek highly-confined electrode regions when acting as a counter-ion and minimally-
confined electrode regions when acting as a co-ion. Interestingly, the BF4
- anion behavior 
(Figure 9.2(b)) is consistent with the exception of its counter-intuitive tendency to occupy 
highly-confined sites when acting as a co-ion. This is likely related to the small and 
compact nature of the anion, which we will discuss in detail later.  
 
Figure 9.2  Distribution of (a) cation and (b) anion degrees of confinement (DoC) within 
the NPG-9A electrode when the full-cell applied potential () is 0 and 3 V. 
Dashed lines depict the boundaries that distinguish edge, plane, hollow, and 
pocket sites.    
In discussions below, we generalize the electrode regions into five categories –  
edge (DoC < 16%), plane (16% < DoC < 37%), hollow (37% < DoC < 60%), pocket (DoC 
> 60%), and other (DoC = 0%) – always with reference to the counter-ion DoC; the “other” 
qualification refers to the portion of the electrode that either has zero ions or only co-ions 
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in its vicinity. Note that these definitions are based on natural partitions as depicted in 
Figure 9.2; their ranges are slightly larger than those of Ref. 188 as we include hydrogen-
terminated edges in our electrode structures.   
 
9.4 DISCHARGE CAPACITANCE USING NANOPOROUS CARBON 
To evaluate the capacitance, each simulation is first pre-cycled (see Methods) with 
at least 3 charge and 2 discharge ramps. These simulations are then held at  for 250 ps 
before linearly discharged to 0 V over 1 ns. The difference in the total electrode charge 
(qelec) between 0 V and  is used to calculate the discharge capacitance (CD = 2qelec/); 
we should note that the factor of two is adopted from experimental procedures for 
symmetric two-electrode cells to approximate the half-cell potential.  
Figure 9.3 shows the computed CD at different  for the three NPC electrodes. 
First, we evaluate the areal CD (Car = CD/S) seen in Figure 9.3(a) based on our 
approximation of the surface area (of a single electrode) and find a clear dependence on 
the nominal pore size of the electrode. Specifically, with  = 3 V, the Car is predicted to 
increase from 13 to 18 µF/cm2 as the nominal pore size decreases from 12 to 9 Å; this trend 
is consistent with the experimental work of Chmiola and coworkers36 and Largeot and 
coworkers37 which demonstrate that the capacitance can be maximized as the pore size 
approaches the size of the electrolyte ions. However, this trend is not predicted to translate 
to the specific CD (Csp = CD/m) seen in Figure 9.3(b) (based on the mass of a single 
electrode), in which the NPC-9A and NPC-12A electrodes are estimated to perform best 
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(around 138 F/g at  = 3 V). While this discrepancy between Car and Csp has always been 
present throughout the literature, a unifying relationship between the two values and the 
electrode structure remains unclear.   
 
Figure 9.3  Comparison of the (a) areal (Car) and (b) specific (Csp) discharge capacitances 
as a function of the applied full-cell potential () using each nanoporous 
carbon electrode in a two-electrode configuration immersed in EMIM/BF4 
ionic liquid. The capacitances were calculated using the specific surface area 
(based on a N2 gas probe) or mass of a single electrode. Note that the 
differences between the computed Car can vary significantly depending on the 
choice of gas molecule for structural characterization. Here, we do not 
consider the electrode capacitance contribution as it is assumed to be much 
larger than the double-layer contribution. 
 
9.5 INFLUENCE OF CONFINEMENT ON CAPACITANCE 
 Previous theoretical work attempting to understand the influence of the pore size 
on capacitance consistently showed that the induced electrode charge storage directly 
scales with the confinement of ions within electrode regions.188 Physically, this is intuitive 
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as each carbon atom is polarized and should participate in the screening of the ion charge. 
Indeed, our calculations exhibit similar behavior. For example, we find that in the NPC-
9A case when  = 3 V, the electrode atoms in pocket sites store an average of 0.036 
e/atom, which is greater than the average charge per electrode atom in hollow sites (0.028 
e/atom) and plane sites (0.023 e/atom).  
 
Figure 9.4  (a) Comparison of the discharge capacity per site (∆qsite) for the three 
electrode cases when the applied full-cell potential is 3 V. (b) Fraction of the 
capacitance attributed to the total discharge capacity per site (fq,dc) for the 
three electrode cases when the applied full-cell potential is 3 V. 
Upon discharging the system, however, two important observations are made. The 
first is that when ∆ = 0 V, qelec is not zero which shows that charge remains trapped within 
the electrode. The second is that the charge trapped within pocket sites greater exceeds that 
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of qelec, which is compensated by depleted charge regions throughout the rest of the 
electrode. This significant charge puddling is analogous to that of graphene near charged 
impurities at the charge neutrality point.205 As such, a more accurate metric for the 
capacitance is the discharge capacity per site (qsite) which indicates the change in qelec (per 
atom, per site) upon discharge. 
Figure 9.4(a) shows the computed qsite at each aforementioned electrode site (i.e., 
other, edge, plane, hollow, pocket) for the three NPC electrodes considered. Surprisingly, 
the pocket sites display the smallest qsite compared to other sites due to the large amount 
of charge that remains trapped. In contrast, the edge sites tend to have the largest qsite, 
particularly in the negative electrode, which is chemically intuitive given that the presence 
of H-terminated edge defects promotes a greater accumulation of electrons compared to 
the basal plane140. This suggests that the confined nature of the pocket sites does not 
inherently enable large charge storage if the charge cannot be efficiently extracted. 
Next, we investigate the contribution of the total discharge capacity of each site to 
the capacitance (fq,dc) as shown in Figure 9.4(b); note that this fraction is calculated on an 
atomic basis rather than surface area basis. At both the positive and negative electrodes, 
the contribution from the pocket sites tends to increase as the pore size decreases. In 
addition, the contribution from the pocket sites tends to be much larger at the positive 
terminal, which is related to the size of the counter-ion. As discussed earlier, the compact 
BF4
- counter-ion readily fills the pocket sites under positive polarization while the bulky 
EMIM+ counter-ion prefers to fill the hollow and plane sites under negative polarization. 
Given that the Car is predicted to increase with smaller pore size, it appears that the 
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increased contribution of the pocket sites may be related. If we consider the fact that the 
effective surface area of an atom is reduced when part of a negative curvature surface 
compared to a planar surface, the observed trend in Car can be explained. However, an 
explanation for the observed trend in Csp remains unclear. One possible reason is related to 
ion kinetics; during discharge, the extent to which counter-ions can escape from highly-
confined regions may directly influence the capacitance. To assess this possibility, we 
evaluate the transient behavior of ions and electrode charge during the 1 ns discharge phase. 
 
9.6 ION KINETICS DURING DISCHARGE 
  
Figure 9.5(a)-(c) shows the fraction of the positive electrode utilized with counter-
ions by each site (futil) as a function of time (t) during discharge. First, we consider the 
utilization of sites when t = 0 ns. Here, it is evident that in all three cases, BF4
- anions in 
pocket sites consistently tend to utilize around 50% of the electrode. In addition, the initial 
futil of the hollow (other) sites diminishes (increases) as the nominal pore size decreases. 
The most interesting observation, however, is the extent to which futil of the pocket sites 
decreases in the NPC-12A and NPC-9A cases compared to the NPC-10A case. Recall that 
the pocket sites tend to have the smallest ∆qsite, which is on a per-atom (or effectively, per-
mass) basis. Hence, the greater efficiency of counter-ion removal during discharge in the 
NPC-12A and NPC-9A cases compared to the NPC-10A case may be associated with the 
previously predicted discrepancies in Csp. 
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Figure 9.5  Discharge profiles of positive electrode when the applied full-cell potential 
varies from 3 to 0 V over 1 ns in a non-equilibrium MD simulation. The 
fraction of the electrode utilized (futil) as each type of listed site in the (a) NPC-
12A, (b) NPC-10A, and (c) NPC-9A case is shown. In addition, the (left axis) 
total charge stored (qelec) and the (right axis) ratio of anion-cation coordination 
number (Cco) to the anion-anion coordination number (Ccounter) in the pocket 
(black) and hollow (red) sites of the (d) NPC-12A, (b) NPC-10A, and (c) 
NPC-9A case is shown. 
A potential mechanism for ion extraction can be conceived based on the futil 
behavior of the other sites. In all three cases, the futil of the hollow sites tends to increase 
while t < 0.5 ns, before diminishing. But the increase in the NPC-12A and NPC-9A cases 
is far more notable. This suggests that the hollow sites facilitate ion extraction from the 
pocket sites by accommodating extra counter-ions. Interestingly, the qelec of the hollow 
sites (Figure 9.5(d)-(f)) continues to decrease despite the increase in counter-ion 
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accommodation, suggesting that the electrode-ion electrostatic interaction is not the 
primary driving force. However, we do find that the ratio of EMIM+ co-ions to BF4
- 
counter-ions that populate the coordination shell around hollow-adsorbed anions 
(Cco/Ccounter) increases while t < 0.5 ns. A reorganization of the ions at the interface occurs 
such that the coordinated EMIM+ cations stabilize anion accumulation due to the favorable 
ion-ion interactions. Eventually when t > 0.5 ns, the depletion of the hollow-site qelec 
appears to be sufficient enough to allow anions (and coordinated cations) to lift-off from 
the surface into bulk-like reservoirs contained within the electrode volume, such that both 
futil and Cco/Ccounter diminish. 
 
9.7 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAPACITANCE AND PORE SHAPE AND ITS DISPERSITY 
 In order for this reorganization of ions to occur, a dispersity of both pore shape and 
pore size should be present throughout the electrode. We propose that one way to 
approximate the pore shape, if we assume that the majority of the electrode consists of 
negative-curvature surfaces, is through knowledge of the specific surface area (S), pore 









such that the pores are nominally slit-like when Fps = 2, cylindrical-like when Fps = 4, and 
spherical-like when Fps = 6. The dispersity of Fps ( Fps/Rgp) can then be qualitatively 
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assessed by the change in Fps with respect to the radius of the probe molecule (Rgp) used to 
measure S and Vp. Figure 9.6(a) shows the calculated Fps with varying Rgp. The larger slope 
seen in the NPC-12A and NPC-9A cases compared to the NPC-10A case indirectly 
confirms that the former two electrodes have greater pore shape dispersity, and therefore 
larger Csp. 
 
Figure 9.6  (a) Estimated pore shape factor (Fps) based on the structural properties of the 
electrodes evaluated using different gas probe radii (Rgp). Comparison of 
experimental areal capacitance (C) based on BET surface areas with respect 
to (b) Fps and (c) pore width (Wp). The dashed line in (b) serves as a visual 
guide. Experimental values were extracted from Ref. 37, 200, 206, 207, and 
208. 
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The Fps can also be helpful to understand trends in the Car. The coordination of ions 
by the electrode should be large when the pores are cylindrical-like. In addition, the 
effective surface area per atom is reduced compared to surfaces with less curvature. Hence, 
if we consider the Fps when Rgp = 2.25 Å (e.g., N2), we find that our predicted Car increases 
as Fps approaches 4 (i.e., cylindrical-like). We can also extend this analysis to previously 
reported experimental capacitances (C) of nanoporous carbon. In Figure 9.6(b), we 
compare C as a function of Fps from five different sources; here, the BET surface area is 
used and the Wp is estimated from provided pore size distributions when not directly 
reported. Remarkably, a distinct correlation is observed although the maximum appears to 
be centered around Fps  3.7. In comparison, C as a function of Wp is presented in Figure 
9.6(c). The correlation with Wp is much weaker, which is consistent with the work of 
Centeno and coworkers200 that showed a nearly independent relationship between C and 
Wp. This suggests that the capacitance may be more strongly described by the pore 
dispersity, characterized as Fps in this work, than by Wp. However, in materials with very 
narrow pore size distributions (e.g., CDCs), the choice of Wp may exhibit more influence. 
 
9.8 CONCLUSIONS 
 We investigated the relationship between the structural properties of nanoporous 
carbons (immersed in EMIM/BF4 ionic liquid) and the discharge capacitance using non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics. The three electrodes studied in this work had nominal 
pore widths of 12.4, 10.8, and 9.6 Å with large capacitances of 138 F/g (13 µF/cm2), 126 
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F/g (15 µF/cm2), and 138 F/g (18 µF/cm2), respectively, at 3 V. In an attempt to unify the 
discrepancies between the areal and specific capacitances, we analyzed the molecular 
origin of these capacitance values by studying both the electrode charge and ion 
redistribution during discharge. Our results show that significant charge can remain trapped 
within sites in which counter-ions are highly-confined by the electrode surface. Counter-
ion extraction was found to be facilitated by the presence of pores that are connected to 
gradually less-confined electrode regions, which in turn allowed a gradual reorganization 
of ions to stabilize counter-ion accumulation and eventual desorption. Therefore, larger 
specific capacitances were attributed to more efficient ion extraction while larger areal 
capacitances were attributed to the greater utilization of confined regions. Based on this 
mechanism, a new structural property was proposed, termed the pore shape factor, which 
was demonstrated to show a strong correlation to experimental data and can serve as an 
alternative physical descriptor to the commonly used pore width.  
These findings suggest that the design of future materials for supercapacitors 
requires an understanding of the relationship between pore dispersity and the molecular 
migration of ions (and surface charge) under quasi-equilibrium conditions. We anticipate 
that such insights may also help explain scattered impedance measurements and improve 
commonly used phenomenological transmission line models.209-211 In addition, the 
approach presented in this work can be extended to study other factors such as different 
electrode surface chemistries and solvation effects. Finally, these results highlight the 
importance of reporting in-depth experimental characterization of the electrode structure, 
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Chapter 10: Summary and Future Directions 
 In this dissertation, we presented a fundamental investigation into the relationship 
between capacitive charge storage and the chemistry/structure of low-dimensional carbon-
based nanomaterials (immersed in ionic liquid electrolyte) for use as electrodes in 
supercapacitors. For this study, we established a unique computational framework that 
combined ab-initio density functional theory and classical molecular dynamics to study the 
capacitance of the electrode-electrolyte interface. This approach allowed the interfacial 
capacitance (CT) to be evaluated based on the in-series contributions from the quantum 
(CQ) and double layer (CD) capacitances such that CT = [(1/CQ)
-1 + (1/CD)
-1]-1. As depicted 
in Figure 10.1, we explored a large materials design space that broadly encompassed 
graphene-based materials (Part I) and nanoporous carbons (Part II). 
Throughout Part I, we were motivated to understand the potential of graphene-
based electrodes as pristine graphene was previously demonstrated to exhibit low CT due 
to its limited CQ. Four types of possible modifications to graphene were considered: (1) 
local structural defects (e.g., topological defects), (2) extended structural defects (e.g., line 
edge defects), (3) chemical dopants (e.g., metal dopants), and (4) chemical 
functionalization (e.g., oxidation of the basal plane). In general, these graphene-derived 
materials were found to exhibit capacitances that far exceed that of pristine graphene 
electrodes, which was primarily attributed to the enhanced CQ while the CD was only 
marginally influenced. These findings demonstrate that engineering the disorder 
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throughout graphene-derived materials can be a viable strategy for future supercapacitor 
electrodes. 
 
Figure 10.1  Schematic summary of the carbon-nanomaterial design space explored in this 
work. 
Throughout Part II, we were motivated to understand the potential of nanoporous 
carbon electrodes with particular attention to the relationship between the pore 
characteristics and the capacitance. Given the strategies presented in Part I, we focused 
primarily on factors that influence CD. Three structural factors related to nanoporous 
carbons were systematically considered: (1) curvature (e.g., outer surface of CNTs), (2) 
pore diameter (e.g., confinement within CNTs), and (3) pore dispersity (e.g., carbide-
derived carbons and activated carbons). In general, manipulating the electrode topology, 
in particular to promote electrolyte ion confinement, proved to be a viable means of 
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improving CD, and therefore CT, even with diminishing electrode surface area. However, 
the full utilization of these materials was found to be dependent on the dynamics of ion 
transport under an external field (i.e., electro-kinetics). 
A more detailed summary of the key findings of this dissertation, as well as 
thoughts of future directions, are described below. 
 
10.1 MATERIALS DESIGN PRINCIPLES TO ENHANCE CAPACITANCE 
A.  Notable Trends on the Electronic Structure and Quantum Capacitance 
The limited CQ of pristine graphene electrode is a direct consequence of the zero 
density of states (DOS) at the charge neutrality point (e.g., the Fermi level) that linearly 
increases away from the Fermi level. The origin of this unique DOS can be traced to the 
extended conjugation of the  system owing to the 2D honeycomb geometry of graphene. 
Therefore, one method to increase the availability of states near the charge neutrality point 
is to disrupt the  system of graphene by the introduction of both chemical and structural 
disorder. Here, we summarize the impact of different electrode designs on the electronic 
structure and the CQ. 
Trend 1: Capacitance enhancement is correlated to modification density 
Interestingly, the impact of all the modifications explored throughout this 
dissertation on the electronic structure share a common trait: the predicted enhancement in 
CQ is primarily attributed to the resultant quasi-localization of carbon pz states in the 
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vicinity of the modification site. In the case of topological defects (Chapter 3), this is 
intuitive as the only important change to the electronic structure is based on a localized 
distortion to the lattice structure. Yet even when chemical functional groups were 
considered (Chapter 6), the most relevant changes to the electronic structure were attributed 
to the pz states of carbon atoms adjacent to functionalized sites, which could remain 
partially coupled to the disrupted  system. A notable exception is the case of transition 
metal dopants (Chapter 4); the hybridization between the metal 3d states and carbon 2p 
states can also introduce non-bonding d states close to the Fermi level which considerably 
increases the number of available states. Nonetheless, this suggests that the CQ 
enhancement can be estimated from the concentration of modified sites along the graphene 
lattice. 
Figure 7.1 depicts the average (with respect to positive and negative polarization) 
CQ (at ±0.5 V) of graphene-derived materials as a function of concentration of directly 
modified atoms; in other words, the concentration does not include the degree of lattice 
reconstruction that may result from each type of modification. Remarkably, the increase in 
CQ is confirmed to be generally correlated to the modification concentration while 
independent of the type of modification; here, transition metal dopants are excluded due to 
its inclusion of 3d states. In addition, it is clear that even at very low concentrations (< 1 
at.%), the CQ of graphene exhibits dramatic improvements. Another important feature is 
the ability of graphene to remain metallic even at large modification concentrations 
approaching 30 at.%, as contiguous regions of conjugated  states can still exist. However, 
graphene may become semi-conducting at these concentrations if the modifications to the 
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lattice are homogeneously dispersed (Chapter 6) or even if the modification concentration 
continues to increase. Therefore, there is a limit to the potential benefit of disorder 
engineering to CQ, although this ceiling is quite high.  
 
Figure 10.2  Comparison of the average excess electrode charge ( evaluated at an 
electrode potential of ±0.5 V) of graphene-based materials modified with 
different atomic concentrations (at.%). The dashed line indicates the  of 
pristine graphene, which serves as a reference point. The dotted line is a visual 
aid demonstrating the trend. 
Trend 2: Materials optimization should include inherent asymmetric enhancement in 
capacitance 
The introduction of chemical and structural disorder in these materials also tends 
to induce an asymmetric enhancement in CQ with respect to positive and negative 
polarization. In a standard two-electrode configuration, then, the energy density will be 
limited by the lower of the two asymmetric CQ. Therefore, optimal materials design also 
involves understanding which types of modifications are better suited for electron or hole 
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injection. According to the analysis presented throughout Part I, it appears that the 
suitability of each modification primarily depends on the charge withdrawing/donating 
nature of the modified site. However, in many cases this behavior depends more on the 
nature of hybridization rather than the relative electronegativity of bonded species (e.g., 
oxygen is usually more electronegative than carbon). For example, the  states near most 
topological defects (Chapter 2) tend to be electron withdrawing (similar to p-type dopants) 
and consequently favor positive polarization. In graphene oxide, the oxidation sites along 
the basal plane (Chapter 6) similarly serve as p-type sites and favor positive polarization. 
On the other hand, oxidized edge defects serve as an n-type site (Chapter 5) as the lone pair 
oxygen states slightly hybridize with adjacent carbon pz states (i.e., electron donating) and 
consequently favor negative polarization. Therefore, modifications that tend to deplete 
(inject) electrons from (to) the extended  system are generally better suited as positive 
(negative) electrodes materials.  
 
B.  Notable Trends on the Double Layer Microstructure and Capacitance 
 The CD of the electric double layer (EDL) at the electrode-electrolyte interface is 
directly related to the molecular behavior of accumulated ions. For example, at the interface 
of pristine graphene electrodes, the IL microstructure is known to exhibit distinct 
cation/anion segregation perpendicular to the electrode surface that tends to extend up to 
2-3 nm. The origins of this layering can be traced to the over-screening of the electrode 
surface charge by the compact layer of adjacent counter-ions; the strong counterion-coion 
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electrostatic attraction triggers the formation of subsequent ion layers. Nonetheless, the 
potential drop across the EDL, and thereby CD, is found to be primarily determined by the 
packing density of the immediately adjacent layer of counter-ions. Here, we summarize the 
impact of different electrode designs on the CD. 
Trend 3: Most graphene modifications weakly perturb the double layer and capacitance 
 At low concentrations (less than 5 at.%) of chemical or structural modification to 
graphene, such as those presented in Chapters 3 and 4, the microstructure of the electric 
double layer was observed to be nearly the same as that of pristine graphene in both neutral 
and charged states. Under neutral conditions, this was attributed to the fact that any charge 
redistribution along the graphene sheet was localized to the modified sites. Given the small 
Debye length of ionic liquids, only the ions closest to the modified sites were required to 
reorganize to screen the perturbed field. Relatedly, excess charge carriers were predicted 
to spread broadly across the graphene lattice as most of the  system remained intact. 
Therefore, the resultant ion accumulation at the EDL also remained the same while the CD 
was virtually unaffected.  
Trend 4: When double layers are noticeably perturbed, the spatial accumulation of 
excess charge determines the capacitance 
At larger modification concentrations, such as the cases presented in Chapters 5 
and 6, the charge redistribution along the graphene lattice was observed to induce a notable 
restructuring of the EDL. For example, in the presence of both edge defects or hydroxyl 
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functional groups, the electrolyte ions that reorganized to screen the localized surface 
charge tended to trigger alternating cation/anion ordering (i.e., segregation) parallel to the 
electrode surface under neutral conditions. Interestingly, the CD, in comparison to that of 
pristine graphene electrodes, is observed to increase near edge defects (Chapter 5) and 
decrease near basal-functionalized hydroxyl groups (Chapter 6). This difference was 
attributed to the tendency of injected charge carriers to localize at sites that allow counter-
ions to accumulate with ease (difficulty) in the edge defect (hydroxyl functionalization) 
case. Therefore, at these large modification concentrations, the CD also strongly depends 
upon the electronic structure of the electrode material.  
Trend 5: Promoting ion segregation via the electrode topology can improve capacitance 
As described in Part I, the CD of the electric double layer (EDL) is dependent on 
the molecular packing of ions at the electrode-electrolyte interface. One important aspect 
that was previously identified is the degree of cation-anion segregation; the CD was found 
to be inversely related to greater counter-ion/co-ion mixing within the EDL. 
Throughout Part II, the influence of electrode topology on CD was found to exhibit 
a similar dependence. For example, electrode surfaces with increasing positive curvature 
(Chapter 7) tended to encourage increasingly enhanced CD. While this was primarily 
attributed to the natural decay of an electric field in cylindrical geometries, the promotion 
of ion mixing due to weaker electrode-electrolyte electrostatic interactions mitigated this 
benefit, especially at large applied potentials. On the other hand, increasingly narrow 
cylindrical nanopores (Chapter 8) were predicted to have dramatically enhanced CD (with 
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respect to planar electrodes), especially when the pore diameter is small enough to only 
accommodate single-molecule chains of ions. Upon charging, ideal segregation can occur 
such that only counter-ions remain in the pore while co-ions are expelled, thereby allowing 
more charge to be stored at the electrode walls with greater CD. Even in the case of 
materials with broad pore size distributions, such as nanoporous carbons (Chapter 9), the 
amount of local excess charge stabilized by counter-ions directly scaled with the degree of 
ion confinement by the electrode surface as these highly-confined environments also 
promoted electrolyte segregation. Therefore, the CD was found to increase as the electrode 
surface topology, as characterized by the introduced pore shape factor, became more 
cylindrical-like. 
Nonetheless, the full CD can only be utilized if both the charged state (with ideally 
segregated ions) and neutral state (with ideally mixed ions to maintain charge neutrality) 
are efficiently accessed during the rapid charge/discharge cycles of supercapacitor 
operation. The kinetics that dictate this transition are described in the next section. 
 
10.2 INSIGHTS INTO ION ELECTROKINETICS UNDER CONFINEMENT 
 In an ideal supercapacitor, the microstructure of the EDL during the charged and 
uncharged states should reversibly transition between ideal counter-ion/co-ion segregation 
and mixing, respectively, in order to maximize the CD. This is especially true when the 
primary strategy to improve CD is through ion confinement. However, as observed in 
Chapters 8 and 9, the failure of counter-ions to migrate out of pores during discharge (or 
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similarly, co-ions during charging) effectively prevents local capacitive storage in those 
regions. During the charge phase, these stagnated ions can avert local accumulation of 
excess electrode charge (Chapter 8). Similarly, during discharge, these trapped ions can 
inhibit the utilization of excess electrode charge (Chapter 9). Two primary factors 
(described below) were identified to influence the ion transport under an external field, or 
so-called electrokinetics, in these confined regions. 
 First, the so-called scan rate (as used in cyclic voltammetry measurements), which 
depends on the applied potential and the rate of charge/discharge, was found to have an 
interesting non-linear relationship with CD. For example, during the charging of 
subnanometer cylindrical pores (Chapter 9), an abrupt capacitive loss was observed beyond 
a critical scan rate. This was attributed to the development of a so-called depletion region 
in which co-ions remained trapped within the pores; beyond the critical scan rate, the 
depletion region was predicted to always develop. According to our analysis, the critical 
scan rate is dependent on the competition between forced electro-kinetic flow and natural 
ion convection. 
 The second factor is the geometry of the electrode, with particular attention to 
materials with broad pore size distributions. In Chapter 9, we found that the ion stagnation 
(as previously described) could be mitigated, to a certain extent, if the electrode structure 
contained pores with broadly varying pore shapes (as characterized by the aforementioned 
pore shape factor). In particular, an electrode topology with a connected network of pores 
with gradually diminishing confinement was identified to facilitate ion extraction and 
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eventual desorption from the electrode surface. Our analysis showed that such structural 
features were necessary to aid counter-ion/co-ion reorganization during discharge. 
 Here, we have identified factors that may be essential to understand the dynamics 
related to capacitance. More importantly, it is evident that our fundamental knowledge of 
the dynamics at electrode-electrolyte interfaces remains limited, thereby warranting further 
investigation. For instance, the influence of the scan rate and electrode structure should be 
inherently related, although their relative contributions remain unclear. This work therefore 
provides both motivation and a framework to explore the transitions between charged and 
uncharged states that may accessed during supercapacitor operations.  
 
10.3 PERSPECTIVE ON NEW RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
As stated in Chapter 1, the development of electrode materials for supercapacitors 
has historically been driven by the paradigm that the capacitance is limited by the efficiency 
of ion packing and accumulation in the electric double layer. Naturally, the exploration of 
carbon materials, such as activated carbons, was guided by a specific research question: 
how can we increase the specific and volumetric surface areas of conductive materials? 
Recently, the benefits from this approach have yielded diminishing returns as cost-
effective methods to create high surface area materials have matured. As a result, most 
commercial supercapacitors can be considered a commodity product, in which price is the 
main distinguishing feature while performance tends to be comparable across the market. 
The emergence of carbon nanomaterials, however, has provided a new pathway to develop 
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next-generation supercapacitors with the potential to out-class current devices. Yet 
interestingly, the use of these materials as electrodes has demonstrated enhanced capacitive 
performance that does not necessarily scale with surface area. However, early experimental 
reports noticed a possible correlation between the capacitance and the average pore width, 
which was attributed to selective ion segregation based on pore size.36,37 These 
observations prompted a shift to a new research question: how does the structure of the 
electrode influence ion packing and the capacitance? 
 Motivated by this question, recent experimental200,212-214 and theoretical21,85,86, 
179,188,215,216 works have attempted to elucidate the relationship between the capacitance and 
pore size, pore distribution, pore volume, and other facets of the electrode topology. 
Throughout this work, however, we have demonstrated that other nuances can significantly 
affect the capacitance. Some of these factors include the ease of charge injection into the 
electrode (i.e., the quantum capacitance), the preferred spatial accumulation of excess 
charge carriers throughout the electrode, as well as the kinetics of ion reorganization in 
response to an external field. These findings suggest that the open question that guides 
research should be amended to: how does the electrode chemistry and structure affect 
excess charge accumulation and how efficiently do ions respond to screen the field?  
Based on this amended research question, suggestions to improve two common 
practices in theoretical simulations are proposed. The first common practice is the 
evaluation of the electric double layer microstructure and capacitance at thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Instead, it may be more appropriate to probe the capacitance using non-
equilibrium simulations (e.g., emulated cyclic voltammetry) in order to capture other 
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accessible pseudo-equilibrium states. To achieve this, improvements should be made to the 
constant potential method commonly used to approximate the electrode excess charge 
distribution. While previously used methods were limited to surface atoms with equal 
polarizability, the method presented in Chapters 8 and 9 has the ability to distinguish 
chemically-diverse species. Nonetheless, this model can be improved to incorporate more 
complex phenomena, such as nonlinear electrostatic screening observed in few-layer 
graphene217, which may be necessary for low-dimensional carbon nanomaterials. 
 
10.4 POTENTIAL FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
A.  Tailoring Performance with Ionic Liquid Optimization 
 One attractive aspect of ionic liquids is their large design space, spanning the many 
types of cations (e.g., imidazolium, phosphonium, pyridinium, etc.) and anions (e.g., 
borates, phosphates, sulfonimides) that can be synthesized and paired together. For 
supercapacitors, choosing the proper cation-anion pair with a given electrode material can 
further improve the capacitance. To help sieve through this large parameter space to 
optimize performance, the size of the ion is commonly chosen as a defining characteristic. 
For example, the compact Cl- anion has been predicted to yield larger capacitances than 
PF6
-, a bulkier anion, at graphene and carbon nanotube interfaces due to the effective ion 
packing in the former case.85 In nanoporous materials, the capacitance is also expected to 
be optimal when the ion size is slightly smaller than the average pore width to allow only 
single-ion accomodation.37 Indeed, the work presented here exhibits similar trends. In 
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Chapter 8, the axial charge distribution as well as the size of the depletion region differed 
at the negative and positive electrodes due to the differences in the cation and anion size. 
Similarly, the electrode surface utilization in Chapter 9 depended on the size of the counter-
ion.  
 While the ion size has been a successful physical descriptor, it may be important to 
investigate further the influence of different ion shapes and charge distributions on the 
double layer formation and capacitance. For example, imidazolium cations with long tails 
paired with compact anions can form heterogeneous domains due to (1) the strong 
electrostatic attraction between the charged head groups of the cations and the anions and 
(2) the van der Waals interactions between the weakly charged tail groups.218 As observed 
in Chapter 6, such heterogeneity can impede ion reorganization upon electrode charging. 
In addition, the shape and charge distribution of the ions can also influence their 
electrokinetic behavior, as observed with ionic liquid lubricants under an external field219, 
which is especially important when in highly-confined regions. Therefore, these additional 
considerations concerning the ion size, shape/flexibility, and charge distribution may be 
probed to tailor the design of future ionic liquids. 
 
B.  Developing Carbon-Based Materials for Pseudo-Capacitors 
The characteristic differences between supercapacitors (high power density) and 
batteries (high energy density) can be attributed to the differences in their charge storage 
mechanisms. For example, batteries involve redox reactions at the interface which 
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inherently deliver more charge than simply storing them electrostatically in the double 
layer of supercapacitors. On the other hand, ion reorganization and diffusion in the double 
layer is typically much faster than charge transfer kinetics in batteries. Devices that utilize 
both charge transfer and double layer formation for energy storage are called pseudo-
capacitors, which have moderate power densities and energy densities. Typically, the 
active electrode material consists of a metal oxide, such as MnO2 or V2O5, supported on a 
conductive carbon matrix.220,221 Reduced graphene oxide has also demonstrated pseudo-
capacitive characteristics, which has the added benefit of larger electrical conductivity 
compared to metal oxides.222,223 However, in all of these cases, an aqueous electrolyte is 
required as the reaction, which should be reversible, involves either protons, hydronium 
ions, or intercalation of alkali ions.221  
Currently, it remains to be seen if modified carbon nanomaterials immersed in ionic 
liquid can be used in a pseudo-capacitive manner. Based on conventional mechanisms, it 
seems unlikely given the large electrochemical windows of ionic liquids. However, in this 
work, effects analogous to pseudo-capacitance have been demonstrated through 
chemical/mechanical modification of graphene. For example, the dramatically enhanced 
capacitance predicted for transition metal-doped graphene (Chapter 4) may be attributed to 
the filling of the metal 3d non-bonding states, effectively changing the metal valency. 
Pseudo-capacitive effects in graphene oxide can also be hypothesized based on the stability 
analysis presented in Chapter 6. In this case, it is conceivable that with different structures, 
oxygen concentrations, and operating potentials, electrochemical reduction based on 
interacting functional groups may occur. The challenge, however, is to ensure that the 
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reaction can be reversible. This will likely depend on both the electronic structure of the 
electrode material and the relative stability of the product species adsorbed on the surface 
compared to their solubility in the ionic liquid.  
 
C.  Understanding Charging Dynamics and Impedance 
As porous carbon supercapacitor electrodes utilize increasingly narrow pores, it is 
important to understand the factors that facilitate or inhibit ion transport, and to a certain 
extent, charge carrier transport, thus enabling the design of materials that maintain large 
power densities. The charging dynamics are typically characterized by the impedance, 
which can be measured with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The observed 
impedance is then related to an equivalent circuit model with parameters that depend upon 
the pore structure. In the commonly used de Levie transmission line model, uniform 
cylindrical rods are assumed with key parameters including the pore radius, length, and 
number of pores.224 In the past, this model has been useful for porous electrodes with large 
pores and wide pore distributions.225 However, contemporary porous electrodes, especially 
those fabricated with subnanometer pores, tend to exhibit anomalous impedance such as a 
previously unobserved dependence on the applied potential.226 Given the observations in 
Chapter 9, namely the differences in the charging profiles between electrode sites with 
different shapes, it is timely to explore the molecular charging behavior of ions confined 
within these nanostructures to aid in the development of macroscopic models and 
understanding of charge and ion transport in these materials. Beyond studying the role of 
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electrode topology, the ion reorganization mechanism described in Chapter 9 also suggests 
that the role of ion-solvent interactions should also be considered.  
 
D.  Extending to Other Applications 
 On a final note, it is worth mentioning that the concepts developed in this 
dissertation may be extended to other applications involving electrified solid-liquid 
interfaces. One notable example is water desalination through a capacitive deionization 
(CDI) mechanism.227 Here, polarized carbon nanomaterials are often used to 
electrostatically attract and extract salts from a brine feed. Many of the operating principles 
are similar to supercapacitors, including the need for wide electrochemical windows, long 
electrode lifetimes, and large capacitances. However, a key metric that distinguishes water 
desalination from supercapacitors is the energy efficiency of ion extraction. Namely, 
materials should be optimized to maximize the amount of ions adsorbed on the surface 
with minimal energy (the product of excess charge and voltage). Conceivably, this might 
be achieved by promoting co-ion/counter-ion mixing to stabilize more counter-ions at the 
interface, similar to the discharge mechanism identified in Chapter 9. Therefore, a 
theoretical approach, such as the methodology and analysis presented in Chapters 8 and 9, 
may help elucidate design principles to maximize CDI efficiency. 
Another example is the recent use of ionic liquids as gate dielectrics in field effect 
transistors (FET).228 Here, the intention is to utilize the semiconductor-ionic liquid electric 
double layer to induce large charge carrier densities in the FET channel; in other words, a 
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large capacitance is favorable in order to maximize the charge carrier density with minimal 
energy consumption. In this case, the two key metrics are the carrier mobility and the 
threshold voltage. The carrier mobility has been observed to decrease with increasing 
capacitance229, which is likely related to the ionic-liquid-induced polarization of the 
channel surface acting as shallow traps230. On the other hand, the threshold voltage can be 
tuned based on the alignment of the semiconductor and gate flat band potentials, which is 
also associated with the potential variation through the EDL.231 This motivates an in-depth 
study into the performance of these devices based on the coupling between channel 
material and ionic liquid, which is well-suited for the theoretical approach presented in Part 
I. 
The methodologies, analyses, and conclusions of this work may therefore be 
broadly applicable to future studies involving the interfacial accumulation of excess charge 
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